TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, JUNE 25, 2001

6:00 pm Workshop - Revaluation - Vision Appraisal
I.

Call to order at the Cumberland Town Offices Council Chambers at 7:00 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a) June 18,2001

III.

Manager's Ref>~rt

Sosa.t\

UL.f:i,~

IV.

Public Discussion

V.

Legislation and Policy

- Q.W.S.

01-36

To hold a Public Hearing and consider taking action on proposed Impact Fee
Ordinance.

01-37

To hold Public Hearing to consider and act on a proposal for the Cumberland
Housing Authority to purchase 9 acres of land on Greely Road (owned by
Portland Water District) as a possible site for Senior Housing.

01-38

To review the Growth Management Ordinance.

01-39

To authorize Town Manager to enter into contract with Vision Appraisal

01-40

To consider and act on annual applications for Victualer's licenses.

01-41

To consider and act on application for Innco, Inc. d/b/a Chebeague Island Inn for
Liquor License renewal.

01-42

To consider and act on a Special Amusement Permit application for Innco, Inc.
d/b/a Chebeague Island Inn.

VI.

Correspondenc~

VII.

New Business

VIII.

Adjourn
MEMBERS OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
Stephen Moriarty (Chair)
Mark Kuntz
John Lambert, Jr.
Jeffrey Porter
Town

829-5095
Donna Damon
846-5140
829-6482
Harland Storey 829-3939
781-5282
Peter Bingham 829-5713
829-4129
of Cumberland web site: www.cumberlandmaine.com
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Bob Benson
Klara
Norton
June 22, 2001
2001-2002
VICTUALER'S

Please see attached
Officer,
Fire Chief,
these establishments.
Also, Chebeague
grant them their
Amusement
and

inspection
and Code

LICENSE

LISTING

reports
from the Health
Enforcement
regarding

Inn has now met all the requirements
annual
Liquor license,
Special
Victualer's
license.

-----------------------------------------The following
establishments
can be granted their
annual Victualers
license for the year 2001 to 2002:
• ALLEN FARM COUNTRY STORE
•C.N.· Brown Company, d/b/a The BIG APPLE FOOD STORE
•HMS HOST/BURGER KING
• CHEBEAGUE ISLAND INN
J. CHEBEAGUE ISLAND BAKERY
f•CHEBEAGUE ORCHARD INN
• CUMBERLAND CAFE
•CUMBERLAND/NO YARMOUTH LIONS CLUB
• DOUGHTY'S ISLAND MARKET
•FOODSTOP

•J BROTHERS

VARIETY STORE
•SPRING BROOK FARM DAIRY STORE
•SUNSET HOUSE BED & BREAKFAST INN
• GAIL'S LOG CABIN STORE
•TRACK SIDE SNACK BAR
•VIKING GRILL N AL HALLA GOLF & REC-BANQUET CENTER
• WEST CUMBERLAND METHODIST CHURCH (Fairgrounds bldng.)
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY - JUNE 18, 2001

***

SPECIAL MEETING MINUTES

***

Councilors Present: Stephen Moriarty, Peter Bingham, Jeffrey Porter, Harland Storey, Mark Kuntz, John Lambert, Donna Damon

I.

Call to order at the Cumberland Town Hall at 6:30 p.m.

II.

Swearing-in of newly elected Town Councilors.
Town Clerk, Klara Norton swore in re-elected Town Councilor - Stephen Moriarty and elected Town
Councilor - Donna Damon.

III.

Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman.
Councilor Storey moved to nominate Councilor Moriarty as Chairman of the Cumberland Town
Council.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz
Councilor Storey moved that nominations cease.
Seconded by Councilor Bingham

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)

VOTE on original motion: INF AVOR (5)
ABSTAINED ( 1) Moriarty
Councilor Lambert arrived at 6:32 pm
Councilor Bingham moved to nominate Councilor Porter as Vice-Chairman of the Cumberland Town
Council.
Seconded by Councilor Storey
Chairman Storey moved that nominations cease.
Seconded by Councilor Bingham

IV.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

VOTE on original motion: INF AVOR (6)
ABSTAINED (1) Porter
Adjourn
Chairman Moriarty moved to adjourn the meeting at 6:35 p.m. and move to a workshop in the East
Conference Room to discuss 'Impact Fees'.
Resp

Lisa Br wn, Administrative Assistant
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RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND
OPEN SPACE IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE
OF THE TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE

ARTICLE I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1.1. Authority
This Ordinance is adoptectpursuant to Home Rule Powers as provided for in Article Vill, Part 2,
Section 1 of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, MRSA, Section 300 l and Section 4354.
1.2. Short Title
This Ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the "Recreational Facilities and Open Space
Impact Fee Ordinance of the Town of Cumberland, Maine", and will be referred to herein as "this
Ordinance."
1.3. Purpose
The general purposes of this Ordinance are to maintain the Town's financial capacity to provide
adequate public facilities to meet the additional needs for recreation and open space created by future
residents. Further, this Ordinance establishes a fair and equitable process by which to ensure that new
residential development in the Town of Cumberland will be accomplished in a safe and healthful
manner, and that such development will bear a proportional or reasonably related share of the cost of
new, expanded or modified recreational infrastructure necessary to service such development through
the payment of impact fees that shall be dedicated to paying for the needed improvements.
1.4. Applicability ·

1. This Ordinance shall apply to the issuance of any building permit for a new residential structure
within the Town of Cumberland but shall exclude senior housing projects as defined in this
ordinance.
\ 6 orl,
2. This Ordinance shall not apply to additions to residential structures existing at the time of 1t~e I\
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adoption of this ordinance.
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3. This ordinance shall not apply to developers who have been issued~ Town of Cumberland
growth permit by the Code Enforcement Officer prior to date of the adoption of this ordinanctj- PfO\J ~
4. This ordinance shall apply to any addition to a residential structure built following the adoption of
this ordinance where such addition is made within five (5) years of the issuance of the original
5<1-0.. ~
building permit. The fee for any such addition shall be assessed as for new construction as set StS2-\lQ.
forth in Section 1.11 below, except that the initial five hundred (500) square foot discount shall
~
not apply. This Ordinance shall not apply to additions to residential structures made after the ,,....._
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expiration of five (5) years from the issuance of the original b l;\lding permit.
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5. No building permit shall be granted for any residential construction activity described herein that
requires payment of an impact fee under this Ordinance until the impact fees hereby required
have been paid.
1.5. Definitions
Impact fees are charges or assessments imposed by the Town of Cumberland against new residential
construction to help with the acquisition and development of additional recreation lands and facilities
and for the acquisition and preservation of open space for the future use and enjoyment of the town's
residents.
Developer is a person who has received an approval for residential construction under either the
subdivision or site plan ordinance, or a person who has otherwise applied for a residential building
permit for any activity described herein.
Gross floor area shall include the entire floor area of each floor measured from the outside of exterior
walls, and shall include all interior partitions and spaces whether finished or not, but shall exclude
basements, garages, unheated porches and any portion of a room or attic with sloping ceilings
measuring less than five (5) feet from floor to ceiling.
Residential Structure shall refer to any living unit including those in single-family homes, multifamily homes, attached and/or detached residential structures, condominiums, apartments,
manufactured housing and mobile homes.
Senior Housing Project shall refer to a residential development constructed solely for elderly residents
who meet strictly enforced age guidelines, and within which the residential units are by deed or
covenant restricted to occupation by residents who meet such age guidelines.
1.6. Payment of Fees
The Code Enforcement Officer shall collect the impact fee prior to the issuance of any building
permit for residential construction that is subject to the fee. The amount of the fee shall be based upon
the procedure set out in subsection 1.11below.
1.7. Impact Fee Accounts
All impact fees collected under the provisions of this ordinance shall be segregated from the Town's
general revenue and be accounted for in separate impact fee accounts designated for the particular
improvements in question. The impact fee accounts are as follows:

l.

Open space land acquisition account (36% of each fee collected).

2. Recreational facility improvement and capacity expansion account (64% of each fee collected).
1.8. Use of Impact Fees
Impact fees collected under the provisions of this ordinance shall only be used to pay for site
acquisition and capital improvements for the creation or expansion of recreational facilities and for
the acquisition and related improvement of open space. No portion of the fee shall be used for routine
maintenance or operation activities.
The following costs are examples of, but are not intended to limit, capital improvements:
1. Acquisition of land or easements including conservation easements and development rights.
2. Engineering, surveying and environmental assessment services directly related to the acquisition,
design, construction and continued upgrading of the improvement.
3. The actual construction of the improvement including, without limitation, demolition costs,
clearing and grading of land, and necessary capital equipment dedicated to the site.
4. Mitigation costs.
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5. Legal and administrative costs associated with construction of the improvement, including any
borrowing necessary to finance the project.
6. Debt service costs including interest if the Town borrows for the construction of the
improvement.
7. Relocation costs.
8. Similar costs that are directly related to the improvement project.
1.9. Refund of Fees
1. If a building permit or other relevant permit is surrendered or expires without commencement of
construction, the developer shall be entitled to a refund, without interest, of the impact fee paid as
a condition of its issuance. A request for a refund shall be made in writing to the Town Planner,
and shall occur within ninety (90) days of the expiration of the permit.
2. If the funds collected annually are not expended or obligated by contract for their intended
purpose by the end of the calendar quarter immediately following ten (10) years from the date the
fee was paid, the prorated share of the funds shall be returned to the current owner of the property
for which the fee was paid, provided that a request is made in writing to the Town Planner within
one hundred eighty ( 180) days of the expiration of the ten ( 1Q) year period.
1.10.Waiver of Impact Fee
The Town Council may, by formal vote following a public hearing, waive the payment of a required
impact fee, in whole or in part, if it finds that:
1. The developer or property owner who would otherwise be responsible for the payment of the
impact fee voluntarily agrees to construct an improvement for which the impact fee would be
collected, or an equivalent improvement approved by the Town Council.
2. The developer of a subdivision offers to dedicate and/or improve public lands or recreational
amenities and the Town Council finds these public lands or recreational amenities to be of townwide benefit.
1.11.Calculation of Fees
The recreational facilities and open space impact fee shall be a per square foot fee established by the
Town Council, and shall be based upon the Town's impact fee calculation methodology. This
methodology has been adopted by the Town Council and is on file and available for review in the
Town Planner's of(ice. The amount of the fee paid by a developer shall be determined by multiplying
the gross floor area as defined in this ordinance less five hundred (500) square feet by the per square
foot fee established herein. The total amount of the impact fee due for each project shall be
determined by the developer, subject to the approval of the Code Enforcement Officer (CEO), using
the impact fee calculation worksheet provided by the CEO and shall be based upon the following:
1. The developer shall determine, subject to the CEO's approval, the gross floor area of the
residential structure subject to the impact fee based upon plans and other documents submitted by
the developer.
2. The developer shall determine, subject to the CEO's approval, the amount of the recreational
facilities portion of the fee by subtracting five hundred (500) square feet from the gross floor area
determined in Section 1.11.1 of this ordinance and multiplying the difference by $0.87 per square
foot unless the Town Council has waived that portion of the fee in accordance with Section I. 10
of this ordinance.
3. The developer shall determine, subject to the CEO's approval, the amount of the open space
portion of the fee by subtracting five hundred (500) square feet from the gross floor area
determined in Section 1.11.1 of this ordinance and multiplying the difference by $0.49 per square
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foot unless the Town Council has waived that portion of the fee in accordance with Section 1.10
of this ordinance.
4. The developer shall determine, subject to the CEO's approval, the total impact fee due by
combining the recreational facilities portion and the open space portion as calculated above.
Unless the Town Council waives the fee required in either section 1.11.2 or section 1.11.3 above,
the sum of the per square foot impact fees described in those sections shall be $1.36 per square
foot of gross floor area less five hundred (500) square feet.
5. The five hundred (500) square foot reduction in gross floor area discussed in this section of the
ordinance shall not apply to residential additions made within five (5) years of the issuance of the
original building permit for the home.
ARTICLE II.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

2.1 Validity and Severability

If any section, phrase, sentence or portion of this Ordinance is for any reason held invalid or
unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a separate,
distinct and independent provision, and such holding shall not affect the validity of the remaining
portions thereof.
2.2 Conflict with Other Ordinances
Should any section, phrase, sentence or portion of this Ordinance be found to be in conflict with other
local, state or federal Ordinances or regulations, the more stringent section or provision shall prevail.
Existing provisions for building permit fees are to be held separate from the impact fees described
herein and are not affected by this Ordinance.
2.3 Review and Revi1iion
The Town Council shall periodically review each impact fee established under this chapter. If the
Council finds that the anticipated cost of the improvement has changed or that the identification of
development subject to the fee is no longer appropriate, the Council may adopt changes to the impact
fee. Any changes adopted as a result of such review shall apply to all future development but shall not
apply retroactively to projects that have already paid an impact fee. A public hearing shall be held
prior to the adoption of any amendment. Notice of such public hearing shall be in accordance with
state and local requirements.
2.4 Right to Appeal
A developer may appeal the determination of the Code Enforcement Officer as to either the
applicability of the impact fee to a particular project, the gross floor area subject to the fee, or the
amount of the fee to be paid. Appeals shall be made in writing to the CEO within ten (10) days of the
CEO' s initial determination of the amount of the impact fee due for a particular residential structure.
The Board of Adjustment and Appeals shall consider such appeal at their next regularly scheduled
meeting and shall issue a determination either upholding the CEO's decision or modifying the CEO's
decision within seven (7) days of the date of the hearing at which the appeal was heard.
2.5 Effective Date
This Ordinance shall take effect upon its adoption by a majority of the eligible voters present at the
June 28, 2001 Town Council Meeting. The effective date of this Ordinance is June 30, 2001

E:\Da1aFi les\Planning\lmp-Fees\lmp-Ord4.doc
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IMPACT FEE INSTRUCTION

SHEET

for the
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND OPEN SPACE IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE
OF THE TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE

l.

Using dimensioned building plans provided by the applicant, calculate the Gross Floor Area in
accordance with the following definition as found in the "Recreational Facilities and Open Space
Impact Fee Ordinance of the Town of Cumberland, Maine":
Gross floor area shall include the entire floor area of each floor measured from the outside of
exterior walls, and shall include all interior partitions and spaces whether finished or not, but shall
exclude basements, garages, unheated porches and any portion of a room or attic with sloping
ceilings measuring less than five (5) feet from floor to ceiling.

2. To aid the gross floor area calculation, you may choose to sketch out and dimension the floor plan
for each floor of the proposed structure, excluding the basement level, on the reverse side of this
sheet.
3. To the gross floor area as calculated in accordance with the definition above and expressed in
square feet, apply the following formula:
[Gross Floor Area - 500 square feet] X [$0.87 per square foot]

(recreation fee amount)

+

(Gross Flo<?rArea - 500 square feet] X ($0.49 per square foot]

(open space fee amount)

=

Total Impact Fee*

* Please show this calculation on the "Impact Fee Information and Calculation Sheet"
4. This fee amount is due to the Code Enforcement Officer prior to the granting of any building
permit for a residential use in the Town of Cumberland.

E:\Data Files\Planning\lmp-Fees\work-sht.doc

Town of Cumberland

IMPACTFEE#:
DATE RECEIVED:

Residential Impact Fee
Information and Calculation Sheet

TIME RECEIVED:
RECEIVEDBY:

APPLlCANf:

APPLlCANTADDRESS:

APPLICANTPHONENUMBER:

PROPERTYOWNER:

PROPERTYADDRESS:

PROPERTYOWNERPHONENUMBER:

LOCATION/PROPERTY
ADDRESS:

TAXMAP & LOT NUMBER:

EXEMPTIONSIF ANY:

PROJECTDESCRIPTION:

IMPACTFEECALCULATION:

Tar AL AMOUNTOP IMPACTFEEASSESSED:

C

HEREBYCERTCFY
THATTHE INFORMATION
PROVJDEDIS COMPLETEANDCORRECTTO THE BESTOF MY KNOWLEDGEANDBELIEF.

SIGNATUREOP APPLICANT:

DATE:
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Town of Cumberland

Meeting of the Town Council
June 28, 2001
Proposed Recreation Facilities and Open Space Impact Fee Ordinance

Sample Impact Fee Amounts
Gross Floor Area

Proposed Fee Amount

(GFA)

(GFA - 500 sf X $1.36 per sq. ft.)

1,000 sf

$680

1,548 sf
(average home in Small's Brook)

1,827 sf
(average 3 bedroom home in Cumberland)

2,000 sf
2,535 sf
(average 4 bedroom home in Cumberland)

.Ji

9c

$1,804

9<\ ¢/»r ~ 4 2.,0 -

$2,040
$2,768

3,000 sf

$3,400

4,000 sf

$4,760

5,000 sf

$6,120

E:\Data Files\Planning\lmp-Fees\feematrx.doc
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RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND
OPEN SPACE IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE
OF THE TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE

ARTICLE I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Ll

Authority
This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Home Rule Powers as provided for in Article Vill, Part 2,
Section 1 of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, MRSA, Section 3001 and Section 4354.

Ll

Short Title

This Ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the "Recreational Facilities and Open Space
Impact Fee Ordinance of the Town of Cumberland, Maine", and will be referred to herein as "this
Ordinance."

Ll

Purpose

The general purposes of this Ordinance are to maintain the Town's financial capacity to provide
adequate public facilities to meet the additional needs for recreation and open space created by future
residents. Further, this Ordinance establishes a fair and equitable process by which to ensure that new
residential development in the Town of Cumberland will be accomplished in a safe and healthful
manner, and that such development will bear a proportional or reasonably related share of the cost of
new, expanded or modified recreational infrastructure necessary to service such development through
the payment of impact fees that shall be dedicated to paying for the needed improvements.

1A Applicability
A. This Ordinance shall apply to the issuance of any building permit for a new residential structure
within the Town of Cumberland but shall exclude senior housing projects as defined in this
ordinance.
B. This Ordinance shall not apply to additions to residential structures existing at the time of the
adoption of this ordinance.
C. This ordinance shall apply to any addition to a residential structure built following the adoption of
this ordinance where such addition is made within five (5) years of the issuance of the original
building permit, but shall not apply to additions to residential structures made after the expiration
of five (5) years from the issuance of the original building permit. The fee for any such addition
shall be assessed as for new construction as set forth in Section I.I I below.
D. No building permit shall be granted for any residential construction activity described herein that
requires payment of an impact fee under this Ordinance until the impact fees hereby required
have been paid.
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Ll

Definitions
Impact fees are charges or assessments imposed by the Town of Cumberland against new residential
construction to help with the acquisition and development of additional recreation lands and facilities
and for the acquisition and preservation of open space for the future use and enjoyment of the town's
residents.
Developer is a person who has received an approval for residential construction under either the
subdivision or site plan ordinance, or a person who has otherwise applied for a residential building
permit for any activity described herein.
Gross Floor Area shall include the floor area measured from the outside of exterior walls, including
all interior partitions and spaces whether finished or not, but shall exclude attics or crawl spaces
deemed uninhabitable by the code enforcement officer, and shall exclude garage areas intended for
the storage of automobiles, but shall include any finished or unfinished habitable area on a floor
above a garage. Gross floor area may be measured by calculating the area of the foundation footprint
and multiplying any portions thereof by the number of stories above and then subtracting
uninhabitable area.
Residential Structure shall refer to any living unit including those in single-family homes, multifamily homes, attached and/or detached residential structures, condominiums, apartments,
manufactured housing and mobile homes.
Senior Housing Project shall refer to a residential development constructed solely for elderly residents
who meet strictly enforced age guidelines, and within which the residential units are by deed or
covenant restricted to occupation by residents who meet such age guidelines.

ti

Payment of Fees

The Code Enforcement Officer shall collect the impact fee prior to the issuance of any building,
..__e!umbin,.&
or other permit for residential construction that is subject to the fee. The amount of the fee
shall be based upon the procedure set out in subsection I. 11 below.

11 Impact Fee Accounts
All impact fees collected under the provisions of this ordinance shall be segregated from the Town's
general revenue and be accounted for in separate impact fee accounts designated for the particular
improvements in question. The impact fee accounts are as follows:
1) Open space land acquisition account (64% of each fee collected).
2) Recreational facility improvement and capacity expansion account (36% of each fee collected).

il

Use of Impact Fees

Impact fees collected under the provisions of this ordinance shall only be used to pay for site
acquisition and capital improvements for the creation or expansion of recreational facilities and for
the acquisition and related improvement of open space. No portion of the fee shall be used for routine
maintenance or operation activities.
The following costs are examples of, but are not intended to limit, capital improvements:
l.

Acquisition of land or easements including conservation easements and development rights.

2. Engineering, surveying and environmental assessment services directly related to the acquisition,
design, construction and continued upgrading of the improvement.
3. The actual construction of the improvement including, without limitation, demolition costs,
clearing and grading of land, and necessary capital equipment dedicated to the site.
4. Mitigation costs.
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5. Legal and administrative costs associated with construction of the improvement, including any
borrowing necessary to finance the project.
6. Debt service costs including interest if the Town borrows for the construction of the
improvement.
7. Relocation costs.
8. Similar costs that are directly related to the improvement project.

.L.2.
Refund of Fees
A. If a building permit or other relevant permit is surrendered or expires without commencement of
construction, the developer shall be entitled to a refund, without interest, of the impact fee paid as
a condition of its issuance. A request for a refund shall be made in writing to the Town Planner,
and shall occur within ninety (90) days of the expiration of the permit.

B. If the funds collected annually are not expended or obligated by contract for their intended
purpose by the end of the calendar quarter immediately following ten ( 10) years from the date
the fee was paid, the prorated share of the funds shall be returned to the current owner of the
property for which the fee was paid, provided that a request is made in writing to the Town
Planner within one hundred eighty ( 180) days of the expiration of the ten ( 10) year period.
1.10

Waiver of Impact Fee

The Town Council may, by formal vote following a public hearing, waive the payment of a required
impact fee, in whole or in part, if it finds that:
1. The developer or property owner who would otherwise be responsible for the payment of the
impact fee voluntarily agrees to construct an improvement for which the impact fee would be
collected, or an equivalent improvement approved by the Town Council.
2. The developer of a subdivision offers to dedicate and/or improve public.;lands or recreational
amenities and the Town Council finds these public lands or recreational amenities to be of townwide benefit.

.Lll

Calculation of Fees

The recreational facilities and open space impact fee shall be a per square foot fee established by the
Town Council, and shall be based upon the Town's impact fee calculation methodology. This
methodology has been adopted by the Town Council and is on file and available for review in the
Town Planner's office. The amount of the fee paid by a developer shall be determined by multiplying
the per square foot fee by the gross floor area as defined in this ordinance. The per square foot fee
shall be $1.36, and the Code Enforcement Officer (CEO) shall determine the total amount of the
impact fee due for each project based upon the following:
1. The CEO shall determine the gross floor area of the residential structure subject to the impact fee
based upon plans and other documents submitted by the developer.
2. The CEO shall determine the amount of the recreational facilities portion of the fee by
multiplying the gross floor area determined in Section 1.11.1 of this ordinance by $0.87 per
square foot unless the Town Council has waived that portion of the fee in accordance with
Section 1.10 of this ordinance.
3. The CEO shall determine the amount of the open space portion of the fee by multiplying the
gross floor area determined in Section 1.11.1 of this ordinance by $0.49 per square foot unless the
Town Council has waived that portion of the fee in accordance with Section 1.10 of this
ordinance.
4. The CEO shall determine the impact fee due by combining the recreational facilities portion and
the open space portion as calculated above.
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ARTICLE II.
2.1

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

Validity and Severability

If any section, phrase, sentence or portion of this Ordinance is for any reason held invalid or
unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a separate,
distinct and independent provision, and such holding shall not affect the validity of the remaining
portions thereof.
2.2

Conflict with Other Ordinances

Should any section, phrase, sentence or portion of this Ordinance be found to be in conflict with other
local, state or federal Ordinances or regulations, the more stringent section or provision shall prevail.
Existing provisions for building permit fees are to be held separate from the impact fees described
herein and are not affected by this Ordinance.
2.3

Review and Revision

The Town Council shall periodically review each impact fee established under this chapter. If the
Council finds that the anticipated cost of the improvement has changed or that the identification of
development subject to the fee is no longer appropriate, the Council may adopt changes to the impact
fee. Any changes adopted as a result of such review shall apply to all future development but shall not
apply retroactively to projects that have already paid an impact fee. A public hearing shall be held
prior to the adoption of any amendment. Notice of such public hearing shall be in accordance with
state and local requirements.
2.4
Right to Appeal
A developer may appeal the determination of the Code Enforcement Officer as to either the
applicability of the impact fee to a particular project, the gross floor area subject to the fee, or the
amount of the fee to be paid. Appeals shall be made in writing to the CEO within ten ( I 0) days of the
CEO's initial determination of the amount of the impact fee due for a particular residential structure.
The Board of Adjustment and Appeals shall consider such appeal and shall issue a determination
either upholding the CEO's decision or modifying the CEO's decision within fifteen (15) days of the
filing of the appeal.
2.5

Effective Date

This Ordinance shail take effect upon its adoption by a majority of the eligible voters present at the
(date) Town Council Meeting. The effective date of this Ordinance is (date) .

E:\Data Files\Planning\Imp-Fees\Jmp-Ord3.doc
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RECiE~AL
FACILITIES AND
7OPEN SPACE IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE
OF THE TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE

ARTICLE I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

lJ. Authority
This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Home Rule Powers as provided for in Article Vill, Part 2,
Section 1 of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, MRSA, Section 300 l and Section 4354.

U

-

Short Title

This Ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the "Recreational Facilities and Open Space
Impact Fee Ordinance of the Town of Cumberland, Maine", and will be referred to herein as "this
Ordinance."

Ll

Purpose
The general purposes of this Ordinance are to maintain the Town's financial capacity to provide
adequate public facilities to meet the additional needs for recreation and open space created by future
residents. Further, this Ordinance establishes a fair and equitable process by which to ensure that new
residential development in the Town of Cumberland will be accomplished in a safe and healthful
manner, and that such development will bear a proportional or reasonably related share of the cost of
new, expanded or modified recreational infrastructure necessary to service such development through
the payment of impact fees that shall be dedicated to paying for the needed improvements .

.1AApplicability
A. This Ordinance shall apply to the issuance of any building permit for a new residential structure
within the Town of Cumberland but shall exclude senior housing projects as defined in this
ordinance.
B. This Ordinance shall not apply to additions to residential structures existing at the time of the
adoption of this ordinance.
C. This ordinance shall apply to any addition to a residential structure built following the adoption of
this ordinance where such addition is made within five (5) years of the issuance of the original
building permit, but shall not apply to additions to residential structures made after the expiration
of five (5) years from the issuance of the original building permit. The fee for any such addition
shall be assessed as for new construction as set forth in Section 1.11 below.

D. No building permit shall be granted for any residential construction activity described herein that
requires payment of an impact fee under this Ordinance until the impact fees hereby required
have been paid.
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Definitions
Impact fees are charges or assessments imposed by the Town of Cumberland against new residential
construction to help with the acquisition and development of additional recreation lands and facilities
and for the acquisition and preservation of open space for the future use and enjoyment of the town's
residents.
Developer is a person who has received an approval for residential construction under either the
subdivision or site plan ordinance, or a person who has otherwise applied for a residential building
permit for any activity described herein.
Gross Floor Area shall include the floor area measured from the outside of exterior walls, including
all interior partitions and spaces whether finished or not, but shall exclude attics or crawl spaces
deemed uninhabitable by the code enforcement officer, and shall exclude garage areas intended for
the storage of automobiles, but shall include any finished or unfinished habitable area on a floor
above a garage. Gross floor area may be measured by calculating the area of the foundation footprint
and multiplying any portions thereof by the number of stories above and then subtracting
uninhabitable area.
Residential Structure shall refer to any living unit including those in single-family homes, multifamily homes, attached and/or detached residential structures, condominiums, apartments,
manufactured housing an-d mobile homes.
Senior Housing Project shall refer to a residential development constructed solely for elderly residents
who meet strictly enforced age guidelines, and within which the residential units are by deed or
covenant restricted to occupation by residents who meet such age guidelines.
LQ Payment of Fees
The Code Enforcement Officer shall collect the impact fee prior to the issuance of any building,
plumbing, or other permit for residential construction that is subject to the fee. The amount of the fee
shall be based upon the procedure set out in subsection l. 11 below.

Ll

Impact Fee Accounts
All impact fees collected under the provisions of this ordinance shall be segregated from the Town's
general revenue and be accounted for in separate impact fee accounts designated for the particular
improvements in question. The impact fee accounts are as follows:
1) Open space land acquisition account (64% of each fee collected).

~ ~ a..[Sa:J

2) Recreational fa~ility improvement and capacity expansion account (36% of each fee collectedt,l

Q~

.U

Use of Impact Fees
Impact fees collected under the provisions of this ordinance shall only be used to pay for site
acquisition and capital improvements for the creation or expansion of recreational facilities and for
the acquisition and related improvement of open space. No portion of the fee shall be used for routine
maintenance or operation activities.
The following costs are examples of, but are not intended to limit, capital improvements:

1. Acquisition of land or easements including conservation easements and development rights.
2. Engineering, surveying and environmental assessment services directly related to the acquisition,
design, construction and continued upgrading of the improvement.
3. The actual construction of the improvement including, without limitation, demolition costs,
clearing and grading of land, and necessary capital equipment dedicated to the site.
4. Mitigation costs.
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5. Legal and administrative costs associated with construction of the improvement, including any
borrowing necessary to finance the project.
6. Debt service costs including interest if the Town borrows for the construction of the
improvement.
7. Relocation costs.
8. Similar costs that are directly related to the improvement project.

.L2Refund

of Fees
A. If a building permit or other relevant permit is surrendered or expires without commencement of
construction, the developer shall be entitled to a refund, without interest, of the impact fee paid as
a condition of its issuance. A request for a refund shall be made in writing to the Town Planner,
and shall occur within ninety (90) days of the expiration of the permit.
B. If the funds collected annually are not expended or obligated by contract for their intended
purpose by the end of the calendar quarter immediately following ten ( l 0) years from the date
the fee was paid, the prorated share of the funds shall be returned to the current owner of the
property for which the fee was paid, provided that a request is made in writing to the Town
Planner within one hundred eighty ( 180) days of the expiration of the ten ( I 0) year period.
1.10
Waiver of Impact Fee
The Town Council may, by formal vote following a public hearing, waive the payment of a required
impact fee, in whole or in part, if it finds that:
I. The developer or property owner who would otherwise be responsible for the payment of the
impact fee voluntarily agrees to construct an improvement for which the impact fee would be
collected, or an equivalent improvement approved by the Town Council.
2. The developer of a subdivision offers lo tledicate and/or improve public lands or recreational
amenities and the Town Council finds these public lands or recreational amenities to be of townwide benefit.

ill

Calculation of Fees

The recreational facilities and open space impact fee shall be a per square foot fee established by the
Town Council, and shall be based upon the Town's impact fee calculation methodology. This
methodology has been adopted by the Town Council and is on file and available for review in the
Town Planner's office. The amount of the fee paid by a developer shall be determined by multiplying
the per square foot·fee by the gross floor area as defined in this ordinance. The per square foot fee
shall be $1.36, and the Code Enforcement Officer (CEO) shall determine the total amount of the
impact fee due for each project based upon the following:
l.

The CEO shall determine the gross floor area of the residential structure subject to the impact fee
based upon plans and other documents submitted by the developer.

2. The CEO shall determine the amount of the recreational facilities portion of the fee by
multiplying the gross floor area determined in Section l .11.1 of this ordinance by $0.87 per
square foot unless the Town Council has waived that portion of the fee in accordance with
Section 1.10 of this ordinance.
3. The CEO shall determine the amount of the open space portion of the fee by multiplying the
gross floor area determined in Section 1.11.1 of this ordinance by $0.49 per square foot unless the
Town Council has waived that portion of the fee in accordance with Section 1.10 of this
ordinance.
4. The CEO shall determine the impact fee due by combining the recreational facilities portion and
the open space portion as calculated above.
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ARTICLE II.
2.1

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

Validity and Severability

If any section, phrase, sentence or portion of this Ordinance is for any reason held invalid or
unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a separate,
distinct and independent provision, and such holding shall not affect the validity of the remaining
portions thereof.
2.2
Conflict with Other Ordinances
Should any section, phrase, sentence or portion of this Ordinance be found to be in conflict with other
local, state or federal Ordinances or regulations, the more stringent section or provision shall prevail.
Existing provisions for building permit fees are to be held separate from the impact fees described
herein and are not affected by this Ordinance.
2.3

Review and Revision

The Town Council shall periodically review each impact fee established under this chapter. If the
Council finds that the anticipated cost of the improvement has changed or that the identification of
development subject to the fee is no longer appropriate, the Council may adopt changes to the impact
fee. Any changes adopted as a result of such review shall apply to all future development but shall not
apply retroactively to projects that have already paid an impact fee. A public hearing shall be held
prior to the adoption of any amendment. Notice of such public hearing shall be in accordance with
state and local requirements.
2.4
Right to Appeal
A developer may appeal the determination of the Code Enforcement Officer as to either the
applicability of the impact fee to a particular project, the gross floor area subject to the fee, or the
amount of the fee to be paid. Appeals shall be made in writing to the CEO within ten (10) days of the
CEO's initial determination of the amount of the impact fee due for a particular residential structure.
The Board of Adjustment and Appeals shall consider such appeal and shall issue a determination
either upholding the CEO's decision or modifying the CEO's decision within fifteen (15) days of the
filing of the appeal.
2.5

Effective Date

This Ordinance shall take effect upon its adoption by a majority of the eligible voters present at the
(date) Town Council Meeting. The effective date of this Ordinance is (date) .
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Revised June 21, 2001

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND OPEN SPACE
IMPACT FEE METHODOLOGY

This methodology sets out the procedure for determining the impact fee that should be paid
by development for recreational facilities and open space. In developing the fee, we looked at the
potential need for new or expanded infrastructure to meet the need for recreation and open space to
identify possible areas for the creation of impact fees. For each area, we looked at whether there is a
need for expanded capacity to accommodate growth resulting from development, if so, the type of
new or expanded facilities that would be needed, the possible cost of the expanded capacity, the
share of the capacity available to accommodate growth, who should pay an impact fee, and how the
fee should be calculated. Here is a summary of that analysis:
1. The Need for Expanded Facilities: The need for community recreation facilities
and open space is a function of the size of the community's population. As the
community grows, it needs more recreation land, fields, facilities, playgrounds,
natural areas, and open spaces. The Town's adopted Comprehensive Plan identifies
the need to expand the supply of recreational facilities and open space to serve a
growing population and proposes the use of impact fees to fund some of this cost.
This is repeated in the Town's Open Space Plan and in the Long Range Plan for
Chebeague Island.
The state's most recent State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
reports that the typical Maine community with a population of more than 2,500
residents had 14-15 acres of municipal recreational areas per 1,000 residents or
approximately 0.015 acres per capita. This ratio serves as a reasonable basis for
estimating future needs for recreational facilities created by population growth in
Cumberland. A population growth of 1,000 residents will create a need for 15 acres
of additional municipal recreation facilities.
There is no state or national standard for the amount of open space that is appropriate
for a community. In Cumberland, there are a number of sources of permanent open
space including Town owned conservation land and easements, the Town forest, state
conservation land/easements, and conservation land and easements owned by the
land trust. Cumberland currently has approximately 600 acres of permanent open
space or 0.084 acres per capita based upon a 2000 population of 7,159. This ratio
serves as a reasonable standard for additional open space as the Town's population
grows.
2. The Estimated Cost for Expanded Facilities: The development costs for
recreational facilities can range from $20,000 per acre to $100,000 per acre

depending on the type of facility and the site with an average cost of $50,000 per
acre. The estimated cost for acquiring open space land based upon recent
acquisitions in Cumberland is $4,000 - $6,000 per acre assuming that some portion of
the land acquired is developable.
3. The Share of Need Attributable to Growth: The existing housing stock
accommodates a relatively stable population although decreasing household size
appears to be reducing this population somewhat. Turnover in the existing housing
stock is unlikely to increase the Town's population. New residential development is,
however, adding to the population that must be served with recreational facilities and
open space. This growth is partially offset by the declining population in the existing
housing stock thereby reducing the effective need for additional recreational facilities
and open space. Therefore, residential development is responsible for the only a
portion of the need for increased recreational facilities based upon the acreage per
person standard. Between 1990 and 2000, the population of Cumberland grew by
1.323 while the number of households increased by 527. The survey of new
households conducted in 1999 suggests that these new households have an average of
3.6 people. This means that the new households added approximately 1,900
residents. This was offset by a decline in the population living in the pre 1990
housing stock of 574 residents. Therefore only 70% of the new residents generate a
need for additional recreational and open space with the balance offset by decreases
in the occupancy of the pre-existing housing stock. To account for this, the impact
fee should be established at 70% of the fee that would apply using the per capita basis
and estimated costs.
4. Who Should Pay The Fee: Any residential development activity should pay this
impact fee based upon the expected population of the project considering typical
occupancy rates unless the Town determines that the unit is located in a project that
includes an equivalent amount of open space as part of the development. Based upon
national studies of occupancy levels of various types of housing in the northeast and
the Town's housing survey, the following occupancy factors should be used in
calculating the appropriate fee:
Single family dwelling with:
a. three bedrooms
b. four bedrooms

3.4 people/unit
3.8 people/unit

There does not appear to be any justification for charging non-residential
development an impact fee for recreation and open space facilities. Typically, nonresidential uses do not generate a direct demand for these types of facilities and thus,
should not be charged a fee.
5. Calculation of the Fee: The recreational facilities and open space impact fee
should be the sum of the per capita cost of providing additional recreational facilities
and the per capita cost of providing additional open space adjusted by 70% to account
2

for the share of the need created by new residential development multiplied by the
anticipated number of residents in the project allocated on a square foot of gross floor
area basis.
The recreational facilities portion of the fee should be calculated by multiplying the
average estimated development cost per acre of recreational facilities or $50,000/acre
by 0.015 acres per capita for a base per capita cost of $750. This base cost should be
adjusted by the 70% need factor resulting in an adjusted per capita recreational
facilities cost of $525. Any residential unit should be subject to an impact fee to
cover this cost.
The open space portion of the fee should be calculated by multiplying the estimated
average per acre cost of acquiring open space or $5,000/acre by 0.084 acres per capita
for a base per capita cost of $420. This base fee should be adjusted by the 70% need
factor resulting in an adjusted per capital open space facilities cost of $294. Any
residential unit should be subject to an impact fee to cover this cost unless the Town
determines that the development in which the unit is located has provided an
equivalent amount of open space.
The per capita recreational facilities cost of $525 and the per capita open acquisition
cost of $294 per capita should then be charged to new residential development on a
square footage basis. The Town's housing survey found that the average new three
bedroom home had approximately 3 .4 occupants while new four bedroom homes had
approximately 3.8 occupants. The Town Assessor reports that the average three
bedroom home has approximately 1,827 square feet of gross living area while the
average four bedroom home has approximately 2,535 square feet. This translates into
approximately 537 square feet per occupant in three bedroom homes and
approximately 667 square feet in four bedroom homes or an average of
approximately 600 square feet per occupant. This factor should be used in
developing the impact fee on a square footage basis.
Allocating the $525 per capita recreational facilities cost to the 600 square foot per
occupant factor results in a recreational facilities impact fee of $0.87 per square foot.
Allocating the $294 per capital open space acquisition cost to the 600 square foot per
occupant factor results in an acquisition impact fee of $0.49 per square foot. The
combined impact fee should therefore be $1.36 per square foot of gross area of new
residential construction to cover the cost of providing recreational facilities and
acquiring open space to meet the needs generated by new residents of Cumberland.
6. Handling and Use of the Fee: The two portions of the fee should be accounted
for separately and should be credited to the appropriate impact fee account and used
for the purposes set forth in the ordinance.
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Town of Cumberland

Meeting of the Town Council
June 25, 2001
Proposed Recreation Facilities and Open Space Impact Fee Ordinance

Sample Impact Fee Amounts
House Size

-

Proposed Fee Amount
($1.36 per sq. ft.)

1,000 sf
1,548 sf
(average home in Small's Brook)

1,827 sf
(average 3 bedroom home in Cumberland)

2,000 sf
2,535 sf

$1,360
$2,105
$2,484
$2,720

(average 4 bedroom home in Cumberland)

$3,447

3,000 sf

$4,080

4,000 sf

$5,440

5,000 sf

$6,800
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GROWTH MANAGEMENTORDINANCE
I.

TITLE
This Ordinance shall be known as the "Growth Management Ordinance of the
Town of Cumberland, Maine" and shall be referred herein as the "Ordinance".

2.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Horne Rule Powers as provided in Article
VIII-A of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, M.R.S.A. Section 300 I.

3.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Ordinance is to protect the health, safety and general welfare
of the residents of Cumberland through placing limitations on residential
development and meeting the following:

4.

A.

To provide for the immediate housing needs of the existing residents of
Cumberland.

B.

To ensure fairness in allocation of Building Permits.

C.

To plan for continued residential population growth of Cumberland which
would be compatible with orderly and gradual expansion of community
services including, but not limited to, education, public safety,
transportation infrastructure, waste disposal and health services.

D.

Avoid a situation in which the rapid development of new residences,
potentially housing many families with school-age children, could outpace
the town's capability to expand its schools and other services soon enough
to_avoid serious school over-crowding and a significant reduction in other
services.

APPLICABILITY
This Ordinance shall apply to all new dwelling units (including manufactured
housing) within the Town of Cumberland. No new dwelling unit, which fails to
meet the requirements of the Ordinance, shall be constructed or placed within the
Town of Cumberland.

5.

EXEMPTIONS
This Ordinance shall not apply to the following:

6.

A.

The repair, replacement, reconstruction or alteration of any existing
building or structure provided the number of dwelling units is not
increased, regardless of the need for a variance.

B.

Dwelling units constructed by the Cumberland Housing Authority, an
agency of the state or federal government; or by a private developer or
contractor with a continuing age restriction of persons 55 years of age or
older. Any conversion of these units eliminating the age restriction would
require a Growth Permit.

C.

Accessory Apartments as allowed in Section 407.1 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance.

D.

Lots in subdivisions approved by the Cumberland Planning Board
between January I, 1998 and May 22, 2000.

E.

Lots in subdivisions located on Chebeague Island approved by the
Cumberland Planning Board prior to the adoption of this Ordinance.
[Amended, effective 3/26/0 I]

ADMINISTRATION
A.

Maximum Number of Dwelling Units
I.

Unless and/ or until this Ordinance is amended pursuant to Section
10, the maximum number of new Growth Permits issued shall be
forty-four (44), from July 1, 2000 to June 30, 2001, and annually
thereafter from July 1 to June 30, plus 3 additional Growth Permits
that shall be reserved for dwelling units located on Chebeague
Island, plus 2 additional Growth Permits that shall be for
affordable housing constructed by Habitat for Humanity or a
similar not for profit organization~

2.

No more than 50% of the Growth Permits shall be issued annually
for dwelling units within subdivisions. This provision shall not
apply to the Growth Permits reserved for Chebeague Island as
allowed in Section 6.A. l.

3.

No more than 3 Growth Permits shall be issued on Chebeague
Island in any fiscal year.
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B.

C.

Application Procedure
1.

All Growth Permit Applications shall be submitted in person to the
Code Enforcement Officer or his/her assistant or agent (hereinafter
the CEO) during normal office hours on the form designated
Growth Permit Application. No Growth Permit Applications shall
be accepted by mail.

2.

The CEO shall indicate on the Application form the date and time
the Growth Permit Application was received and provide the
applicant with a receipt, when said Application is complete. The
Applications shall be reviewed in the order in which they were
received. Only complete Applications will be accepted.

3.

The Growth Permit Application shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable administrative fee in the amount of One Hundred
($ 100.00) Dollars, documentation establishing the applicant's
right, title and interest to the property, and one copy of a
subsurface wastewater disposal system application form (HHE200), and/or confirmation for eligibility of a sewer user unit.

4.

A separate Application shall be required for each dwelling unit.

IBSUANCEPROCEDURE
1.

Growth Permit Applications shall not be accepted by the CEO until
on or after the effective date of this Ordinance. Growth Permit
Applications shall be on file with the CEO. From that time on,
Applications will be accepted, and Growth Permits issued, as
provided for in Section 6.C.3.

2.

Growth Permits shall be available on a first-come, first-served
basis.

3.

I.

The CEO shall notify an applicant once the
applicant is entitled to have a Growth Permit issued. Once
the CEO has notified the applicant that the applicant is
entitled to have a Growth Permit issued, the applicant shall
have thirty (30) days to accept the Growth Permit from the
CEO. If the applicant shall fail to accept the Growth
Permit, then the Growth Permit shall expire.

11.

Expired Growth Permits shall be available for reissue.
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u1.

The CEO shall issue Growth Pennits for all complete
Applications if they do not outnumber the supply of
Growth Permits.
a.

4.

If Applications exceed supply for any given year,
Permits shall be issued on the basis of the order
complete Applications were received by the CEO.
Those on the list who do not get a Permit for that
year shall have first priority to get a Permit in the
next year, in the order in which the Applications
were deemed to be complete.

With respect to Growth Permits sought for property located withi.n
a subdivision approved by the Planning Board of the Town, no
more than 3 Growth Permits shall be issued during any year for the
building of dwellings in a single subdivision. No person,
partnership, or corporation shall be entitled in any single year to
more than 2 of the three Growth Permits allocated to a subdivision.
Corporations shall be treated as the same corporation for purposes
of this Ordinance if they share common directors (or their spouses)
and/ or shareholders (or their spouses) of 10% or more of the
stock. Any person or corporation which is a partner in a
partnership shall also be considered the same person as the
partnership.
With respect to Growth Permits sought for property not located
within a subdivision approved by the Planning Board of the Town,
no more than 2 Growth Permits shall be issued during any year to
any one person, partnership or corporation.

D.

5.

That the unused subdivision growth permits for the year 20002001 be available to those on the waiting list maintained by the
Code Enforcement Officer by the formula of one third of the
unused permits available April 1, 2001, one half of the remaining
unused growth permits be available May 1, 200 I and the balance
of any unused growth permits be available June 1, 2001.
[Amended, effective 3/26/01]

6.

If, at the end of the fiscal year, there are any unissued Growth
Permits still available, they shall not be carried over to the next
year.

Replacement with building permit and expiration
1.

A Growth Permit shall be replaced by a building permit for a
dwelling on the specific site for which the Growth Permit was

\

I
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issued. A Growth Permit which has not been replaced with a
building permit within 90 days of Growth Permit approval by CEO
shall be considered expired and must be resubmitted for
consideration. Resubmitted Growth Permit Applications will not
have any priority over other Growth Permit Applications. The
expiration of the building permit shall be in conformity with the
Town of Cumberland Building Code.
2.
E.

Expired Permits shall be available for reissuance.

Transferability
Growth Permits are not transferable. They shall be valid for construction
on the lot specified on the Application and by the Applicant; provided
however, that such valid Permits shall be transferable to new owners of
the lot should the property change hands. If a Permit is transferred, the
date of issuance remains unchanged.

7.

CONFLICT WITH OTHER ORDINANCES
This Ordinance shall not repeal, annul, or otherwise impair or remove the
necessity of compliance with any federal, state or other local laws or ordinances.
Where this Ordinance imposes a greater restriction upon the use of land,
buildings, or stmctures, the provisions of this Ordinance shall prevail.

8.

SEPARABILITY
Should any section or provision of this Ordinance be found by the courts to be
invalid, illegal, or unenforceable, such decision shall not affect any other section
or provision of this Ordinance either singly or collectively.

9.

EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date of this Ordinance shall be July 1, 2000, but the total number of
Growth Permits available through June 30, 2001 shall be limited by Section 6.A
hereof.

I0.

REVIEW PROCEDURE
This Ordinance shall be reviewed by the Town Council in June 200 I to assess the
efficacy of the Ordinance and shall be reviewed by the Planning Board
periodically (but not less frequently than once every three years), to ensure that
the annual maximum growth rate has not become inconsistent with the Town's
capital program requirements to establish, maintain, or enlarge needed public
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facilities and services. Based on its review the Planning Board may recommend
amending this Ordinance as provided in Section I I.
11.

AMENDMENTS

1.

12.

An amendment to this Ordinance may be initiated by one of the following:
(A)

The Planning Board.

(B)

The Town Council.

(C)

The residents, pursuant to Article X, Section 2 of the Town
Charter.

VIOLATIONS

A.

A violation of this Ordinance shall be deemed to exist when any person,
partnership or corporate entity engages in any construction activity
directly related to the erection or placement of a dwelling unit, upon any
land within the Town without first having obtained a Growth Permit from
the CEO.

B.

If a dwelling unit has been constructed or placed, without a Growth

Permit, it shall be deemed a violation for any person, firm, or corporate
entity to sell, lease, rent or occupy such dwelling unit until such permit has
been duly issued.
13.

NOTICES OF VIOLATIONS; LEGAL ACTION

When a violation of any provision of this Ordinance shall be found, the CEO shall
send a written notice of the violation to the responsible party or parties and shall
notify the Town Council of the violation. If the notice does not result in the
correction of the violation, the Town Council may institute any and all actions and
proceedings, either legal or equitable, including seeking injunctive relief, the
imposition of fines, removal of the structure, or other action that may be
appropriate or necessary to enforce the provisions of this Ordinance. The
remedies set forth herein are intended to be cumulative and not exclusive of each
other. The Town Council is authorized to enter into administrative consent orders
to eliminate violations with or without court action. Such agreement shall not
allow an illegal structure or use to continue.
14.

PENALTIES

A.

Any person owning or controlling the use of any dwelling unit being
constructed or occupied in violation of this chapter shall be liable to be
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fined not less than $100 or more than $2,500 for each day such a violation
(i.e. construction activity, unlawful occupancy) continues after notification
by the CEO.
B.

15.

APPEALS
A.

16.

If a dwelling unit has been built in violation of this chapter and is then
occupied, for residential use, the owner may be fined as provided in
Section 14 A. of this Ordinance.

The Board of Adjustment and Appeals in accordance with Section 603 of
the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance, may, upon written application of an
aggrieved party and after public notice, hear appeals from determinations
of the Code Enforcement Officer in the administration of this Ordinance.
Following such hearing, the Board of Adjustment and Appeals may
reverse the decision of the Code Enforcement Officer only upon a finding
that the decision is clearly contrary to the specific provisions of this
Ordinance.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Building Permit: A permit is defined by and issued in accordance with
the Cumberland Building Code and Section 602.1 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance.

B.

Dwelling Unit: A room or group of rooms designed and equipped
exclusively for use as living quarters for~ family, including provisions for
living, sleeping, cooking and eating. The term shall include, but not be
limited to, manufactured housing, modular/mobile homes, apartment unit,
duplexes and multiplexes and condominium units. The term shall not
include trailers or recreational vehicles used for overnight or temporary
lodging only.

C.

Growth Permit: A permit issued, in accordance with the provisions of
this Ordinance, by the CEO to allow the establishment of a new dwelling
unit.

D.

Family: A person or persons occupying a dwelling unit and living as a
single housekeeping unit, as distinguished from a group occupying a
boarding house, lodging residence, hotel or motel.

E.

Manufactured Housing: A fabricated pre-assembled dwelling unit
designed to be transported after fabrication and to be used as Iiving
quarters. The term "Manufactured Housing" may include the term
"Modular Home" and "Mobile Home", except that the fabricated single-
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family modular home is assembled on the building site on a permanent
foundation.

-

F.

Subdivision: A subdivision shall be defined by 30-A M.R.S.A. § 440 I,
and as amended from time to time. For the purposes of this Ordinance,
subdivisions shall mean only those approved by the Planning Board after
March 6, 1959. In addition, any lots shown on a subdivision plan, but not
subject to Planning Board review shall not be considered a lot in a
subdivision.

H.

Person: A person shall be defined to include an individual's spouse,
parents, siblings and members of his or her immediate family unless the
spouse, parents, sibling or immediate family member can demonstrate that
the person seeking the Growth Permit owned the title to the property that
is the subject of the Growth Permit independently of his spouse, parents,
siblings or immediate family members as of May I, 2000.

Adopted June-28, 2000 [Amended 3/26/01]
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#

Time
Date
Received Received

1 07/17/00
2 07/19/00
3 07/19/00
4 09/12/00
5 09/08/00
6 08/01/00
7 08/14/00
8 09/11/00
9 09/12/00
10 09/20/00
11 09/21/00
12 10/18/00
13 11/29/00
14 01/09/01
15 01/09/01
16 01/09/01
17 01/19/01
1 07/12/00
2 07/14/00
3 07/25/00
4 08/22/00
5 09/06/00
6 09/15/00
7 09/27/00
8 09/28/00
9 09/28/00
10 10/12/00
11 11/15/00
12 11/15/00
13 11/16/00
14 11/16/00
15 11/21/00
16 11/29/00
17 12/04/00
18 12/26/00
19 01/02/01
20 03/16/01
21 03/16/01
22 04/17/01
1 07/05/00
2 08/03/00
3 11/01/00
4 11/30/00
5 01/10/01
6 03/15/01
7 03/19/01
8

Tvoe
Habitat
Habitat
3:42 PM Island
1:00 PM Island
4:43 PM Island
3:11 PM Island
11:32 AM Island
3:02 PM Island
1:35 PM Island
8:08 AM Island
3:46 PM Island
4:16 PM Island
4:32 PM Island
12:16 AM Island
1:18 PM Island
3:49 PM Island
3:50 PM Island
4:49 PM Island
9:21 AM Island
9:15 AM Non-subdiv
9:10 AM Non-subdiv
2:20 PM Non-subdiv
1:09 PM Non-subdiv
1:07 PM Non-subdiv
10:19AM Non-subdiv
1:52 PM Non-subdiv
4:41 PM Non-subdiv
4:42 PM Non-subdiv
11:34 AM Non-subdiv
8:13 AM Non-subdiv
1:35 PM Non-subdiv
2:25 AM Non-subdiv
5:11 PM Non-subdiv
8:35 AM Non-subdiv
3:18 PM Non-subdiv
8:11 AM Non-subdiv
9:30 AM Non-subdiv
10:58 AM Non-subdiv
9:16 AM Non-subdiv
10:28 AM Non-subdiv
3:13 PM Non-subdiv
10:53 AM Subdivision
12:22 PM Subdivision
12:17 PM Subdivision
2:46 PM Subdivision
2:53 PM Subdivision
9:42 AM Subdivision
8:41 AM Subdivision

6/20/01

Growth Permits

Town of Cumberland

Suoaivis1on
Name

First

Last

Division Shor Minor
Division Point Richards
Dayton
Rugh
Marshall
Bisharat
Hunt
Moulton
Libby
Wilson
Rich
Hall
Boisvert
Crosbv
Crosby
Butters
West
Seekins
Cyr
Shanley
Grover
Bovie
Lalumiere
Malonev
Verrill
Verrill
Patton
Brooks
Thompson
Peterson
Peterson
Jordan
Price
Lalumiere
Stiles
Carley
Meoli
Stratton
Nevens
Sunnvfield Fa Sawchuck
Falmouth COLRaczkowski
Vallev Road< Hildreth & White
Gallati
Idlewood
Schooner Rid Carriere
Falmouth Cot Bauer and Gilman
Greelv Pines Inaraham

Paul
Paul & Kathleen
Robert & Joan
Aaron
Barbara
Leila and Suhail
Robert & Winter, Irene
John
Robert & Paula
David
Patricia
Peter
Richard & Paige
Russell & Sala Maroarit
Russell & Sala. Marqarit
Charles
Susan
Norma
Marv
Fran
Ben
William
Marv
Timothv
Scott
Scott
Harrv & Deborah
Roaer & Elizabeth
Peter & Kathy
Richard
Richard
Joanne
James H.
Scott
W & Bickford J
Kevin
Richard
Gene
Greaorv & Devine Debc
Peter & Ann
David T.

w. David
Noreita
Curtis & Elaine

Mao

107
107
101
106
103
103
103
101
104
104
106
102
103
101
101
101
104
R06
R07
R03
UlO
ROS
U14
R07
U12
U12
R04
R06
U17
R07
ROS
U14
R03
U12
ROS
U12
R03
R07
U19B
U12 A
ROS B
ROSA
ROSC
R02 A
R03 A
R02 A

Lot

Street

Issued

65 Bar Point Rd 07/20/00
55 Bluff Head RI 07/20/00
21 A 646 South Re 07/20/00
North Road 04/06/01
8A
105 South Road 04/12/01
106 South Road 04/12/01
68 B South Road 04/12/01
76 38 Proctor Dr 04/12/01
90 C West View Re 05/03/01
90 D Sunset Road 05/02/01
Littlefield Roe 05/03/01
7
12 A 12 South Rae 05/03/01
130 B North Road 06/04/01
15 Cottage Road 06/04/01
15 Cottaoe Road 06/04/01
11A Cottaqe Road 06/04/01
29 A Buxhill Blvd 06/04/01
49 Blanchard Rd 07/17/00
72 B Maloneys Rid 07/17/00
41 43 Harris Ro, 07/27/00
9 F Strawberry R 09/14/00
64 A 26 Orchard R 09/20/00
63 C 36 Val Halla 09/22/00
72 C Maloneys Rid 09/29/00
7C 47 Blanchard 10/20/00
7B 47 Blanchard 10/20/00
20 A 8 Farms Edrn 10/25/00
18 D Greely Road 11/16/00
4F 23 Old Farm 11/16/00
92 D 108 Mill Road 11/21/00
12 Pleasant Valli 11/21/00
8B 23 Sawver Li 11/21/00
23 A Andrea Way 12/11/00
11 A Treleaven W, 12/12/00
12/27/00
35 AlderWav
11 B 16 Treleaven 01/04/01
15 45 Lonawood 03/19/01
57 Tinker Lane 03/28/01
06/01/01
22A Mill Road
Sunnvfield L2 07/07/00
6
27 Hazeltine 08/09/00
8
15 C 42 Valley Ro, 11/08/00
20 418 Range R1 12/13/00
34 282 Foreside 01/16/01
24 22 Muirfield I 03/15/01
35 55 Greely Ro 03/26/01

Time

!Bldg Appl Building
Permit
Due

280-00
11:20 AM
279-00
11:30 AM
239-00
11:35 AM
11:45 AM 07/05/01
11:45AM 07/12/01
11:45 AM 07/12/01
11:45 AM 07/12/01
11:45AM 07/12/01
10:25 AM 08/03/01
10:00 AM 08/02/01
10:30 AM 08/03/01
10:35 AM 08/03/01
8:46 AM 09/04/01
8:55 AM 09/04/01
8:55 AM 09/04/01
9:01 AM 09/04/01
9:11 AM 09/04/01
267-00
3:50 PM
278-00
4:25 PM
276-00
9:10 AM
246-00
4:50 PM
314-00
3:55 PM
317-00
10:50 AM
285-00
10:03 AM
010-01
11:57 AM
011-01
11:58 AM
290-00
8:30 AM
017-01
4:58 PM
313-00
5:02 PM
005-01
11:39 AM
020-01
12:01 PM
004-01
1: 13 PM
022-01
11:24 AM
001-01
1:18 PM
028-01
4:00 PM
014-01
9:03 AM
9:15 AM 06/18/01
030-01
4: 15 PM
11:27 AM 09/01/01
206-00
9:30 AM
257-00
10:05 AM
299-00
11:46 AM
012-01
10:19AM
024-01
12:59 PM
2:45 AM 06/14/01
1:48 PM 06/25/01

Date
Issued

10/19/00
10/19/00
08/23/00

09/29/00
10/15/00
10/17/00
09/18/00
12/12/00
12/20/00
11/30/00
01/18701
01/18/01
11/06/00
02/15/01
12/12/00
01/10/01
02/20/01
01/10/01
03/09/01
01/03/01
03/26/01
01/30/01
04/12/01
07/18/00
09/27/00
11/14/00
01/18/01
03/26/01

Date
Received
08/10/00
09/19/00
10/03/00
11/21/00
01/18/01
01/25/01
01/31/01
12/21/00

Time
Received
11:59 AM
3:22 PM
8:10 AM
8:36 AM
10:47 AM
1:30 PM
11:51 AM
12:26 PM

6/20/01

ExemptfrClll grCM'lhpermitlist

To.vnof Cumberland
Type
Island
Island
Island
Island
Island
Island
Island
Island

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 Demolition and Rebuilding
12
13
14
15
16
17 Relocatinq existino dwellino

Subdivision Name
School House Road
cart Road Acres
Cart Road Acres
Division Shores
Division Shores
Cart Road Acres
School House Road
Nancv S. Pierce
True Sprino Farm
True Sprino Farm
Flintlock Ridoe
Rock Ridqe
Stoneoate
Rock Ridqe
Stonegate

Septic
Last
First
Map Lot Uni1
Street
Desion
Todd
Daniel and Heidi 106 34
School House Rd 08/10/00
Watson
Donald & Karen
107 41
Old Cart Road
06/16/00
Lloyd-Rees David & Susan
107 50
Old Cart Road
09/29/00
Colbeth
Clyde
Ship Lane
107 74
10/23/00
Marion
Vicki
Existing
107 72
Bar Point Road
Pelton
Kenneth
107 43
Old Cart Road
01/10/01
Kidd
Dan
School House Rd 01/28/00
106 32
Whittemore Ann
105 8B
North Road
12/13/00
Braaa
Terrv
U04 8A
8 2 Granite Ridoe
Braag
Terrv
U04 8A
7 1 Granite Ridge
Eaton
Melinda
U06A 22
15 Ledoe Road
Spaldero Co
R04 16A
34 Flintlock Drive
Custom Built Home
R03B 5
68 Rock Ridoe Run
Chase Custom Homes
R07D 7
58 Stonewall Drive
Ames
Peter & Alice
R03B 12
69 Rock Ridae Run
Chase Custom Homes
R07D 14
5 Stonewall Drive
Cooo
Clayton
U21
9
260 Grav Rd

Waiting
Letter
08/17/00
09/25/00
10/10/00
11/22/00
01/18/01
01/30/01
03/07/01
12/27/00

Exempt
Letter
04/10/01
04/10/01
04/10/01
04/10/01
04/10/01
04/10/01
04/10/01
05/03/01

Buumng
Permit

Permit
Date

00-191
00-192
00-212SZ
00-250
00-251
00-277
01-013
01-015
01-067

07/10/00
07L10/00
07/20/00
09/22/00
09/25/00
10/18/00
01/30/01
01/30/01
05/07/01

GrO'NthPermitsVoided

Town of Cumberland

#

Date
Time
Type
Received Received
3:16 PM Non-subdiv
09/19/00
11/21/00
1:58 PM Non-subdiv
4:35 PM Non-subdiv
12/07/00
11/09/00 12:51 PM Island
07/03/00 11:50 AM Non-subdiv

suoaivision
Name

Last
Dunnett
Meoli
Stockholm
Haberthur
Morrison

First
Map
Lot
Robin
U12
11
R03
15
Richard
ROS
Benedict
13
Robert & 103 107 B
Roland
ROSA 78

Street
Treleaven Way
45 Lonqwoods Road
Turkev Lane
South Road
225 Blanchard Road

6/20/01

I

I

Issued
Time
Bldq Aool Due
6:10 PM Letter sent oermit voided 1/2/01
09/28/00
2:02 PM Reaoolication provided on 3/16/01
11/21/00
Ltr 12/27/00 - Lot size inadeauate - withdrawn 3/20/01
05/03/01 10:40 AM Declined arowth oermit I
9:25 AM Buildino permit expired I
07/07/00

06121/2001
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MEMORAl'l'DUM

TO:

Cumberland Town Council

FROM:

Steve Moriarty

DATE:

June 21, 2001

RE:

John's resignation

Attached is a copy of John's letter of 6/J 8/01 to me advising of his intention to
resign as a member of the Council in early September. Assuming that our collective
powers of persuasion cannot convince John to stay, we need to make some plans for
filling the seat.

Also attached is a copy of a portion of the Town Charter dealing with the filling of
vacancies on the Council. At this point we are less than six months prior to the next
regular election, which will be held on November 6. If John's resignation takes effect
within 60 days of November 6, we should plan to call a special election to be held on
November 6.
John had actu_ally expressed some interest in resigning earlier, which would
require us either to appoint a replacement or call a special election (and incur the cost)
within 60 days. Making an appointment could be both cumbersome and time-consuming,
and potentially divisive as well. As a result, I believe we should encourage John to stay
on as long as possible and look towards a November 6 special election.

06/2112001

09:J3
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John F. Lambert, Jr.
7 Ocean Terrace
Cumberland, Maine 04110

June 18, 2001

Steven Moriarty, Chair
Cwnberland Town Council
Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Dear Steve:
Would you please consider this letter as notice of my intention to resign from the
cotmcil at a mutually convenient time in September 2001. It is my plan to resign shortly
after September 6, less than 60 days prior to the November election. I believe that under
such circumstances, my successor will then be selected at the November 6, 2001 election.
My experience over the last seven years as a Councilor for the Tov.n have been,
simply put, wonderful and rewarding. lam extremely grateful for the chance to have
·served and for the friendships that l have marie.
Please let me know how I can help to make the transition as smooth as possible.

Very truly yours,

06121:2001

09:43

FAX 2077750806
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,.:·( Forfeiture

of

A Councilor

Office:

shall

forfeit

office 1f he or she:

lacks at any time during his or her term of of!lce any qualification
office prescribed
by this charter or by faw,
(2)

violates

any express

prohibition

(3)

is convicted of a crime or offense
inability to .serve as a. Councilor:

(4)

fails to attend
being excused

the

of this charter-,

three consecutive
by the Council.

which 1s reasonably
or
regular

meetings

An ·area
Councilor shall forfeit office 1f he or she ceases
area of the town which he or she was elected to represent.
R

related

to an

of the Council

without

to be a rest dent of the

(d) Vacancies:
The offlce of Councnor shall b~coroe vacant upon nonacceptance,
resignation,
abandonment,
death. recall or removal from office in any manner
authorized
by law, forfeiture of office, or permanent
physical or mental
d1sab1Hty causing inability to perform
required duties after reasonable
accommodation
has been ma.de by the town pursuant
to state and federal law.

(e) Filling of Vacancies:
If a seat on the Town Council becomes vacant more
than stx (6) months prior to the next regular election. the Council shall call a
special election to fill the unexpired
term to be held within sixty (60) days
from the date that the vacancy occurred. If a seat on the Council becomes
vacant less than six (6) months prior to the next regular election, the Council
shall. at its option, either:
( l}

call a special electlon
to fill the unexpired
tenn to be held within
(60) days from the date that the vacancy
occurred ; or

(2)

appoint a qualified voter of the town to serve as Councilor until the next
regular election. at which Ume an election shall be held to fill the
unex:pired term;
provided that the appointm.ent must be made within
sixty (60) days from the date that the vacancy occurred.

If a vacancy occurs
elected or appointed

SECTION
Without

3,

in a seat previously held by an Rarea" Councilor. the person
to fill the vacancy must be a resident
of that same area.

Enumeration

lim1tat1on

sixty

ot oo:wers.

of the foregoing.

the Council

shall

have power

to:

(a) Appoint the Manager !or an initial term not to exceed three years, reappoint
the Manager for additional
terms not to exceed three years,
and remove the
Manager for cause by a majority of its :members. At least thirty (30) days before
such removal shall become effective,
the Council shall, by a majority vote of its
members,
adopt a preliminary
resolution
stating the reasons for the Manager's
removal. The Manager may reply 1n writing and may request a public hearing,
which shall be held not earlier th.an twenty (20) days nor later than thirty (30)
days after the filing of such request.
After such public hearing if one be
requested.
and after full consideratlon.
the Council by majority vote of its
members may adopt a final resolution
of removal. By the preliminary
resolution,
the Co11nc1l may suspend the Manager from duty, but the regular salary of

3
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Ctnuberland Town Council

FROM:

Steve Moriarty

DATE:

June 21, 2001

RE:

New Business

The Cumberland Farmer's Club ran into a regulatory wall earlier this spring when
they began to make plans to host a small circus on a weekend in June. They were
advised that a circus was not a pennitted use under the zoning ordinance, as it is not
considered to be an agricultural event or something closely related to agriculture. TI1e
Club e]ected not to appeal from the decision of the Code Enforcement Officer.
I have been in close touch with Francis Small over the past several weeks, and
have discussed the matter with Bob Benson and Andy Fillmore as well. I had suggested
the possibility of a "fairgrounds overlay" district for the fairgrounds which would pem1it
a variety of uses not necessarily related to agriculture. Of course, the fairgrounds
CUITentlyhosts a number of events such as the craft fair and antique fair which are not
related to agriculture, but the CEO considers these uses to be grandfathered.
Andy obtained a copy of a p01tion of an ordinance from Topsham, which applies
to the Topsham Fair Grounds. This material is attached for your reference.
I met with the Club's board of directors on June 1.3,and they unanimously
endorsed the concept of an overlay district.

06/,

/2001

09:44

FAX 2077750806

NH&D

l would like to discuss this issue under new business, and if there is sufficient
support, I would then plan to put this on the agenda for the July 9 meeting, for the
purpose of referring a potential zoning change to the Planning Board,

!4J006
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TOPSHAM

caoe

§ 225-59

enhancement will not inc~c
the cocnblncd aprin&'II catc:hment capacitY by ~movin
re than fmn· (4) cubic y~
l)f eanl1 and llQt increa,e this spring'~ depth by
c
th
our (4) r~,, WhetG the di.scharse drain ii>no ICIWCTthan th~ c,u,ring ..nr.,n ... ..,
le,..el.
re gtavity alone (Without the aid of a siphon) ia used to wi
springw
to Qther facilities Qa sin: and whtte other improvements do
groun.dwiite
v~ls, 'l'his nipon shall include lhc foUowlng infonaation•

C.

c~)

&q1Ji.fertributairy to the sprine(O or well($) fro
be extr.tcted
ufficient oetlil to support a t!8lculation of ...,.,\ALL,
a drought with a
bobllliy of c;.ne(l) Ill.ten (10) yean,
ell~ an~stirnate of
any po~cncial intera • n betwun this aquifel' and. adjac t aquifer,_

(b)

The rc:aultS of the in
!WOI\shall esmblisb
rates of clrowdown 'l!U1n
nd, th~ suswn.able arly, monthly (by rnonth) and
daily ~~on
ta~, the
c 0t ~pressi
whlch may develop itbout the
propOllc.d facility and other irr\p
on tht
rable in ~ trlbuwy aquifer and
such other private or pu.blii. we
wl
one thousand (1,000) feet of thet
ptoposcd extraction fai:iUeies shall~
&ed..

(o)

Nolbins in this proced"1'oand n &c -on by tM Planning Boatd shall be
de.med to cr:ute ,Cft>Ull.dwattt • ts oib<:r
th.oae rights which the applicant
may han under M&lnc law.

-

Pert'omi.ance .nanda:rclsT
{l)

The qu.antlty of water to b
n ftom. lfflundwau:r lliQll~;s
will not substantially
lowei- the gruundwatet
, c;ause salcwatc:t inr;rusion.
undc&i.rablcchans~ in
groundwatu
fiow P3ltelllS or cause W\11.cccptab1egrouad s
idence. based on the
conditions of a drou
·~ a probability of occurrence of OftCll:. un (10} yC&lti.

(2) 'Ib~ proposed fac· ·
of the Aquifer fro
(3)

Sef~ and b
propelled

will not came water pollutfon or Qther dlmin
which the walet ts io be ex.~ted.

1 CVl1ditions
wiD.be maintain$d
ed use will

(4)

not.cause ~nl:Atioo

at.

·on of the quality

all times withi.a

or erosion.

(5) Tblj p posed facility ls &1.0twithm the dc:fined aqlJ.ifer rechatge ~ of a public
sup
, unless r,otice is giwn c.:>rbc opcrah'll' thereof and the Soard hA.5i:onsi
in:formauorisupplied by the operator ,nd find that no ad\lersc:affect on a p11~rersup})ly wiJJ re1ult.
The oper111Dtshall inakc nu>nthly op,:rariog J\"..Cordsof the quantity of wat~ extracted.
Btored and removed from lhe site available co thfl C~
Enforce)l)Cllt Officer or •
de&igr,ce.

§

22.5.n.
F~.

[Amended 5-20-l.ffl Al'M, A-rt. 19]

Faitgtvunds shall ~otm
m th~ mlniffllltn requlrcmen"5 as 11taW1under Maine StAte.licensing
pnx:od\lres, 7 M.Jl.S.A. § 62. et seq., and~ fallowing:

06/21/2001
(l6/07
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§ 22..5-59

ZONING

A. General
(l)

All wes comrnonly and. historically auaclated with the annual fair shall be e.llc,wed to
a11 lhe)" hlstorically hAve for the annuaJ period Jicen.5c:d by the stat~. These
uses shall conform to Lhe faifiTtnmds performance standards and all other
p~rform6nCf! standanis in t:h.uichapter,
contim.u~

(2)

All uses commonly MBOCiated Wtth nirground~ ~cunina
other than dl.ll'ing the
;innual fair- i:,eriod.. and the foUowing use~ .shall be allowed, a.nd r.he.se:1,11;d sh11Jl
confol'm ti:i the fairarounds perfor.mance stal'ldards and ;ill other f)eriormance
.swi.dard! in thi$ chaptec. Us~ shall inehlrlc!
Pann and ga.rden show
Art.!how
School bus driver training
R11diocontrolled tria.\s

Car show

Dc:,3show
Do8 trials
Steer pulling
Flea cn.ar~t
Public suppers

Boot show

Hol'$eshow
Rodeo
Beano
Aucdoc,,11
Carnp0rccs-sc01,1t!t,4-H. etc.
Haunted ho\l!e

Hornesho,w
Ci\mper show
Fi~men•r. mu~cer trainil't.Q
Chf<:k.""Cn
barbe1;:1,1e,

Fire and r~cue

Bccaus, iio Ii.stof use.s can be complei.e.uses similar to those above will be permitted and a
dccisic:,o an specific uses will be rendered. by the Code Enforcement Officer.
(~) [;\.mended 5-20-1998 STM, ArL 35] The followillg uses .shall be ('.Dnsideted ft!
special events, and ~ch sueh special event shall be subject to a pennit 1eview by the
Board of Selectmen employini th~ ~ri1t:tla in § 2'25-67C, D and F a.s w~fI as che
fairgr0und5 performance standard.$ and other standanLs ln thls chapter.
(a)

PerfOl'Mance eonceIU.

(b)

Motor vehicle n.ciaaevents.

(c) /1>,.n.y
evenls not Ustc:'1un<ierS\l'baec:tiortA(2} above or as det,rm.ined by the Code.
Enforcement Officer.

(d) Overnight activiti~s not auociated with uses as stated in S1,1bsectionA(l) above.

I
I

a.

(s)

ActiYltles 5Cheduled to operate later than 11.00 p.m.

(f)

Circl.Ulesand cam,vala.

Fairgrounds perfoffl'l.8.11ce
standards.
(1)

All p;trking areas and on•1ite vehicular circulation routes 1hall be fflSlintaini:.~so that
they :ire pa.$~a.bleat 11.llfime,:;,At no cir\\e sbal1 the parking and circulation areas be
atlowed to de~rionUe 51:1cbthat exce!uive. amount of airbome dirt be gene~
thro1.13htheir use. Off•sitB-p11Ckingrn?.y b:: regulllted by the Boattl Qf Selecane:n a,
they deem necessary.

226L7
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§ 225-60-1

TOPSHAM CODE
{l)

The owne.rs shall provi~ an appropriate number of parking and aecurity staff to
usu.re the safety of thoae attending any fairgrourtd ai!tlvities.

(3)

It i.hall be tbe

n:.sponsibilityof (he gWQens to coordinate 1.11access to and ear~ss from
the fairground, for any event with tho local authoriti¢&.

(4) All fire lanes shall be k.ep~ ~leM 1111d
provisions shall be mude to a.ssure rhat the
faitgrQunds are ac:~sible to all emerg~cy Yehi~Jes.
(5) AU fairground activities except annual fair ~ek stall ce.uc operations no l11terthan
11:00 p.~. except for pl~nncd oveaiight and those a.ctivitie.aexplicitly sanctioned by
the Bo11.rdoCSeleGtmen.

Additional
nquJ..-emtllt5 iu Mixed U1e Limited (MlJL)
Commtrcial (MT.JC}Zones, [A(ld1d 5-15-1996 STM, Art. .31)
Use Limited Zone;
Imwn building width fac:ing tho atreet shall not exceed 100 feet.
etci3.l 11nd office buildings ishall be limited to a m~in,
Q!lsfloor areil per buikUn;.
,• .._,rnu·tt~d. All roofs must h.i.ve n minimum pite

(3)

(4)

11n..cllftlDt

b1.1ildir,.gsshall be limited LO a m

mum of eiaht dwelling

'B. Mixed Use Commercia.l Zone:

A. No adult entertainment ~tablish~
ma.y be locate lo.sCIthan 1,000 feet ftom an}'
IJU!)lic;oc privJte school, r~igio
stitlltioo. Hbrary. dwel
Wlit, day~83 cencer, public:
parl:. or recrcatio-n~ area or
er adult enter:tain-ment eatablis
t.

B. The dislani;e of 1,000

shall be me~
in a. straight~
wi\ho
alructure.s or objeeu rom the t:u&totnar)Ientrani;e of the. aliult entei:tai eo.t esto.blishmeru
to the nearest p · on the boundary of the ~~ occ,upied by the
lie or private
school. reli~
institution, Ubnuy, dwelling unit, dLy-<;M! center, p
or other aduh entenainment csstablisbntent,
all be no entn\11~ to an adult entertainment escablbtuneiu from ~ny est.ibli
sines, in which minors are permia&d.ln such ~il'Cumsmm:es ll sepante entrance

C. There

or

proviclcd,

• Tlwt'e shall be no individu~ enclosed lr'iewlt\g booths ~rmitts et ~y adult cmterr.ainmem
estabUs!unent. AU viewlng areas, for all types of materlals, mun~ well lit and open.
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John R Kelly
Theresa Maloney-Kelly
351 Greely Road Extension
North Yarmouth, ME 04097
June 25, 2001
Mr. Stephen Moriarty
Chairman
Town of Cumberland Town Council
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Re:

Proposed Impact Fee Ordinance

Dear Mr. Moriarty:
Please share this with the other members of the Council as I are unsure if my husband and I will
be able to be present at tonight's meeting. I am writing to express our opposition to the proposed
Impact Fee Ordinance to be enacted starting July, 200 I.
It is our understanding that this Fee is being imposed to develop funds for future purchase of open
space and recreational development in the Town of Cumberland, at the expense of new homes
being built in the town. From our point of view, it appears that this is another attempt by the
Town to make it difficult for new construction via the recently imposed restriction on growth
permits and now this proposed ordinance. Truth be known, this will not impact the growth, but
will impact the financial ability of low to middle income families being able to establish or
reestablish residency in this Town. If it were not for the transfer of family land for our use,
building a new home in Cumberland would not be an option. As it is, the new tax rate we will be
under is prohibitive especially in light of the fact we do not benefit from many of the services that
we pay taxes on, ie, school system, road maintenance, water and sewer service, etc. To impose
another penalty upon us to build is unfair, especially in light of the fact that all taxpayers in the
Town of Cumberland wi II benefit from the outcomes of the monies raised via this ordinance.
How can imposing an impact fee on potentially 47 new taxpayers in this town not be
discriminatory when there are 3,675 tax paying land parcels in this Town already who directly
will benefit from any land purchases or recreational development? In addition, there are an
estimated 30 property transfers per month; an estimated 360 per year of new taxpayers who are
coming into this Town who do not get imposed a fee but also will benefit? In my opinion this is
blatant discrimination. This is not the Town I grew up in but one that is becoming full of elitists
that feel you can discriminate as long as it is within the law.
I would encourage the Town Council to reconsider this ordinance based on it's singling out of a
small group of taxpayers and come up with a plan in which all benefactors contribute.
Sincerely,

T~K~JD(X~-\e,1~

Maine Municipal
Association
60 COMMUNITYDRIVE
AUGUSTA,MAINE04330-9486
(207) 623-8428
www.memun.org

TO:
FROM:

DATE:
RE:

Key Municipal Officials
Bruce Benway, MMA President
June 11, 2001
Nominations for MMA Officers Being Accepted

The MMA Executive Committee has appointed the 2001 MMA Nominating Committee (Chair Lee Young,
Mayor or Auburn; Stephen Brown, Selectman of Carthage; Boyd Long, Selectman of Kennebunk; John
Rohman, Mayor of Bangor; and Mike Roy, Town Manager of Oakland). A list of the Committee is enclosed for
your reference. The Committee is charged with selecting a slate of municipal officials to be candidates for
election to the MMA Executive Committee and MMA Advisory Committee. This is an opportunity for
interested municipal officials to become involved in the governance of our municipal association.
To assist the Nominating Committee in its work, nominations are now being accepted from municipal officials
interested in serving on the Executive Committee. A Job Description for the Executive Committee Position is
enclosed for your reference. Please complete the enclosed Nomination Fo1m for any interested municipal
officials in your community. We would appreciate it if you would mention this opportunity to all your
municipal officials so they may express an interest.

Special Notice Relating to MMA Advisory Committee Positions

In January 2001, the MMA Executive Committee appointed an Ad Hoc Committee on Governance to
look at the current governance structure of the Maine Municipal Association and to bring forth
recommendations for their consideration. The Ad Hoc Committee met with the current MMA
Advisory Committee on February 28, 2001 to determine the validity and need for the Advisory
Committee.
Based on that meeting, the Ad Hoc Committee will be bringing forward a
recommendation to the MMA Executive Committee that an amendment to the MMA By-laws that
would abolish the MMA Advisory Committee effective October 11, 2001 be submitted to membership
at the 2001 MMA Annual Business Meeting.
The recommendation is based on the recognition that the establishment of the MMA Legislative
Policy Committee in the early 1970's has resulted in significant change to the policymaking process
and committee functions within the Association; as a result, the nature and function of the MMA
Advisory Committee has also changed over time; and, the belief that the Association will be better
served by the appointment of special committees for specific purposes as the need arises rather than
a single permanent standing committee.

We encourage all appointed and elected municipal officials who have an interest in their Association to respond
by nominating themselves or another municipal official to serve on the Executive Committee. The Nominating
Committee met on June 5 to begin their duties and will meet again on July 11 to consider the nominations. If
you have any questions please contact Charles Jackson or Theresa Chavarie at the MMA office (l-800-4528786). Thank you for your continued interest and support.

Maine Municipal Association
Nominating Committee
2001
Past Presidents

Chair

Lee Young, Mayor
City of Auburn
41 Marshall Ave
Auburn, ME 04210
Michael Roy, Town Manager
Town of Oakland
PO Box 187
Oakland, ME 04963-0187

Elected Officials

Boyd Long, Chair of Selectmen
Town of Kennebunk
PO Box 542A
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
John Rohman, Mayor
City of Bangor
198 Broadway
Bangor, ME 04401

Affiliate Group President

President of Franklin County Municipal Association
Stephen Brown, Selectman
Town of Carthage
HC 67 Box 725
Carthage,ME 04224

MMA Staff

Charles Jackson, General Counsel
Maine Municipal Association
Tel: 1-800-452-8786 FAX: 626-3358
E-Mail: cjackson@memun.org
Theresa Chavarie, Executive Associate
Maine Municipal Association
Tel: 1-800-452-8786 FAX: 626-3358
E-Mail: tchavarie@memun.org

Maine Municipal Association
Executive Committee

JOB DESCRIPTION
Position
The Executive Committee is created by the MMA Bylaws and serves as the corporate governing
body for the Maine Municipal Association. The Committee is composed of 12 elected or
appointed municipal officials including a President, Immediate Past President, Vice President
and nine Executive Committee members (three-year staggered terms). Executive Committee
members are elected at the MMA Annual Business meeting which is held in conjunction with the
MMA Annual Convention. Officers serve one-year terms in their respective positions.

Responsibilities
The Executive Committee is the corporate governing board of the Maine Municipal Association.
MMA is a non-profit organization providing an array of professional services and insurance
related programs to its members. As a corporate board, the Executive Committee has overall
governance and fiduciary responsibility for MMA, including its annual operating budget of
approximately $7.5 million and custody of $75 million in assets.
The Executive Committee typically holds regular monthly meetings, which are usually held in
Augusta on Wednesday or Thursday from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. This includes a September
2-day strategic planning meeting that is most often held in the municipality of the cutrent
President; and a 2-day Annual Convention held in October. There may also be a few additional
meetings for special purposes. There is a proposed bylaw amendment that will be presented to
the MMA membership this October that will provide attendance requirements for all or most
board meetings. Some members will be asked to participate in additional subcommittee and/or
ad hoc committee meetings as needed. Service on subcommittees (such as the Strategic &
Finance Committee) may entail an addition of 4-8 meetings during the year.
The major responsibilities of the MMA Executive Committee include:
♦

Establishing the mission and setting the direction for the organization.

♦

Long range planning for the organization - setting sho1t and long-term goals

♦

Employment and evaluation of the chief executive officer

♦

Overall governance of the organization

♦

Financial responsibility - adoption of budget, oversight of financial management,
retention of auditor

♦

Policy development - establish and maintain system for building consensus among the
members

♦

Representation of the organization - serving as an ambassador for the organization to the
membership and representing membership interests

♦

Attendance at the MMA Annual Convention

♦

Serving as Trustees of the MMA Workers' Compensation Fund and the MMA
Unemployment Compensation Fund.

♦

Serving as the nucleus of the governing board for the MMA Property & Casualty Pool
Program.

Qualifications
♦

A municipal officer, as defined in 1 M.R.S.A. § 72(12), or the position of town or city
manager or chief appointed administrative official, in an active member municipality.

♦

Ability to serve a three year-term

♦

Basic knowledge and/or interest in the corporate operations of the Maine Municipal
Association.

♦

Although not necessary, prior expelience on other governing boards and/or involvement
in the Maine Municipal Association.

If you would like additional information on the commitment and responsibilities
of MMA Executive Committee members, please do not hesitate to contact Chuck
Jackson or Theresa Chavarie at 1-800-452-8786 or locally at 623-8428.

MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
NOMINATION FORM
DEADLINE - Friday, July 6, 2001
Please provide as much information as possible.

Executive Committee _

Advisory Committee

Either Committee

Name of Nominee:
Position:

_________

Years in Position: ___

_

Municipality:
Preferred Mailing Address: _________________
Work or Office Phone:

_______

_
Home Phone: ______

_

E-Mail Address:

PROFESSIONAL AND MUNICIPAL EXPERIENCE - Include work
experience, appointments to municipal/agency/organizational boards, and
volunteerism (provide position title and year(s) of service):

(OVER)

INVOLVEMENT WITH THE MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION (e.g.,
Legislative Policy Committee, Advisory Committee, Ad Hoc Committees,
Convention Planning, etc., (provide position title and dates of service):

OTHER INFORMATION (e.g., occupation, education, other activities of
interest, awards, etc.)

WHAT ATTRIBUTES DO YOU BELIEVE YOU OR YOUR NOMINEE
WILL BRING TO THE MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION:

If you are making this recommendation for someone other than yourself, please
complete the following so that we may contact you if more information is
needed. Thank you.
NAME: ______
_
POSITION: _____
_
ADDRESS: ___________________

DAYTIME TEL#: ____
MUNICIPALITY: ____

Please Return no later than Friday, July 6, 2001
Charles M. Jackson, General Counsel
Maine Municipal Association
60 Community Drive
Augusta, Maine 04330

_
_
_

Mr. Robert B. Benson
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

6, June 2001

Dear Mr. Benson:

To enable you to update your files, enclosed is the list of current
officers of the Forest Lake Association, (FLA) and telephone numbers.
In addition to this list, I am taking this opportunity to bring you up
to date on our latest important endeavor. The Lake Association in
conjunction with the Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation
District, (CCSWCD)has submitted a Grant proposal to the
Environmental Protection Agency, (EPA). The proposal, if accepted, will
provide $46,500.00 for a Forest Lake Watershed Management Plan.
Enclosed for your information and reference is a copy of the proposal.
I also thought it might be useful to give you a brief summary of
the proposal in order to apprise you of the effort the Association intends
to provide as well as inform anyone interested about the support to be
provided by the Towns that surround Forest Lake.
Since I am a member of the Town Conservation Committee as
well as president of the FLA, I can provide answers to questions about
Lake Issues, as well as this proposal. If anything comes up in the course
of Town business that might effect the lake, I am readily available for
discussions in that regard.

?9.
F. Ro ert Heyner

FORESTLAKE ASSOCIATION BOARD OF TRUSTEES

PRESIDENT
Bob Heyner
30 Forest Lake Rd
Cumberland, Me. 04021
207-829-6757
Term Expires: os-01-2001

VICE PRESIDENT
Brad Rounds
24 Lakeside Dr.
Windham, ME. 04062
207-829-4591
Term Expires: 08-01-2001

TREASURER
Ralph Ludington
34 Forest Lake Rd
Cumberland, Me. 04021
207-829-5217
Term Expires: os-01-2001

SECRETARY
Nancy Heyner
30 Forest Lake Rd.
Cumberland, Me. 04021
207-829-6757
Term Expires: os-01-2001

Bob Tellefsen
11 Small Dam Rd
Gray, Me. 04039
207-657-4618
Term Expires:

Elizabeth Hamilton
171 Bridge Rd
Brunswick, Me.
207-443-3070
Term Expires:

Greg Schulz
25 Cliff Rd
Gray, Me. 04039
207-657-437 4
Term Expires:

Kris Spitzinger
P.O. Box 1251
Gray, Me. 04039
207-657-2105
Term Expires:
Lyn Ludington
34 Forest Lake Rd.
Cumberland, Me 04021
207-829-5217
Term Expires:

BOARD OF TRUSTEESWILL MEETTHE FOLLOWINGMONTHS:

Dated:

1.i/01/00

Proposal Summary
• Forest Lake located in the Towns of Gray, Windham
and Cumberland. Surface area 210 acres, Maximum
depth of 38 feet, average depth of 12 feet and a
flushing rate of 1.4 flushes per year.
• Water quality slightly above average, compared to
other Maine lakes. However, lake did not meet state
water quality standards in the 1996 State of Maine
Water Quality Assessment due to oxygen depletion in
the deeper areas of the lake.
• Watershed covers 3 square miles or approximately
1913 acres.
• Purpose: Develop a watershed management plan.
• Project Duration: 24 months starting in April 2002
and finish in 2004.
• Project managed by Cumberland County Soil and
Water Conservation District, (CCSWCD),Guided by a
Steering Committee, partnered by the Forest lake
Association, (FLA) and the towns of Gray, Cumberland
and Windham.

• Steering Committee: Guide project activities, Meet 6
times during the grant period, made up of Maine
DEP, CCSWCD,FLA and Town reps.
• Watershed Survey: FLA provide 15 volunteers to
update the 1994 survey accomplished by the FLA.
• Watershed Assessment: Includes roads, septic
systems and vegetation buffers surrounding the lake.
• Community Watershed Forum and Workgroups: A
daylong forum consisting of year-round and seasonal
lake residents, Lake users and business owners to
discuss the future of Forest Lake.

• Management Plan Elements:
1. Assessment of water Quality and uses of water
bodies within the watershed.
2. Inventory of types of land uses and types of pollution.
3. Objective evaluation of plan after its implementation.
4. Evaluation of types and severity of other factors that
may be effecting water quality.
5. Determination of non point source pollution controls
necessary to improve or protect water quality.
6. Actions to achieve self-sustaining financial support of
the plan.

Town Interest
The three towns have indicated overall interest and
general support for the proposed plan. Windham will
contribute $1000.00. The FLA will put up $2450.00.
The Town of Cumberland will, with appropriate planning
provide necessary meeting space and conservation
committee member support for draft management plan
review

Forest Lake Watershed
Sponsor:

Management

Plan Project

Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD)

Problem/Need:
Forest Lake's water quality is threatened by nonpoint source pollution (NPS) that washes into the lake
from its surrounding watershed. Phosphorus and eroding soil, in particular, pose the greatest NPS threats
to the lake. As a result, Forest Lake has been placed on the state's NPS Priority Watersheds list and the
State's list lakes Most at Risk.from New Development under the Maine Stormwater Law. The lake is also
part of the Casco Bay Watershed, a Category I basin in the Maine Unified Watersheds Assessment.

In 1994 the Forest Lake Association (FLA) conducted a survey to identify specific NPS pollution
problems in the watershed. FLA volunteers and technical consultants from Lake and Watershed Resource
Management Associates identified 170 areas with soil erosion and uncontrolled runoff to the lake. The
majority of these sites (87%) were associated with camp roads, driveways and residential areas. The
remaining sites were associated with new construction, logging areas, and streambank erosion.
Septic waste has also been identified as a potential source of pollution to Forest Lake. In the 1994
watershed survey, technical staff identified one failed septic system and three potentially malfunctioning
septic systems. The FLA also conducted an independent sanitary survey in 1994, which revealed the
potential for more widespread septic system problems. Of the 96 septic systems surveyed, 25% had not
been cleaned out in over five years and over 50% are now more than 20 years old.

Waterbody Water Quality and Quantity Information:
Forest Lake is located in the Towns of Gray, Cum.berland and Windham in Cumberland County, Maine
(Attachment 1). The lake has a surface area of 210 acres, a maximum. depth of 38 feet, an average depth
of 12 feet and a flushing rate of 1.4 flushes per year.
MDEP biologists and local volunteers have monitored Forest Lake's water quality for over 27 years. In
general, the lake's water quality is considered to be slightly above average based on secchi disk
transparency, total phosphorus and chlorophyll-a measurements. However, Forest Lake did not meet state
water quality standards in the 1996 State of Maine Water Quality Assessment due to oxygen depletion in
the deep areas of the lake. According to the MDEP, recent dissolved oxygen profiles show moderate
oxygen depletion in deep areas of the lake to levels that pose a moderate risk of phosphorus recycling
problems (MDEP files, 2000).

Watershed Information:
The Forest Lake Watershed covers 3 square miles (1913 acres). The lake serves as the headwaters to the
Piscataqua River, which then flows into the Presum.pscot River and Casco Bay. The Towns of Gray,
Windham and Cumberland each has frontage on the lake and comprises a significant portion of the
watershed. A small portion of the upper watershed is also located in the Town of Falmouth.
Watershed development consists mainly of about 380 residential homes and an extensive road network,
most of which are located in close proximity to the lake. The shoreline has been heavily developed, and
there is also a second tier of homes around much of the lake. Over the past decade, many of the lake's
seasonal camps have been converted to year-round homes, and several new homes have also been built
near the lake. The upper watershed is primarily forested, although there is some scattered residential
development and logging activity. Commercial operations in the watershed include an auto repair shop, a
water-skiing school and several businesses at service area 56 of the Maine Turnpike.
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The 1994 watershed survey identified 170 sites with uncontrolled soil erosion and polluted runoff to the
lake. Of these, the majority of the problems were associated with camp roads (25% ), residential lots
(22%), residential driveways (20%) and shoreline erosion/lack of buffers (20%). In general, the camp
road and driveway problems involved uncontrolled soil erosion that washed directly into the lake or one
of its tributaries. According to the FLA, improper road design, the use of poor road surface material and
lack of maintenance by the lake's road associations are major issues with roads. Residential areas tended
to have areas with bare soil, lack of groundcover vegetation and inadequate shoreline buffers.

In addition to the watershed's soil erosion problems, septic systems also have the potential to impact the
lake's water quality. In the 1994 watershed survey, technical staff identified one failed septic system and
three potentially malfunctioning septic systems. The FLA conducted an independent sanitary survey in
1994. Of the 107 households that responded, 90% used septic systems. At the time of the survey, over
25% of these systems had not been pumped out for over five years, and over half of these systems are
now at least 20 years old. As such, improper septic system maintenance and aging systems may be
contributing nutrients to the lake. Furthermore, 11 of the surveyed households disposed of waste using
holding tanks, cesspools, outhouses or unknown systems. These antiquated systems may also pose threats
to lake water quality.

Water Quality Goal:
The anticipated goal of the watershed management plan is to maintain or enhance Forest Lake's water
quality and trophic state.

Purpose:
The primary purpose of this project is to develop the Forest Lake Watershed Management Plan. The
project will collect information about the watershed's specific NPS pollution problems and natural
resources and work with the community and town officials to develop locally-supported water quality
goals, objectives and action strategies for protecting Forest Lake. The project will incorporate this
information into a formal watershed management plan, which will be used to guide long-term lake
protection and enhancement efforts.

Proiect Duration:
The Forest Lake Watershed Management Plan Project will extend 24 months, starting in April 2002 and
finishing in April 2004.

General Proiect Plan:
The Forest Lake Watershed Management Plan Project will be managed by the Cumberland County
SWCD and guided by a steering committee. Local partners include the FLA and Towns of Gray,
Cumberland and Windham.
During the first field season, the project will collect information about the watershed through a series of
field surveys and questionnaires. Volunteers and technical staff will update the 1994 watershed survey to
identify current areas with soil erosion and uncontrolled runoff into Forest Lake. Technical staff will
calculate soil loss associated with all high and medium impact sites identified through the survey. A
questionnaire will be distributed to each of the lake's seven road associations to assess the structure and
effectiveness of their organizations, and another questionnaire will be distributed to assess the condition
of the septic systems near the lake. The project will compile other existing information about the
watershed's natural and cultural resources and prepare G .I.S. maps to reflect land use patterns and other

key information.
The watershed community and town officials will then be invited to attend a highly publicized
community forum to chart the course for the future of Forest Lake. During this daylong forum,
participants will develop a shared vision for the future of the watershed, prioritize issues facing the lake
and identify action strategies for addressing the major issues. Forum participants will join workgroups to
continue developing action plans for the top issues identified at the forum.
Information gathered from the surveys, questionnaires, community forum and workgroups will be used to
develop a watershed management plan. This draft plan will be prepared according to MDEP guidelines
and widely distributed for public review. The steering committee, Towns, MDEP and EPA will review
the draft, and the project manager will integrate comments into a final plan. The final plan will be printed
and distributed and to the steering committee, FLA Board of Directors, Town Boards, road associations
and other interested watershed residents.
The community will be updated about project activities through an initial mailing to all watershed
residents and a series of articles in the FLA newsletter and five local newspapers. To ensure a high
degree of participation in the community watershed forum, FLA volunteers will distribute promotional
brochures in a door-to-door campaign. The final watershed management plan will be formally presented
to the FLA membership and Town Selectboards.

Tasks, Schedules and Estimated Costs:
!Task 1 - Project Management
The Cumberland County SWCD and Maine DEP will sign a letter of agreement outlining project roles,
responsibilities and funding arrangements. The Cumberland County SWCD will track project progress,
expenses and local match using Microsoft Project and complete five progress reports and one final repo1t.
(4/02 to 4/04)

Cost: 319 Funds- $3,005

Local Match- $15

Total - $3,020

!Task 2 - Steering Committee
A steering committee will guide project activities and meet at least six times during the grant period. The
committee will include representatives from MDEP, Cumberland County SWCD, FLA and the Towns of
Gray, Windham and Cumberland. (4/02 to 4/04)

Cost:

319 Grant- $1,238

Local Match- $1,706

Total- $2,944

!Task 3 - Community Outreach
The FLA will review town tax maps and compile a mailing list of all watershed landowners. The
Cumberland County SWCDproject manager will develop and send notification letters to all households
on this list prior to the field watershed survey. The letter will describe the entire project, enlist volunteers
and give landowners the opportunity to exclude their properties from the survey. The project manager
will also develop and print a brochure to advertise the community forum, which FLA volunteers will
distribute to all watershed households in a door-to-door campaign designed to maximize public
participation.
The Cumberland County SWCD project manager will send press releases to the Gray News, Gray

Monument, Suburban News, The Shopping Notes and Falmouth Forecaster prior to the watershed survey
and community forum. Follow-up articles about the watershed survey, community forum and final
management plan will also be sent to each of the local papers. The FLA will include project notices and
updates in their newsletter throughout the project, and town representatives on the steering committee will
present project updates to their town boards.
The project manager will develop a Power Point presentation summarizing the final watershed
management plan and watershed survey findings. Steering committee representatives will meet with
each of the four towns and the FLA membership to deliver this presentation, seek formal endorsement of
the plan and enlist active support for implementation of the prescribed action strategies. (4/02 to 4/04)

Cost:

319 Grant - $2,377

Local Match - $1,282

Total - $3,659

ITask 4- Watershed Survey
The FLA will recruit at least 15 volunteers to update the 1994 Forest Lake Watershed Survey. Survey
methods will be based on those outlined in DEP's publication, A Citizen's Guide to Lake Watershed
Surveys. The daylong volunteer training will include a two-hour morning classroom session and an
afternoon field training session, during which technical staff work closely with small groups of volunteers
to identify and properly document erosion sites and develop preliminary recommendations for fixes.
Volunteers will document each site by completing survey forms and site sketches, taking photographs and
marking the site numbers on tax maps, which will be prepared by FLA volunteers. Survey forms will
include information on the nature and extent of each site's erosion and nmoff problems, recommended
fixes, impacts to the lake and the cost and technical level of the fixes.
Volunteer teams will be assigned specific sections of the watershed and asked to survey this area within
one month of the training. A FLA volunteer will collect and organize survey data, process the
photographs and deliver all documentation to the Cumberland County SWCD.
Cumberland County SWCD and MDEP staff will visit all watershed areas that were independently
surveyed by volunteers to check the accuracy and completeness of site documentation and record any
erosion problems that were overlooked by the volunteers. Cumberland County SWCD will calculate soil
loss associated with all high and medium impact sites using the methods described in the publication,
Pollutants Controlled Calculation and Documentation for Section 319 Watershed Training Manual. The
project manager will enter survey data into Excel spreadsheets and develop a brief report, which will
include a GIS map showing site locations and a summary of survey findings. ( 4/02 to 12/02)

Cost:

319 Grant- $3,796

Local Match- $5,415

Total - $9,211

!Task 5- Watershed Inventory and Assessment
The project manager and steering committee members will develop a written questionnaire to assess the
functionality of the sewage disposal systems near the lake and eligibility for state grants to upgrade
substandard systems. The project manager will distribute the questionnaire and evaluate the returned
responses. The project manager will also conduct a survey to determine the structure and effectiveness of
the lake's seven road associations.
The project manager and local volunteers will survey the length, width and composition of the vegetated
buffers arotn1d the lake. The survey will be conducted from the lake with local volunteers providing
survey assistance and the use of a boat. The project manager will assign scores to each property's buffer
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and summarize the results. Cumberland County SWCD staff will collect information on lake water
quality, soils, fisheries, land use, cultural resources, wildlife and other information relevant to the
watershed management planning process. The project manager will also develop G.I.S. maps to reflect
watershed land uses and other relevant information. (5/02 to 2/03)

Cost:

I Task 6 -

319 Grant - $3,605

Local Match - $1,911

Total - $5,516

Community Watershed Forum and Workgroups

A daylong community watershed forum will be held to bring together seasonal and year-round lake
residents, town officials, non-resident lake users and business owners to discuss the future of Forest Lake.
A design team will meet at least three times to plan this highly publicized forum, and a professional
consultant will provide guidance to the design team and facilitate the event.
The forum will follow the model described in the publication, Step by Step Guide to Facilitating your
Community's Public Participation Process: The Token Creek Watershed Project Case Study (Dore',
1998). The forum will begin with a summary of the information from the watershed survey and other
resource inventories. Participants will then work together to create a shared vision for the future of the
watershed, prioritize issues facing the watershed and identify action strategies for addressing the major
issues. At the end of the forum, participants will form workgroups, which will continue meeting to
further develop action strategies for the top watershed issues. The project manager will summarize and
distribute forum proceedings to all forum participants.

Cumberland Cowity SWCDstaff will meet with each of the workgroups to flesh out the action strategies
proposed during the forum and develop a workplan for implementing these actions. (2/03 to 11/03)

Cost:

ITask 7-

319Grant-$7,116

LocalMatch-$8,054

Total: $15,170

Watershed Management Plan

The project manager will develop a draft watershed management plan based on MDEP guidelines. The
plan will incorporate information from the watershed inventories and reflect the strategies developed by
community forum participants and the resulting workgroups. It will also include the following elements:

•
•

An assessment of the water quality and uses of water bodies within the watershed.
An inventory of the types ofland uses and the types and severity ofNPS pollution.

\

•

An evaluation of the types and severity of other factors that may be affecting water quality.

•

A determination of NPS pollution controls necessary to improve or protect water quality.
An implementation strategy to address nonpoint sources of pollution in the watershed that includes
costs and schedules for implementing BMPs or other management measures or agreements outlining
responsibilities for meeting this strategy.
Actions to inform eligible landowners of the importance of utilizing BMPs.
An objective evaluation of the plan following its implementation.
Actions to achieve self-sustaining financial support of the plan.

•

•

•
•

A draft plan will be distributed to steering committee members, Town Boards, MDEP and EPA for
review, and input will be incorporated into a final plan. The final management plan will be printed and
distributed to steering committee members, FLA Board of Directors, road associations, interested
watershed residents and Town Boards. (11/03 to 4/04)
Cost:

319 Grant - $3,177

Local Match - $1,835

Total: $5,012

Deliverables:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Contract (Task 1)
Final project report and semi-annual progress reports (Task 1)
Two press releases and newsletter/newspaper articles (Task 3)
Brochure to advertise the community forum (Task 3)
Watershed survey report (Task 4)
Summary of soil loss calculations for high and medium impact sites (Task 4)
Community forum attendance list and proceedings (Task 6)
Draft and final watershed management plan (Task 7)

lnteragency Coordination, Roles and Responsibilities:
The Maine Department of Environmental Protection will administer project ftmding, serve as the
project advisor, participate on the steering committee, assist with the survey training and technical followup of identified sites, attend the community forum and review the draft watershed management plan.
The US Environmental Protection Agency will provide project ftmding and guidance and review the
draft management plan.
The Cumberland County SWCD will serve as the project sponsor and be responsible for the
coordination and implementation of all project activities. The SWCD Lakes Manager will provide in.kind
match to the project by serving on the steering committee, assisting with the watershed survey training
and technical follow-up, participating in the community forum and facilitating meetings of one of the
resulting workgroups.
Volunteers from the Forest Lake Association will serve on the steering committee, develop a watershed
mailing list, report on project activities in their newsletter and meetings, recruit survey volunteers and
collect and organize volunteers' survey forms. FLA volunteers will also help develop the septic system
survey, conduct the lakeside buffer survey, plan the community forum and participate in the forum and
resulting workgroups. FLA volunteers will review the draft plan and distribute the plan to the watershed
community. In addition, the association will contribute $2,450 in cash match to the project.
Representatives from the Towns of Cumberland, Gray, and Windham will serve on the steering
committee and provide project updates to their town boards. Town staff will participate in the community

forum and resulting workgroups. The Town of Windham will contribute $1,000 in cash match.

Proiect Coordinator:
Tamara Lee Pinard, Cumberland County SWCD
381 Main St., Suite 3, Gorham, ME 04038
(207) 839-7839, ext. 109, tamara-lee-pinard@me.nacdnet.org
Estimated Total Cost, Federal & Non-Federal Sources:

319 Grant:
Local Match:
Total:

$26,773
$20 218
$46,532

Sources of Match:
Forest Lake Association
SWCDLakes Manager
Towns of Gray, Windham & Cumberland

Dollar Value Planned
$14,758 (cash $2,450; inkind services $12,308)
$2,574 (inkind services)
$2,886 (cash $1000; inkind services $1,866)
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Budget Information:
Part 1, Estimated Personnel Expenses - Cumberland County SWCD
Hourly Rate

Number of
Project Hours

Salary 1

Fringe

Total

Tamara Lee Pinard,
Project Manager

$33

673

$22,209

$0

$22,209

Jeff Brinck &
Betty Mclnnes

$33

18

$594

$0

$594

$22,803

$0

$22,803

Position Name and Title

Total:

Part 2, Budget Estimates by Cost Category
Cost Category

319 Funds

Local Match

Total Cost

Salary & Fringe

$21,803

$1,000

$22,803

$50

$580

$630

Supplies (film and survey supplies)
Contractua12
Donated Services - Labor

$200

$561

Other

$225 3

1,97a4

$2,195

5

$2,419
$26,733

$2,419
$20,218

$46,951

Includes salary + fringe
Toe District will hire a professional facilitator for the community forum.
Professional Facilitation

3

$16,468

$361

Totals

2

$16,468

Travel (1230 miles @$0.28/mile)

Indirect

1

$1,875

$1,875

Hourly Rate
$75

Number of Hours
25

Total Cost
$1,875

Includes $25 for postage, $200 for MS Project software.
Includes $1,300 for printing, $570 for postage and $100 for meeting space.
5
Indirect expenses were not included under the costs for the separate project tasks. Tuey only appear on
this final budget page. A letter con.finning that the District conforms to applicable "Cost Principles"
has been submitted to the MDEP.
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William Healey
Assessors Office
Town Hall, 290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Mr. Healey:
Vision Appraisal Technology is pleased to propose price estimates to the To\.Vnof Cumberland
for a fiscal year 2002 Update of all real estate values. Services to be provided will be as follows:
•

Sales analysis utilizing sales from January l, 2001 through April 1,2002.

•

Establish new land values.

•

New replacement cost base rates for residential and commercial properties.

•

Full field review of residential and commercial/indusnial properties.

•

Income analysis on all co1mnerciaJ/i11dustrialprope1ties.

•

Exempt property analysis.

•

Mailing of taxpayer notices and condticting 12 days taxpayer interviews.

The estimated cost to provide valuation update services described here for the Town of
Cumberland is approximately Seventy Five Thou.sand Dollars ($75,000).

We want very much to continue o\.\rrelationship with the Town of Cumberland and provide the
kind of services that the Town both expects and requires. lf there are any further questions or
more information is necessary please don't hesitate to call me at any time-at 877-611~9457 ext
26.

1al Sales Manager

386 West Main Street ♦ Northboro, MA 01532
508-351-9457 ♦ Fax: 508-393-3841 ♦ www.visionappraisal.com

Town of Cumberland
Planning Board Meeting
Council Chambers of the Town Offices
Tuesday, May 15, 2001
290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center
7:00 PM
A.

Call to order

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.

B.
Roll Call
Present: Phil Hunt, Martha Porch, Stephen Sloan, Terry Turner, Beth Howe,
Joseph Taylor
Absent: Tom Powers
Staff: Andy Fillmore, Town Planner, Pam Bosarge, Clerk

C.

Minutes of Prior Meetings

Ms. Howe moved to approve the minutes of April 17, 200 I with amendments.
Ms. Porch seconded.

VOTE: Unanimous

D.

Consent Calendar
Toddle Inn Day Care Center - Site Plan Revision to add storage shed at I 0
Thomas Drive, Tax Assessor Map R02D, Lot IA, and Lot 16. The Toddle Inn has added
storage sheds at it's other two locations. Mr. Fillmore stated this is a deminimus change,
and asked the Planning Board to authorize the Town Planner to allow the addition of a I 0
x 16 shed.
Ms. Porch moved to authorize the Town Planner to allow the addition of a IO' x 16'
storage shed to the site plan for Toddle Inn Day Care Center at IO Thomas Drive.
Mr. Turner seconded.
VOTE: Unanimous

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Pre-application Conference -Tax Assessor Map ROI, Lot 8 at U.S.
Route One, Office Commercial District, Peter Kennedy, applicant.

Mr. Fillmore presented background information as follows: The pre-applicant is Peter
Kennedy, owner of a parcel of land (Map ROI, Lot 8) on the West Side of Route One just
north of the Falmouth line. He is seeking the Planning Board's preliminary input on his
possible future plans for the property.
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Mr. Kennedy is exploring the possibility of developing two roughly square commercial
lots along his Route One frontage. This would account for the eastern-most one-third of
his land. One of these commercial lots would be a sail manufacturer, and the other is yet
to be determined.
He further proposes that the remaining two-thirds of his land (to the west) be developed
as a senior housing community comprised primarily of single-family detached dwellings.
The housing would be accessed via an extension of the drive used to access the
commercial lots.
Mr. Kennedy is also exploring the possibility of the senior community having a synergy
with an abutting future development on land he owns to the south in Falmouth.

ZONING ISSUES:
1)
The Office Commercial zone allows Light Manufacturing (i.e. sail making) as a
Special Exception use, requiring approval of the Board of Adjustment and Appeals. (See
Section 204.8.2, page 48.)
2)
Currently the zoning ordinance allows senior housing in the northern of the
Town's two Office Commercial districts (Cumberland Business Park) only. (See Section
204.8.1.5, page 47.)
3)
To allow this use where Mr. Kennedy is proposing it, the Planning Board would
have to amend the zoning ordinance to allow senior housing in the Town's southern
Office Commercial zone. The Planning Board could opt to switch the senior housing
option from the northern district to the southern district. Alternately the Board could
make use of Contract Zoning (see Section 606, page 181).
4)
Mr. Kennedy understood that this was only a pre-application conference and that
the Board would make no decisions of substance at this time.

COMMENT:
Mr. Kennedy's request is in keeping with the Town's desire and need to increase its stock
of senior housing. To date, the Town has yet to be presented with a suitable senior
housing plan for the northern Office Commercial district. Contract zoning gives the
Planning Board art added layer of control over the character of a proposed development,
as laid out in Section 606.3, page 181.
Given the fact that the Route One Design Guidelines have yet to be put in place, Contract
Zoning could give the Planning Board an added measure of control over development
along this section of Route One that could anticipate the requirements of the Design
Guidelines.

EXHIBITS:
1)
2)
3)

Town of Cumberland Tax Map showing subject lot.
Preliminary Sketch Plan showing Mr. Kennedy's land and the location of the two
possible commercial lots, and the future development area to the west.
6 photographs: Various views of the subject property from Route One

Planning Board Minutes 5/15/01
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RECOMMENDATION:

Withheld until a formal and complete application is made.

Mr. Peter Kennedy, applicant stated he has been talking with Mr. Hallett of Hallett Sail
Makers in Falmouth. They would like a 5,500-sq. ft. building in the front section of the
land. Mr. Kennedy also owns 40 acres in Falmouth abutting the Cumberland piece. He
would like to have Senior Housing on the back portion of the land leaving the frontage on
Route One for commercial use. The traffic would exit from a 60' wide collector road to
eliminate several curb cuts along Route One. Mr. Kennedy stated he was looking for
guidance on Mr. Hallett's site plan.
Mr. Sloan asked about the land for the entrance.
Mr. Kennedy stated he had acquired the strip of land required for the entrance.
Ms. Porch stated at previous meetings the plan had been for a septic system had that
changed.
Mr. Kennedy stated he is proposing public water and sewer.
Mr. Taylor asked if the highway noise would be an issue for senior housing.
Mr. Kennedy stated he lives½ mile from 195 and 500 feet from Route One.
Ms. Porch asked if the proposed housing would be individual or clustered.
Mr. Kennedy stated single family detached on single lots, with maybe a provision for
condominiums.
Ms. Porch asked about the design standards for Route One.
Mr. Fillmore stated he is working on them and hopes to have them done by the end of the
summer.
Ms. Porch stated the Comprehensive Plan specifically specified residential use in the
Northern Office Commercial district due to the neighbors.
Mr. Hunt stated the Planning Board has seen two prior preliminary plans, the access has
been solved and the site is proposed to have public water and sewer. He didn't foresee
any major objections for approval from the Planning Board. Although Mr. Kennedy
would need to petition Town Council to re-zone the Southern Office Commercial District
to add residential as a permitted use or agree to contract zoning.
Ms. Howe stated she agreed the best option would be to add residential as a permitted
She also would like to see the building turned 90 • along Route One and have the parking
in the rear of the building.
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Mr. Taylor asked if it were appropriate to swap the uses.
Mr. Hunt stated the consensus of the Board was to consider adding residential use to the
Southern Office Commercial district.
The Board made no decision, and stated they would wait until there was a formal
application.

2.

Pre-application Conference - Site Plan Review - for a Church; Longwoods
Road; Tax Assessor Map R03, Lot 45 (portion), Ted Webber applicant
The Board made no decision. The pre-application conference was not heard, the
applicant was not present.

3.

Public Hearing - Final Minor Subdivision Review - minor 1 lot subdivision at

Treleaven Way (off Blanchard Road) Tax Assessor Map U 12, Lots 11 & 11A, Scott R.
Verritl, owner.
Mr. Hunt stated he had a conflict and turned the chair over to Ms. Porch, vice-chair.
Mr. Turner moved to table the Final Minor Subdivision Review for a 1 lot minor
subdivision at Treleaven Way, Tax Assessor Map U12, Lots 11 & 1 lA until the applicant
is present.
VOTE: Unanimous

Mr. Taylor seconded.

F.

Administrative Matters

Mr. Turner if the Planning Board could do anything to assist with the Route One-Design
Guidelines.
Mr. Fillmore stated they would need to have a workshop.
Ms. Howe asked about the letter from Sally Stockwell.
Mr. Hunt stated Ms. Stockwell was in error. The Board did count the wetlands; the
question was regarding the margin of error.
Mr. Turner stated the wetlands on the Treleaven property were adequately reviewed.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:30 p.m.
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:
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The meeting was adjourned at 7:30 p.m.
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:

r;L~,A

Pam Bosarge, Bttd
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Clerk

MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/

NORTH YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021
Web site: www.msad5l.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Minutes
Monday
June 4, 2001

7:00 PM

Cumberland Town Hall Council

1. Call to Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel at ___

p.m.

Attendance:
Board of Directors: John Aromando, Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Polly Haight Frawley, Henry Kennedy,
Audrey Lones, Mary Schendel, Kim True, Bob Vail

Administrators Jack Hardy, Robert Hasson, Pat Palmer, Scott Poulin, Judy True
2.

Approval of the Minutes - of the Board of Directors meetings held on May 23, 2001.

Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To approve the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held on May 23, 2001. (Voted: 8-0)

3. Presentations

4. Committee Reports
a)

Chairperson - Discuss meeting schedule

b)

Superintendent's report

c)

Finance Committee
- Pownal Tuition Update

d)

Policy Committee

e)

Negotiation Committee

f)

Design Team

g)

Steering Committee

5. Items for Action
a) Appointment of individuals to teaching positions for the 2001-2002 school year
Motioned

2 nd ed.

Voted: To appoint,

(Voted: 8-0)

Mabel I. Wilson School

North Yarmouth Memorial School

Emily Bergson - Gr. 2

Carol Chandler - Grade 5
Monica Simmons - Grade 4

6/4/01 BOD Minutes

Instructional Support
Elaine Bressard - Resource/Consulting Teacher

b) Vote to appoint co-curricular support system stipend for 00-01
Motioned

2nd ed

Voted: To appoint co-curricular support system stipend for 00-01. (Voted: 8-0)
Support System Rep. - Shirley Storey-King, GJHS

c) Executive Session - Personnel, lnverview approximately 8:00 PM
Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To enter into Executive Session. (Voted: 8-0 at 8:05 PM)
Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To come out of Executive Session. (Voted: 8-0 at 8:55PM)

d) Executive Session - Personnel
Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To enter into Executive Session. (Voted: 8-0 at 8:56 PM)
Motioned
Voted: T0 c0rne out of Executive Session. (Voted: 8-0 at 9:52 PM)
e) Vote to authorize Chairperson to extend Superintendent contract.

Motioned.
Voted:

2nd ed.

Authorize Chairperson of the Board of Directors to execute an extension of the employment

contract of the Superintendent of schools through June 30, 2004. (Voted: 8-0)

6. Communications
7. Adjourn Meeting 9:54 PM
Upcoming Meetings/Events
5/31/01 - NYMS Chorus Concert, 6:00 PM
5/31/01 - GJHS Awards Night, 7:15 PM
5/31/01 - Middle School Building Committee, GJHS, 7:00 PM
5/31/01 - Class Day, GHS, 12:15 PM
6/1/01 - GHS Candlelight Ceremony, 8:00 PM
6/3/01 - GHS Graduation, 2:30 PM
6/4/01 - Finance Committee, Cumberland Town Office Conference Room, 5:45 PM
6/5/01 - PTO Meeting, MIW, 7:00 PM
6/5/01 - GJHS Renovation, 7:00 PM, GHS Library
6/6/01 - Staff Recognition, Val Halla, 3:00 PM
6/4/01 BOD Minutes
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6/6/01 - Step-Up Day, Grades 6-12
6/6/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
6/8/01 - Full Day of School (no Teacher In-service day)
6/11/01 - Step-up Day for K-3, MIW, 9:00 - 11:00 AM and 1:00 - 1:30 PM
6/13/01 - Full Day of School
6/14/01 - Last Day of School: Early Release, Grades 7-12 @ 11:15 PM, Grades K-6 @ 12: 15 PM
6/15/01 - Teacher In-Service Day
8/30/01 - Drowne Rd. Multi-age Picnic
9/5/01 - Grade 4 Open House
9/6/01 - Grade 6 Open House, 7:00 PM
9/6/01 - MIW Cookout, 5:30 PM
9/10/01 - Grade 5 Open House
9/11/01 - Kindergarten Open House, 6:30 - 8:30 PM
9/13/01 - Grade 1 Open House
9/19/01 - Grade 3 Open House
9/20/01 - GHS Open House
9/24/01 - Grade 2 Open House
9/26/01 - GJHS Open House

Remaining Board Meetings:

• June 18, 2001, Board of Directors Meeting at Cumberland Town Hall Council
Chambers, 7 :00 PM

6/4/01 BOD Minutes
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/NORTH

YARMOUTH

P.O.Box6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msadSl.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Agenda

New Middle School
Straw Vote
7:00 PM
Cumberland Town Hall Council Chambers

Monday
June 18, 2001

7:00 PM

Cumberland Town Hall Council Chambers

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel
2. Approval of Minutes
3. Presentations

a) Straw Vote - New Middle School
b) Drop-out Prevention Report - Wayne Fordham
c)

Commendations

4. Committee Reports

a)

Finance Committee

b) Negotiation Committee
c)

Design Team

d) Steering Committee
e)

Policy Committee

5. Items for Action

a) Appointment of individuals to teaching positions for the 2001-2002 school year
b) Authorize superintendent to enter into lease purchase agreement for technology, photocopies,
tractor and equipment. .
c)

Vote to appoint GJHS assistant principal

d) Appointment of non-athletic, co-curricular stipend positions for the 2001/2002 school year
e) Vote to approve submittal of GHS construction application to the Dept. of Education
f)

Vote to approve fall and winter coaches

g)

Executive Session - Negotiations

6/18/01 BOD Agenda
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6. Adjourn Meeting ___

PM

MSAD #51 Mission
The mission of MSAD #51 is to guide all students as they acquire enthusiasm for learning, assume responsibility
for their education, achieve academic excellence, and discover and attain their personal bests.
To accomplish this mission, the MSAD #51 community will collaborate to:
• Use effective instructional practices and provide professional development to assure that all students meet
or exceed the District's benchmarks and outcomes;
• Ensure a safe and respectful environment where all feel a sense of belonging; and
• Promote parental participation as fundamental to each student's success.
Board Goals for 2000-2001
1. Support the District's work in curriculum, assessment, instruction and professional development through:
• Promoting educational programming based on student learning needs;
• Measuring the District's progress towards achieving our mission, including the certification that all
students meet the State's Learning Results by 2003; and
• Effectively communicating the results of our District's work.
2. Execute the Resolution on Facilities Planning by ensuring the timely completion of the Charges made to the
Building Committees, and support measures to relieve constraints due to conditions created by our current
facilities.
3. Promote sound resource management through:
• Supporting measures to use time more effectively, such as one or more measures identified in
the Time Task Force Report;
• Developing long-term strategies to ensure that future leadership and personnel needs are met;
• Involving the Board in the budget planning process; and
• Effectively communicating to the public the District's resource needs.

John Aromando
Maryellen Fitzpatrick
Polly Haight Frawley
Audrey Lones
Henry Kennedy
Mary Schendel
Kim True
Bob Vail
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MSAD #51 Board of Directors
829-6861
jaromando@pierceatwood.com
829-4657
657-2373
829-4171
829-6979
781-3787
829-3209

efitzpa486@aol.com
PHFraw@aol.com
audrey@alum.mit.edu
hrk@kieve.org
mlschendel@unum.com
ktrue1@maine.rr.com

829-5393
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Upcoming Meetings/Events
6/13/01 - Full Day of School
6/14/01 - Last Day of School: Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 11:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
6/15/01 - Teacher In-Service Day
8/30/01 - Drowne Rd. Multi-age Picnic
9/5/01 - Grade 4 Open House
9/6/01 - Grade 6 Open House, 7:00 PM
9/6/01 - MIW Cookout, 5:30 PM
9/10/01 - Grade 5 Open House
9/11/01 - Kindergarten Open House, 6:30 - 8:30 PM
9/13/01 - Grade 1 Open House
9/19/01 - Grade 3 Open House
9/20/01 - GHS Open House
9/24/01 - Grade 2 Open House
9/26/01 - GJHS Open House

6/18/01 BOD Agenda
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/NORTH

YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box GA
Cumberland Center, ME 04021
Web site: www.msad5l.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Minutes

New Middle School
Straw Vote
7:00 PM
Cumberland Town Hall Council Chamber

Monday
June 18, 2001

.7:00 PM

Cumberland Town Hall Council Chamber

1. Call to Or.der - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel at 7:06 p.m.
Attendance:
Board of Directors: John Aromando, Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Polly Haight Frawley, Audrey Lones,
Mary Schendel, Kim True, Bob Vail
Administrators:
Susie Robbins
2.

Brenda Breton, Wayne Fordham, Jack Hardy, Pat Palmer, Scott Poulin,

Approval of the Minutes - of the Board of Directors meetings held on June 4, 2001.

Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To approve the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held on June 4, 2001. (Voted: 7-0, 1
absent)
3. Presentations
a)

Straw Vote - New Middle School: 57 in favor and 14 opposed

b)

Drop-out Prevention Report - Wayne Fordham

c)

Commendations

4. Committee Reports
a)

Finance Committee

b)

Negotiation Committee

c)

Design Team
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d)

Steering Committee

e)

Policy Committee

5. Items for Action
a) Appointment of individuals to teaching positions for the 2001-2002 school year
Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To appoint:

(Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)

Mabel I. Wilson School

Greely High School

Kristyn Allen - Grade 2 teacher

Kelly Welch - Science, .5

Melissa Colby - Grade 1 teacher

Joyce Hale - Math, .6

Kathleen Hardy - Kindergarten teacher, .5
Debra Harmon - Grade 3 teacher (1 year position)
Dafney Shufelt- Grades 3 and 4 Foreign Language for MIW and NYMS
Donna Stoudt - Multiage 2/3

Greely Junior High School
Diane Peters - Life Skills/PE, 2/5ths

b) Authorize superintendent to enter into lease purchase agreement for technology, photocopies,
tractor and equipment.
Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: (Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)
Voted: That under and pursuant to the provisions of Title 20-A M.R.S.A. Sections 1001 and 1055, the
Superintendent of Schools be and hereby is authorized to execute and deliver a Municipal Lease
Purchase Agreement with Banknorth Leasing Corp. in the name and on behalf of Maine School
Administrative District# 51 for computer equipment, with an aggregate purchase price of Ninety-Two
Thousand Eight Hundred Forty-Six Dollars and Forty Cents ($92,846.40), in such form as the
Superintendent may approve the (the "Lease Purchase Agreement"); and that the appropriate officials of
Maine School Administrative District #51 be and hereby are authorized to execute and deliver on behalf
of Maine School Administrative District #51 such other documents and certificates as may be required in
connection with the Lease Purchase Agreement; and that no part of the proceeds of the Lease Purchase
Agreement shall be used, directly or indirectly, to acquire any securities and obligations, the acquisition of
which would cause the Lease Purchase Agreement to be a "private activity bond" or an "arbitrage bond"
within the meaning of Sections 141 and 148, respectively, of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended (the "Code"); and that the Lease Purchase Agreement issued pursuant hereto be designated as
a qualified tax-exempt obligation within the meaning of Section 265(b) (3) (B) of said Code; and that the
Superintendent be and he hereby is authorized to covenant on behalf of the District to file any information
report and pay any rebate due to the United States in connection with the issuance of the Lease
Purchase Agreement, and to take all other lawful actions necessary to insure the interest portion of the
rertal payments under and pursuant to the Lease Purchase Agreement will be excluded from the gross
income of the owners thereof for purposes of federal income taxation and to refrain from taking any action
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which would cause such interest portion of the rental payments tot become includable in the gross
income of the owners thereof.
c) Vote to appoint GJHS assistant principal

Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To appoint GJHS assistant principal, Penny Wheeler-Abbott.

(Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)

d) Appointment of non-athletic, co-curricular stipend positions for the 2001/2002 school year

Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To appoint non-athletic, co-curricular stipend positions for the 2001/2002 school year.
(Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)

QtlS

Activity
Band Director
Business Teacher Leader
Choral Director
Critical Friends
Debate Advisor
Director, Spring Drama Production
Technical Director, Fall Drama Production
Director, Spring Drama Production
Technical Director, Spring Drama Prod.
English Dept. Head
Envirothon Advisor
Fine Arts Dept. Head
Foreign Language Dept.Head
French Honor Society
Greely Times
High School Shop Main.
Industrial Tech. Teacher
Investment Club
Life Skills Teacher Leader
Literary Magazine
Math Dept. Head
N.H.S.
Natural Helpers
Photography
Save
Science Dept. Head
Science Fair Advisor
Senior Class Advisor
Social Studies Dept. Head
Spanish Honor Society
Student Council
Teacher Leaders
Year Book
6/18/01 BOD Minutes

Advisor
Martin Naas
Ozzie Holt
Jan Thomas
Margaret Yenco, Barry Mathes, Sarah Way, New
Teacher
Jason Curry
Audrey Northway
Dane Northway
Audrey Northway
Dane Northway
Frankie Stone
Jan Treadwell
Wes Franklin
Mary Ryder
Mary Ryder
Barry Mathes
Kelvin Hasch
Kelvin Hasch
Glenn Tracey
Beth Richardson
Linda Kreider, Katie Dexter
Dan McKeone
Tom Pascarella & Doug Pride
Bob Anthoine
Carol Robinson
Jan Treadwell
Tom Pascarella
Bob O'Neill
Pat Thibault, Jessica Zipper
John Day
Grace Leavitt
Joe Bickard
Grace Leavitt, Jessica Zipper
Ozzie Holt
3
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Carin Wilson - Chebeague Island Stipend
e)

Vote to approve submittal of GHS construction application to the Dept. of Education

Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To approve submittal of GHS construction application to the Dept. of Education by SMRT
(Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)
t) Vote to approve fall and winter coaches

Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To approve fall and winter coaches for 2001/2002. (Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)
Basketball, HS Boys Varsity: Ken Marks

Soccer, HS Boys Varsity:

Michael Andreasen

Basketball, HS Girls Varsity: James Seavey

Soccer, HS Girls Varsity:

Kevin Harvey

Basketball, HS Boys JV: Lloyd Smith

Soccer, HS Boys JV:

Lloyd Smith

Basketball, HS Girls JV: Wendy Atwood

Soccer, HS Girls JV:

Todd Livingston

Basketball, HS Boys Frosh: Glenn Hutchins

Soccer, Frosh Boys:

Glenn Hutchins

Soccer, Volunteer Asst.:

Robert Wood

Basketball, JH Gr. 8 Boys: Michael Andreasen

Soccer, JH Gr. 8 Boys:

Rick Yager

Basketball, JH Gr. 8 Girls: Michael Andreasen

Soccer, JH Gr. 8 Girls:

Mark Brown

Basketball, JH Gr. 7 Boys: Mark Brown

Soccer, JH Gr. 7 Girls:

Angela Letiecq

Basketball, JH Gr. 7 Girls:

Soccer, JH Girls 3rd:

Elizabeth Fenwick

Cross Country, HS B/G: David Dowling

Swim, HS B/G Head:

Rob Hale

Cross Country, HS BIG Asst.: Chris Axelson

Swim, HS B/G Asst.:

Anne Marie Poulin

Swim, HS B/G Asst-Diving:

Kate Hoffner

Swim, JH B/G: Rob Hale
Field Hockey, HS Varsity: Robyn Thayer
John Folan

Field Hockey, HS JV: Heather Coyne

Track, HS Indoor B/G Head:

Field Hockey, JH Gr. 8: Wendy Rozene

Track, HS Indoor B/G Asst.:

David Dowling

Track, HS Indoor B/G Asst.:

Sarah Soule

Field Hockey, JH Gr. 7: Priscilla Carothers
Golf:

Track, JH Indoor B/G:

Rick Hogan

Gary Rees

Ice Hockey, Varsity: Barry Mathes
Ice Hockey, Asst. Bartlett Hewey
Ice Hockey, JV: Matthew Gilbert
Skiing, Alpine:

Mark Ouellette

Skiing, Cross Country:

Chris Axelson

Skiing, Alp. Volunteer Asst.:
6/18/01 BOD Minutes

Brookes Axelson
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g) Executive Session - Negotiations
Motioned
Voted: To enter into Executive Session. (Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)
Motioned

2nd ed.

Voted: To come out of Executive Session. (Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)

6. Adjourn Meeting 9:55 PM
Upcoming Meetings/Events
6/13/01 - Full Day of School
6/14/01 - Last Day of School: Early Release, Grades 7-12 @ 11: 15 PM, Grades K-6 @ 12: 15 PM
6/15/01 - Teacher In-Service Day
8/30/01 - Drowne Rd. Multi-age Picnic
9/5/01 - Grade 4 Open House
9/6/01 - Grade 6 Open House, 7:00 PM
9/6/01 - MIW Cookout, 5:30 PM
9/10/01 - Grade 5 Open House
9/11/01 - Kindergarten Open House, 6:30 - 8:30 PM
9/13/01 - Grade 1 Open House
9/19/01 - Grade 3 Open House
9/20/01 - GHS Open House
9/24/01 - Grade 2 Open House
9/26/01 - GJHS Open House

6/18/01 BOD Minutes
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/NORTH

YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad5l.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Agenda

Monday
June 25, 2001

7:00 PM

MSAD #51 Superintendent's Office

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel
2. Approval of Minutes
3.

Items for Action
a) Executive Session - Negotiations
b) Vote to ratify 2001-2004 Secretaries/Educational Technicians Agree~ent

4. Adjourn Meeting ___

6/25/01 BOD Agenda

PM

MSAD #51 Mission
The mission of MSAD #51 is to guide all students as they acquire enthusiasm for learning, assume responsibility
for their education, achieve academic excellence, and discover and attain their personal bests.
To accomplish this mission, the MSAD #51 community will collaborate to:
• Use effective instructional practices and provide professional development to assure that all students meet
or exceed the District's benchmarks and outcomes;
• Ensure a safe and respectful environment where all feel a sense of belonging; and
• Promote parental participation as fundamental to each student's success.
Board Goals for 2000-2001
1. Support the District's work In curriculum, assessment, instruction and professional development through:
• Promoting educational programming based on student learning needs;
• Measuring the District's progress towards achieving our mission, including the certification that all
students meet the State's Learning Results by 2003; and
• Effectively communicating the results of our District's work.
2. Execute the Resolution on Facilities Planning by ensuring the timely completion of the Charges made to the
Building Committees, and support measures to relieve constraints due to corrditions created by our current
facilities.
3. Promote sound resource management through:
• Supporting measures to use time more effectively, such as one or more measures identified in
the Time Task Force Report;
• Developing long-term strategies to ensure that future leadership and personnel needs are met;
• Involving the Board in the budget planning process; and
• Effectively communicating to the public the District's resource needs.
MSAD #51 Board of Directors
John Aromando
Maryellen Fitzpatrick

829-6861
829-4657

jaromando@pierceatwood.com
efitzpa486@aol.com

Audrey Lones

657-2373
829-4171

audrey@alum.mit.edu

Henry Kennedy
Mary Schendel

829-6979
781-3787

hrk@kieve.org

Kim True

829-3209

ktruel@maine.rr.com

Bob Vail

829-5393

Polly Haight Frawley

6/25/01 BOD Agenda

PHFraw@aol.com

mlschendel@unum.com
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Upcoming Meetings/Events
7/24/01 - Steering Comm., GHS Library, 7:00 PM
8/30/01 - Drowne Rd. Multi-age Picnic
9/5/01 - Grade 4 Open House
9/6/01 - Grade 6 Open House, 7:00 PM
9/6/01 - MIW Cookout, 5:30 PM
9/10/01 - Grade 5 Open House
9/11/01 - Kindergarten Open House, 6:30 - 8:30 PM
9/13/01 - Grade 1 Open House
9/19/01 - Grade 3 Open House
9/20/01 - GHS Open House
9/24/01 - Grade 2 Open House
9/26/01 - GJHS Open House

6/25/01 BOD Agenda
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June 15, 2001
To: Adam Ogden and Bob Benson/
From: Tom Calder, Gail Miller, Mac Passano and Beth Howe
Re: Bottle Redemption on Chebeague
It has been nearly a year since you gave permission for Chedemption, Chebeague's bottle
redemption effort, to have a shed at the Transfer Station. Our first year has been quite successful
and we thought it might be useful to report briefly on our activities.

For much of the summer we had 28 people who volunteered at the Transfer Station collecting
bottles and cans. The shed was completed in early September, with free transportation of
materials by the Casco Bay Lines and engineeringand construction provided by Island volunteers.
The Recompense Foundation gave us $500 for materials. By the time the shed opened, many
residents were used to the redemption system, so when the summer season was over we stopped
having to staff it all the time. It is our major collection point, though we do also pick up
returnables from the Chebeague Inn during the summer when it is in operation. Now we have
volunteers who monitor the shed when the Transfer Station is open and box up the glass bottles.
All the boxes and bags waiting to be shipped to Portland are kept in a second shed behind the
proposed new post office. The use of that shed is donated by Ross Martindale and John Thaxter.
Shipping is provided free by the Casco Bay Lines and the East End Redemption Center of
Portland picks the bags and boxes up at the CBL Terminal. So the initial and ongoing operating
cost is very minimaland the system seems to work pretty smoothly.
In this first year we have collected and sent 245 bags of cans and plastic bottles and 1,335 boxes
of glass beer, wine and soda bottles to Portland. We estimate that this has kept about 3972 cubic
feet of material out of the waste stream for the Town. That represents nine "Silver Bullet"
recyclingcontainers (assumingthat half of the chambers have metal/plastic/glassin them) that
haven't had to be sent to the mainland.
East End Redemption makes periodic payments for the cans and bottles we send to them. We
divide the money equally among: Chebeague Care Resource, The Chebeague Island Council, the
Hall and CommunityCenter, the Historical Society, the Library, the Methodist Church, the
Parents' Association, the Recreation Center, the Sailing School, Sanford's Skating Pond, the
Stephen Ross Scholarship Fund and the CumberlandMainland and Islands Trust. The first
distribution of $2605 (after the remaining$265 cost for the shed was deducted) was made last
November.
You can see that this effort works largely because individualsand organizationsare willingto
provide free time, buildingsand transportation. Without the Town's willingnessto let us operate
at the Transfer Station this would be a much less successful project. So we thank you for your
support and hope that you might help us again if it were necessary.

The County of Cumberland
services
to all citizens
manner.

is committed
to providing
equitably,
in a responsive

quality
and caring

COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
May 29,

MINUTES

2001

The Board of Cumberland
County Commissioners,
Esther
B. Clenott,
Richard
J.
Feeney
and Gary E. Plummer,
convened
a meeting
in
Courtroom
1 on the above date.
Chairperson
and the following
Minutes
of
as written.

Clenott
called
the meeting
to order
at 7: 01 PM
business
was conducted.
the reguiar
meeting
of May 14, 2001 were approved

Peter
Crichton,
County Manager,
extended
his regrets
for his
absence
at the last
meeting,
but reported
that
he had learned
a
great
deal
at the Maine Development
Foundation's
collaborative
leadership
conference
he had attended.
He commended Bob Devlin,
Deputy County Manager,
on his hard work in putting
together
the
recent
legislative
luncheons
held in Augusta.
Chairperson
Clenott
reported
that although
the County has not
been successful
in all their
legislative
endeavors,
Bob's presence
has
resulted
in most
legislators
being
more aware
of county
issues,
and more willing
to listen
to our views.
Discussion
ensued on upcoming meetings
with municipal
officials
in Portland,
Cape Elizabeth
and South Portland.
01-42

Approval,

Copier

Lease,

CCSO

Mr. Crichton
reported
that
Brendan Benson,
Purchasing
Agent,
had taken
the initiative
to renegotiate
the current
copier
lease
with
Seacoast
Business
Machines.
Vic Labrecque,
Director
of
Budget and Planning,
reviewed
the staff
report,
noting
that
the
current
4-year
lease for 8 copiers
at $693.00 per month would have
expired
in July
of 2 002.
The renegotiating
has resulted
in an
extension
of 4 years
at no cost
increase
and the upgrade
of two
machines
to digital
copiers,
therefore
he recommended
the lease
extension
be approved.
The County
Manager
concurred
with
the
recommendation.
Motion by Commissioner
Feeney to approve
the lease
extension
with
Seacoast
Business
Machines
for
8 copiers
at $693. 00 per
month,
from June 2001 through
June 2005.
Second by Commissioner
Plummer, so voted.

1

01-43

Requests

for

Deputy

Sheriff

Commissions

The following
requests
for deputy
sheriff
commissions
were
received
from Sheriff
Dion:
Scott
Ballard,
Samuel Dickey,
Joshua
Pickering,
Scott
Sutherland
and Adam Temple, Corrections.
So approved
on the motion
of Commissioner
Feeney
and the
second
of Commissioner
Plummer,
who requested
a report
of how
many correction
officers
are currently
commissioned
as deputies.
01-44

Contracts,

Police

Services:

Harrison,

Harpswell,

Standish

Chief Deputy Richard
Gagliano
reviewed
the six contracts
for
services:
summer contracts
for all
three
towns,
regular
contracts
for
Harrison
and Harpswell,
and the
Marine
contract
for Harpswell.
Motion
by Commissioner
Plummer to authorize
the Chair
to
sign
the regular
contract
for the Town of Harrison,
effective
7/1/01
through
6/30/02
for
one patrol
deputy,
at a cost
of
$63,642.
Second by Commissioner
Feeney,
so voted.
Motion
by Commissioner
Plummer to authorize
the Chair
to
sign the summer contract
for Harrison,
effective
for 12 weeks for
one part
time
deputy,
at
a cost
of $7,560.56.
Second
by
Commissioner
Feeney,
so voted.
Motion
by Commissioner
Plummer to authorize
the Chair
to
sign the Standish
summer contract,
effective
for 12 weeks for one
part
time deputy,
at a cost of $8,998.26.
Second by Commissioner
Feeney,
so voted.
Motion
by Commissioner
Plummer to authorize
the Chair
to
sign
the
regular
Harpswell
contract,
effective
from
4/1/01
through
3/31/02
for
three
full
time
deputies,
at a cost
of
$180,760.25.
Second by Commissioner
Feeney,
so voted.
Motion
by Commissioner
Plummer to authorize
the Chair
to
sign
the summer contract
for Harpswell,
effective
for 12 weeks
for one part
time deputy,
at a cost
of $8,596.24.
Second by
Commissioner
Feeney,
so voted.
Motion
by Commissioner
Plummer to authorize
the Chair
to
sign the Marine Patrol
contract
for Harpswell,
effective
4/1/01
through
3/31/02
for
two full
time
deputies,
at
a cost
of
$98,092.22.
Second by Commissioner
Feeney,
so voted.
Discussion
ensued
regarding
the delay
in presenting
these
contracts
to the Commissioners,
and the Chief Deputy assured
them
that next year the contracts
would be presented
well in advance.
police
yearly
Patrol

No further

business

conducted;

motion

to

adjourn

ATTEST, ~~Jarvis

Deputy
Next

regul~r

m:et)ng:

Monday,

June

L. 2

11,

Clerk
2001 at

7:00

PM.

at

7:28

PM.

MAINE DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
June 13, 2001
Robert B. Benson
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland ME 04021-9321
Dear Bob:
We invite you to attend the Maine Education Symposium, a unique and important meeting that will be
held Au_glJ.&9-10,at Sunday River's Grand Summit Hotel in Bethel
The purpose of the Education Symposium is to frame an action agenda that will continue the drive to
make Maine's K-12 education system the finest in the Nation. Our specific objectives are to learn from
and celebrate our accomplishments of the last decade, understand some of the significant challenges
influencing student learning over the next decade, and recommit to working collaboratively to advance
the improvement agenda.
We expect about one hundred leaders to attend, including teachers, principals, superintendents, school
board members, legislators and state government administrators, business people and community
leaders. In 1991, MDF convened a similar gathering, which led to the creation of the Coalition and
much of the energy that led to enactment of Learning Results. We hope to capture that excitement and
commitment at this Symposium.
The Symposium is co-sponsored by the Maine Development Foundation and the Maine Coalition for
Excellence in Education. An agenda and registration form is enclosed.
The Symposium will give all of us a chance to reflect, learn, connect and recommit to achieving the
highest level of educational excellence for our students. We hope you can join us!
Sincerely,

<~
Ronald M. Bancroft
MCEE Chair
Enclosures
45 Memorial Circle, Suite 302, Augusta, Maine 04330
Tel: 207/ 622-6345 Fax: 207 / 622-6346
E-Mail: mdf@mdf.org

Sponsored by the Maine Development Foundation and the Maine Coalition for Excellence in Education

MAINE EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM
Celebrating a Decade of Accomplishment

- Preparing for a Decade of Challenge

The purpose is to frame an action agenda to continue to improve K-12 education over the next
decade. Through presentations and discussions, participants will 1) Learn from and celebrate
K-12 accomplishments of the last decade. 2) Understand current and future challenges and
opportunities influencing student learning. 3) Agree on a broad action agenda for the next
decade, and empower 100 stakeholders to move that agenda forward.

.AUGUST9-lb,

2001
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THURSDAY,

AUGUST

9:30

REGISTRATION

10:00

OPENING SESSION

10:15

LESSONS LEARNED IMPROVING

K-12, 1991- 2001

.Dr. David 1. Silvernail, Director, Maine Education Policy Research Institute
and author of The Conditionof K-12 PublicEducationin Maine and
Response Panel of K-12 Educators

12:00

LUNCH

Extending the Partnershipinto the Next DecadeWilliam J.Ryan, Chairman & CEO,
Banknorth Group
1:00

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES INFLUENCING

K-12, 2002 - 2012

Demographics:Dr. Deirdre Mageean, Director, Margaret Chase Smith
Center for Public Policy, University of Maine
The Economy: Evan Richert, Director, State Planning Office
State & FederalExpectations: Dr. Tudy Lucarelli, Deputy Commissioner, Maine
Department of Education
5:30

RECEPTION AND DINNER

For more information contact the MCEE at 469-3231 or MDF at 622-6345

Sponsored by the Maine Development Foundation and the Maine Coalition for Excellence in Education

7:00

THE VISION: MAINE CITIZENS WILL BE AMONG THE BEST
EDUCATED IN THE WORLD

Dr. Blenda Wilson, President, Nellie Mae Foundation

8:00

FRIDAY,

ADJOURN FOR THE EVENING

AUGUST

10

7:00

BREAKFAST

8:00

MOVING FROM VISION

To ACTION

Agree on the top 5-10 broad actions critical for the next decade, through a
combination of small group work and large group consensus-building.
12:00

LUNCH

& PROGRAM

SYNTHESIS

Thomas Lafavore, Teacher, Portland Public Schools

1:30

ADJOURN

DIRECTIONSTO SUNDAY RIVER
From Portland (76 miles) Take the Maine Turnpike North (Route 95 North). Follow the Turnpike North
being aware the Turnpike splits with Route 95 and follows Route 495 north of Portland. Exit the
Turnpike at Exit 11 - Gray, ME. Take Route 26 to Bethel. Once in Bethel, follow the signs for Route 2
East. You will take a right on Parkway and a right at the stop sign across from Rite Aid. Follow Route 2
East for approx. 2 miles to the Sunday River Brew Pub/Sunday River access road. Turn left and follow
the access road another 2 miles, bearing LEFT at the fork. The entrance to the SUMMIT HOTEL will be
on your left.
From Bangor (130 miles) Follow Route 2 West through Rumford and continue for approx. 20 miles to
Bethel. Once in Bethel, take a right hand turn at the Sunday River Brew Pub/Sunday River access road.
Follow the access road for approx. 2 miles, bearing LEFT at the fork. Then entrance for the SUMMIT
HOTEL will be on your left.
From Augusta (80 miles) Follow US Route 202 to Winthrop then Route 133 to Wayne. Continue to
Route 219 towards West Paris then Route 26 to Bethel. Follow the Portland directions above from
Bethel.

For more information contact the MCEE at 469-3231 or MDF at 622-6345

M
D
F

MAINE EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM
Celebrating a Decade of Accomplishment - Preparing for a Decade of Challenge

August 9-10, 2001, Grand Summit - Sunday River

M
C
E
E

REGISTRATION FORM
Please copy for additional registrants

Name: ____________________________
Title:

_

-----------------------------

0 rgan izat ion:--------------------------Address: ___________________________
City, State, Zip:_________________________
Work Phone: _____________
E-mail:____________________________
Menu Choice - Thursday Dinner

__

_
_
_
_

Fax:___________

Grilled NY Sirloin

----'Pesto

Grilled Salmon Fillet

I REGISTRATION FEE/ CANCELLATION POLICY
The fee is $125 per person and covers the program sessions and meals. Registration fees will be
refunded for cancellations received by August 1. Overnight accommodations are not included. A
preferential rate for conference attendees is available. See below for details.
jOVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS

The Grand Summit has provided the following conferences rates:
Standard Room (2 Queen beds)
$84.00 (single) $96.00 (double)
Studio Deluxe (1 Queen /1 twin)
$84.00 (single) $96.00 (double)
1 Bedroom Suite (2 Queen /1 twin/ 2 baths)
$114.00 (single) $129.00 (double)
A limited number of rooms are available at this rate for the night of August 8 also.
Call the Summit directly at, 1-800-543-2754
by July 9 1 2001, t6 make your hotel reservation.
Reference number for this conference is: 629687 or Maine Coalition for Excellence in Education.

I SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
A limited number of scholarships are available for educators. Those requesting scholarship
assistance must check the box below; no payment is required at this time. You will be contacted
within 2 weeks.

D

I am asking ·for $__

in scholarship assistance to attend the Maine Education Symposium

I PAYMENT METHOD
__

Check enclosed (make payable to Maine Development Foundation)

__

Credit Card (circle one)

VISA

MC

Discover

Card#:. _________________

______

Amount

Exp. Date: ______

Authorized Signature: ______________________

_
_

Space is limited, early registration is encouraged. Send your payment and this form by
July 27, 2001 to: Maine Coalition for Excellence in Education, PO Box 1089, Bucksport,
ME 04416, Tel: 207-469-3231/Fax: 207-469-3448 I E-mail: mcee99@aol.com

For more information contact the MCEE at 469-3231or MDF at 622-6345.
If you need auxiliary aids to fully avail yourself at this symposium,
please contact Dolly Sullivan at MCEE by July 16, 2001.

John R Kelly
Theresa Maloney-Kelly
351 Greely Road Extension
North Yarmouth, ME 04097
June 25, 200 I
Mr. Stephen Moriarty
Chairman
Town of Cumberland Town Council
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Re:

Proposed Impact Fee Ordinance

Dear Mr. Moriarty:
Please share th is with the other members of the Counci I as I are unsure if my husband and I wi 11
be able to be present at tonight's meeting. I am writing to express our opposition to the proposed
Impact Fee Ordinance to be enacted starting July, 200 I.

It is our understanding that this Fee is being imposed to develop funds for future purchase of open
space and recreational development in the Town of Cumberland, at the expense of new homes
being built in the town. Fronr our point of view, it appears that this is another attempt by the
Town to make it difficult for new construction via the recently imposed restriction on growth
permits and now this proposed ordinance. Truth be known, this will not impact the growth, but
will impact the financial ability of low to middle income families being able to establish or
reestablish residency in this Town. If it were not for the transfer of family land for our use,
building a new home in Cumberland would not be an option. As it is, the new tax rate we will be
under is prohibitive especially in light of the fact we do not benefit from many of the services that
we pay taxes on, ie, school system, road maintenance, water and sewer service, etc. To impose
another penalty upon us to build is unfair, especially in light of the fact that all taxpayers in the
Town of Cumberland will benefit from the outcomes of the monies raised via this ordinance.
How can imposing an impact fee on potentially 4 7 new taxpayers in this town not be
discriminatory when there are 3,675 tax paying land parcels in this Town already who directly
will benefit from any land purchases or recreational development? In addition, there are an
estimated 30 property transfers per month; an estimated 360 per year of new taxpayers who are
coming into this Town who do not get imposed a fee but also will benefit? In my opinion this is
blatant discrimination. This is not the Town I grew up in but one that is becoming full of elitists
that feel you can discriminate as long as it is within the law.
I would encourage the Town Council to reconsider this ordinance based on it's singling out of a
small group of taxpayers and come up with a plan in which all benefactors contribute.
Sincerely,

T~~~K~)Wo~-Ytll~

To:
From:

Re:
Date:

Cumberland Town Council
Donna Miller Damon, Councilor
Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee
Interested Chebeague Residents
Creation of a Stone Wharf Committee
June 25, 2001

Background:
• The draft of the Chebeague Long Range Plan recommends that the Town of
Cumberland create a committee to study and make recommendations regarding
several issues relating to the Stone Wharf This committee would report to the Town
Council and would not be a subcommittee of any existing committee.
• In addition, a petition circulated at the Island Market has over one hundred signatures
of people who want the Town to look at reconfiguring the float alignment at the Stone
Wharf to meet the needs of outboard and punt owners.
Charge:
• The Town of Cumberland will advertise for volunteers and appoint a committee to
discuss, review, study, and make recommendations about issues relating to the Stone
Wharf and the various functions associated with the wharf
Membership:
• The Town Manager should be authorized to advertise for committee members as soon
as possible. Deadline for application should be July 16, and the committee should be
appointed at the first Council meeting after that date.
• The Committee should be large enough to represent all user groups, but not so large
that committee members would not be vested in the work of the committee. The
membership of the committee should not exceed twenty people.
• Notices of the formation of this committee should be published in the Forecaster and
placed on all Island bulletin boards.
Support:
• The Committee will need access to Town staff as they gather information and
formulate recommendations.
• The Committee will need a budget to cover costs of copying, mailings, and
transportation when members need to travel to the mainland on the business of the
committee.
• The Committee may make interim recommendations to the Town Council, which
could include requests for monies to fund specific aspects of the committee's work.
Communication:
• The Committee will send the Council and Town Manager copies of all committee
minutes and will present a preliminary report to the Council in March of 2002.

New Stone Wharf Committee Being Formed
Members Wanted

The Chebeague Long-Range Planning Committee and numerous island
residents have asked the Town of Cumberland to set up a committee to study
and make recommendations to the Town Council about important issues
related to the Stone Wharf. By the time you read this notice the Council will
have met and hopefully authorized the formation of a Stone Wharf
Committee. Many issues need to be discussed, so it is important that the
membership of the committee represent the diverse interests and needs of
our community.
If you are interested and have the time please consider serving on this
committee. Regular attendance will be expected. The Town will be
accepting applications until mid-July. Please watch the Forecaster and the
island bulletin boards for more information about serving on the new Stone
Wharf Committee. For more information call Donna Miller Damon 8465140 or email publicservantl@aol.com.

Real Estate Assessment Data
made readily available

On The Internet

VISION

for all taxpayers

APPRAISAL TECHNOLOGY

VISIONAPPRAISAL. COM
VisionAppraisal.com client databases are a service of Vision Appraisal Technology. We can
display your municipality's assessment data on the web easily and cost effectively. Taxpayers
and real estate professionals can have access 24 hours a day. Allowing taxpayers Internet
access will not only provide a low cost solution to disseminating assessment data, but will also
reduce walk-in traffic for the Assessor's Office. Staff can spend time with taxpayers that have
significant issues and work on other assessing matters that need attention.

Pricing for Web Hosting
Under 5,000 Parcels
5,000-10,000 Parcels
10,000-20,000 Parcels
Over 20,000

$2,000/year
$2,500/year
$3,000/year
$3,500/year
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Prices include all setup fees and, at
minimum, quarterly updates of the
data. Data is hosted at our web site at
visionappraisal.com.
It can be hot
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, JUNE 25, 2001
Councilors Present: Stephen Moriarty, Peter Bingham, John Lambert, Jeffrey Porter, Harland Storey, Mark Kuntz,
Donna Damon

I.

Call to order in the Council Chambers at 7:10 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes

III.

a) June 18, 2001
Councilor Kuntz moved to adopt June 18, 2001 minutes as written.
Seconded by Councilor Lambert.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
Manager's Report
Town Manager introduced.,._SusanMcGinty, re
,.,.r' L ,. f.. f.. 1.t e,,.., " .. ,,
v~S,
to F
.
sugge:sted a more extensive report in the fall after the RwS' buard m€etiugs wbicb ai:e
every other month notmg that the Ex~cuhve Commmee meets nwre:if.equentl:3(.~
,1.
'M. I ¼,
,,., "7
{v>'.f<- ,-/..,_r c:,, J,, ~~
v~
..........,~ ,}-U'/V

..o.........:~a
"'-.Jvl
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IV.

.,;;.._

Public Discussion

None
V.

Legislation & Policy
01-36 To hold a Public Hearing and consider taking action on proposed Impact Fee
Ordinance

f"'esuf

Chairman Moriaity opened the Public Hearing. Town Attorney Ken Cole was "6f\ haR<ito
answer legal questions.
This was the 6 th meeting to discuss the Impact Fee Ordinance DRAFT. Town Planner,
Andy Fillmore suggested estimated calculations of $1.36 per square foot impact fee to be
imposed on new homebuilders and developers. Broken down calculations of$ .87 per
square foot for Recreational Facility Improvements and $ .49 per square foot for Open
Space Acquisition equaled the $1.36 per square foot figure for residential development.
The building code defines 'Habital Space' as an area that has a ceiling height of greater
than 7'6". It was noted that if a cellar had a ceiling height greater than 7'6", it will be
assessed as habital living space. Spaces below a sloped ceiling of less than 5' high will
not be assessed. Calculations of square footage will be based on those required for
building permit applications. Town Planner agreed to provide a more definitive
description of 'Habital Space' to be worded into the Impact Fee Ordinance by the next
meeting.

__

'-"'---

11

Meeting was set for Thursday June 28 1,2000 to adopt the Impact Fee Ordinance.
Chai1man Moriarty opened the Public Hearing for comments from the public.
7 residents were in attendance, each giving negative testimonials of the proposed Impact
Fee.
Chaiiman Moriarty recited an excerpt from the Comprehensive Plan, "To encourage the
Town to explore alternative revenue sources other than property taxes". This
Comprehensive Plan was endorsed by the Planning Board and Town Council
approximately three years prior. Chairman also stated from listening to residents, that
property taxes are already burdensome, the Town should seek other methods of procuring
revenue. The Impact Fee is an attempt to generate other services ofrevenue without the
exclusive reliance upon the property taxes. Approximately a year ago, the Council
adopted as an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan, the 'Cumberland Open Space
Plan' which clearly recommend Impact Fees on ~ge 18 as an option that the Council
should consider as an alternative to-tb:&reliance '~lfeproperty
tax. Long time thottgnt
a~ ~h1nning h:asbeen sough~1ili'is issue includmg a workshop with the Planning Board
in the past year.
Lv'<)
d,,,..,1 i.1J "°""
~
Chairman Moriarty closed the Public Hearing
Councilor Porter moved to recess agenda item until June 28, 2001 at 7:00 pm.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz
VOTE: IN FAVOR (6)
OPPOSED (1) Storey
01-37 To hold Public Hearing to consider and act on a proposal for the
Cumberland Housing Authority to purchase 9 acres of land on Greely Road
( owned by PWD) as a possible site for Senior Housing
/

s t--a-- ~J

b._.,0

I,~

,., -

~...,

Town Manager ~orted accgrding tQ..theTown's Comprehensive Plan, :since the Town
hai. indieatcd
in~WfN.c:I.
mevnms
monms
"ftH intcrcsHRpurchasing the 9 acres of land on Greely
{
,.,._,,,,µ
J,"\,
PW~
.
'
.
Road, that tne Town shomd take such st.a.rs. The issue of a portion of the parcel-t'tt7W ~ vJ'e...-~Val Halla is in question. Town Attorney Ken Cole advised the Town
to conduct a survey-ftRGrosearnh e,n the deea,.before a Council Vote.
Chairman Moriarty opened Public Hearing at 9:15 pm.
No Public Comments
Chairman Morimiy closed Public Hearing at 9: 18 pm.
01-38 To review the Growth Management Ordinance

Building Inspector/Codes Officer Barbara McPheters, proposed a change to a
calendar year instead of fiscal year to allow a smoother transition for the Chebeague

Island homebuilders. Chairman Moriaity recommended that a draft with proposed
amendments be presented to the Council and Planning Board.
A Town Council/Planning Board Workshop was set for 6:00 pm July 9, 2001 in the
Town Council Chambers to discuss recommendations and suggestions.

01-39 To authorize Town Manager to enter into contract with Vision Appraisal
This item was taken out of order prior to approval of minutes.
Councilor Lambert moved to authorize Town Manager to enter into contract with
Vision Appraisal.
Councilor Bingham seconded the motion.

Discussion to the
motiolJek V tz5r:,·1
Q>
c..
~ t C.
I 'k
This motion basea;9n a committee headed by the Town Assessor, Bill Healey as
Chairman, .t;oiRcl~de7-10 members, stipulating 2 shall be Chebeague residents.
Councilor Storey amended the motion that the project not exceed $75,000.
Nominating Committee will select Advisory Committee.
VOTE: IN FAVOR (6)
OPPOSED (1) Damon

01-40 To consider and act on annual applications for Victualer's licenses
Councilor Kuntz moved to approve annual applications for Victualer's licenses for
2001-2002. The Little League was added to the list.
Seconded by Councilor Bingham.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

01-41 To consider and act on application for Innco, Inc. d/b/a Chebeague Island
Inn for Liquor License renewal
01-42 To consider and act on a Special Amusement Permit application for Innco,
Inc. d/b/a Chebeague Island Inn
These two items taken out of order.

VI.

Councilor Damon moved to approve application for Innco, Inc. d/b/a Chebeague Inn
Liquor License renewal and Special Amusement Permit.
Seconded by Councilor Storey.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
Correspondence
♦ Impact Fee Ordinance Draft
♦ Growth Management Ordinance
♦ Growth Permits Spreadsheets
♦ Vision Appraisal Letter to Assessor dtd 6/7/01

♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

Forest Lake Association packet
Memo from Council Chairman Moriarty dtd 6/21/01 - Cumberland Farmer's Club
Memo from Council Chairman Moriarty dtd 6/21/01 - Councilor Lambert
Resignation
Letter of Resignation from John Lambert dtd 6/18/01
Memo to Town Manager/Public Works director from Tom Calder, Gail Miller, Mac
Passano & Beth Howe dtd 6/15/01 RE: Bottle Redemption on Chebeague.
Planning Board Minutes of 5/15/01
MSAD 51 Minutes of 6/4/01
MSAD 51 Agenda of 6/18/01
MSAD 51 Minutes of 6/18/01
MSAD 51 Agenda of 6/25/01
Cumberland County Commissioners Minutes of 5/29/01
Maine Municipal Association Letter and packet dtd 6/11/01 RE: Nomination for
MMA Officers
Maine Development Foundation Letter & Registration Form dtd 6/13/01 RE: Maine
Education Symposium meeting announcement
~
i> r: ~11-e~,...,,,._
. t<t /oA,,(/L1

Councilor Lambert submitted~.,;.
VII.

j

I

os_;;;
September_'.'...-,
l

v

7
u-1--f
vt,
. ·

New Business
Chairman Moriarty brought up the Farmer's Club wanting to host a small circus. The
Farmer's Club was told that they didn't comply due to zoning issues. Chairman Morim1y
wants to go fo11hof putting it on a future agenda to look further into the subject.
Councilor Damon brought up the Stone Wharf issue on Chebeague. Chebeague Island
Long Range Planning Committee recommends the Council to-st~~11p a new committee
to look into the Stone Wharf focusing on short and long te1m goals for maintenance and
upgrading of the Stone Wharf. Chairman Moriarty advised the Town to advertise for
this committee. August 1 - deadline for applications. A:pp11ir11roeors
will be coiiduc.ted
_JJ:lo11ly
aft~. AJ tu-4,ti" .. /,,._l ~-wr,
r-,<- v 111 /4 pr.,,.,._-,..
,yf,tt-...._'

VIII. Adjourn
No further business was conducted. Meeting was adjourned at 10: 10 p.m.
Chairman Moriarty moved to adjourn meeting.
Second by Councilor Porter.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
Respectfully Submitted,

Lisa Brown
Administrative Assistant
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, JUNE 25, 2001
Councilors Present: Stephen Moriarty, Peter Bingham, John Lambert, Jeffrey Porter, Harland Storey, Mark Kuntz,
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Councilors Absent: "1~~
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01-37 To hold Public Hearing to consider and acto on a proposal for the
Cumberland Housing Authority to purchase 9 acres ofland on Greely Road (owned
by PWD) as a possible site for Senior Housing

Motion by _______
Seconded by_______

_
_

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (#__)
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01-38 To review the Growth Management Ordinance
Motion by _____
Seconded by____

_
_

VOTE: UNANIMOUS(#~

01-39 To authorize Town Manager to enter into contract with Vision Appraisal

Motion by ________
Seconded by________

_
_

VOTE: UNANIMOUS(#_)

01-40 To consider and act on annual applications for Victualer's licenses
Motion by
Seconded

~
by~~-----

l

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (#_J_)

01-41 To consider and acto on application for Innco, Inc. d/b/a Chebeague Island
Inn for Liquor License renewal

Motion by ________
Seconded by________

_
_

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (#__J

01-42 To consider and act on a Special Amusement Permit application for Innco,
Inc. d/b/a Chebeague Island Inn
Motion by ________
Seconded by________

_
_

VOTE: UNANIMOUS(#~

VI.

Correspondence
♦ Impact Fee Ordinance Draft
♦ Growth Management Ordinance
♦ Growth Permits Spreadsheets
♦ Vision Appraisal Letter to Assessor dtd 6/7/01
♦ Forest Lake Association packet
♦ Memo from Council Chairman Moriarty dtd 6/21/01 - Cumberland Farmer's Club
♦ Memo from Council Chairman Moriarty dtd 6/21/01 - Councilor Lambert
Resignation
, ..J
Q a:..Q.,u.:L
♦ Letter of Resignation from John Lambert dtd 6/18/01 OY"\
♦ Memo to Town Manager/Public Works director from Tom Ca ldei:, Gail Miller, Mac
Passano & Beth Howe dtd 6/15/01 RE: Bottle Redemption on Chebeague.
♦ Planning Board Minutes of 5/15/01
♦ MSAD 51 Minutes of 6/4/01
♦ MSAD 51 Agenda of 6/18/01
♦ MSAD 51 Minutes of 6/18/01
♦ MSAD 51 Agenda of 6/25/0 I
♦ Cumberland County Commissioners Minutes of 5/29/01
♦ Maine Municipal Association Letter and packet dtd 6/11/01 RE: Nomination for
MMA Officers
♦ Maine Development Foundation Letter & Registration Form <ltd6/13/01 RE: Maine
Education Symposium meeting announcement
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New Business
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VIII. Adjourn
No further business was conducted: motion to adjourn at
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Motion: ---------Second by: ________
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CuMBERLAND,
290 Tuttle

Cumberland

Center,

MAINE

Road
Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

June 12, 2001

Dear Resident:
The Pmtland Water District has offered property on Greely Road to the Town of Cumberland. The
Cumberland Housing Authority and Town Council are considering purchase of this property as a
possible site for a Senior Housing project. Because of your proximity to the this parcel (shown on the
enclosed map), the Council felt you should receive this notice. The Public Hearing will be held on
June 25, 2001 in the Council Chambers at the Cumberland Town Offices. If you have any questions
prior to the meeting, please contact me at 829-2205.

Sincerely,

V"9 \~ __x:Li_..\\.,
r;o~<\.___,
Robe11Benson
Town Manager
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Administration
290 Tuttle Rd
Cumberland, ME 04021
Phone: 207-829-2205
Fax: 207-829-2224
Web: www.cumberlandmaine.com

Fax Transmittal Form
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U~

Faxnumber:

Phone:207-829-2205
Fax:207-829-2224
Web:www.cumberlandmaine.com
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RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND
OPEN SPACE IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE
OF THE TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE

ARTICLE I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1.1. Authority
This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Home Rule Powers as provided for in Article VIII, Part 2,
Section 1 of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, MRSA, Section 3001 and Section 4354.
1.2. Short Title
This Ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the "Recreational Facilities and Open Space
Impact Fee Ordinance of the Town of Cumberland, Maine", and will be referred to herein as "this
Ordinance."
l.3. Purpose
The general purposes of this Ordinance are to maintain the Town's financial capacity to provide
adequate public facilities to meet the additional needs for recreation and open space created by future
residents. Further, this Ordinance establishes a fair and equitable process by which to ensure that new
residential development in the Town of Cumberland will be accomplished in a safe and healthful
manner, and that such development will bear a proportional or reasonably related share of the cost of
new, expanded or modified recreational infrastructure necessary to service such development through
the payment of impact fees that shall be dedicated to paying for the needed improvements.
1.4. Applicability
1. This Ordinance shall apply to the issuance of any building permit for a new residential structure
within the Town of Cumberland but shall exclude senior housing projects as defined in this
ordinance.
2. This Ordinance shall not apply to additions to residential structures existing at the time of the
adoption of this ordinance.
3. This ordinance shall not apply to developers who have been issued or applied for a Town of
Cumberland growth permit by the Code Enforcement Officer prior to date of the adoption of this
ordinance7, provided however, that the said Growth Permit is converted into a building permit as
prescribed in the Growth Management Ordinance.
4. This ordinance shall apply to any addition to a residential structure built following the adoption of
this ordinance where such addition is made within five (5) years of the issuance of the original
building permit. The fee for any such addition shall be assessed as for new construction as set
forth in Section 1.11 below, except that the initial five hundred (500) square foot discount shall
not apply. This Ordinance shall not apply to additions to residential structures made after the
expiration of five (5) years from the issuance of the original building permit.
5. No building permit shall be granted for any residential construction activity described herein that
requires payment of an impact fee under this Ordinance until the impact fees hereby required
have been paid.
1.5. Definitions

Impact fees are charges or assessments imposed by the Town of Cumberland against new residential
construction to help with the acquisition and development of additional recreation lands and facilities
and for the acquisition and preservation of open space for the future use and enjoyment of the town's
residents.
Developer is a person who has received an approval for residential construction under either the
subdivision or site plan ordinance, or a person who has otherwise applied for a residential building
permit for any activity described herein.
Gross floor area shall include the entire floor area of each floor measured from the outside of exterior
walls, and shall include all interior partitions and spaces whether finished or not, but shall exclude
basements, garages, unheated porches and any portion of a room or attic with sloping ceilings
measuring less than five (5) feet from floor to ceiling.
Residential Structure shall refer to any living unit including those in single-family homes, multifamily homes, attached and/or detached residential structures, condominiums, apartments,
manufactured housing and mobile homes.
Senior Housing Project shall refer to a residential development constructed solely for elderly residents
who meet strictly enforced age guidelines, and within which the residential units are by deed or
covenant restricted to occupation by residents who meet such age guidelines.
1.6. Payment of Fees
The Code Enforcement Officer shall collect the impact fee prior to the issuance of any building
permit for residential construction that is subject to the fee. The amount of the fee shall be based upon
the procedure set out in subsection 1. 11 below.
1.7. Impact Fee Accounts
All impact fees collected under the provisions of this ordinance shall be segregated from the Town's
general revenue and be accounted for in separate impact fee accounts designated for the particular
improvements in question. The impact fee accounts are as follows:
1. Open space land acquisition account (36% of each fee collected).
2. Recreational facility improvement and capacity expansion account (64% of each fee collected).
1.8. Use of Impact Fees
Impact fees collected under the provisions of this ordinance shall only be used to pay for site
acquisition and capital improvements for the creation or expansion of recreational facilities and for
the acquisition and related improvement of open space. No portion of the fee shall be used for routine
maintenance or operation activities.
The following costs are examples of, but are not intended to limit, capital improvements:
1. Acquisition of land or easements including conservation easements and development rights.
2. Engineering, surveying and environmental assessment services directly related to the acquisition,
design, construction and continued upgrading of the improvement.
3. The actual construction of the improvement including, without limitation, demolition costs,
clearing and grading of land, and necessary capital equipment dedicated to the site.
4. Mitigation costs.
5. Legal and administrative costs associated with construction of the improvement, including any
borrowing necessary to finance the project.
6. Debt service costs including interest if the Town borrows for the construction of the
improvement.
7. Relocation costs.
2

8. Similar costs that are directly related to the improvement project.
1.9. Refund of Fees
I. If a building permit or other relevant permit is surrendered or expires without commencement of
construction, the developer shall be entitled to a refund, without interest, of the impact fee paid as
a condition of its issuance. A request for a refund shall be made in writing to the Town Planner,
and shall occur within ninety (90) days of the expiration of the permit.
2.

If the funds collected annually are not expended or obligated by contract for their intended
purpose by the end of the calendar quarter immediately following ten ( 10) years from the date the
fee was paid, the prorated share of the funds shall be returned to the current owner of the property
for which the fee was paid, provided that a request is made in writing to the Town Planner within
one hundred eighty ( 180) days of the expiration of the ten ( 10) year period.

1.10.Waiver of Impact Fee
The Town Council may, by formal vote following a public hearing, waive the payment of a required
impact fee, in whole or in part, if it finds that:
1. The developer or property owner who would otherwise be responsible for the payment of the
impact fee voluntarily agrees to construct an improvement for which the impact fee would be
collected, or an equivalent improvement approved by the Town Council.
2. The developer of a subdivision offers to dedicate and/or improve public lands or recreational
amenities and the Town Council finds these public lands or recreational amenities to be of townwide benefit.
1.11. Calculation of Fees
The recreational facilities and open space impact fee shall be a per square foot fee established by the
Town Council, and shall be based upon the Town's impact fee calculation methodology. This
methodology has been adopted by the Town Council and is on file and available for review in the
Town Planner's office. The amount of the fee paid by a developer shall be determined by multiplying
the gross floor area as defined in this ordinance less five hundred (500) square feet by the per square
foot fee established herein. The total amount of the impact fee due for each project shall be
determined by the developer, subject to the approval of the Code Enforcement Officer (CEO), using
the impact fee calculation worksheet provided by the CEO and shall be based upon the following:
1. The developer shall determine, subject to the CEO's approval, the gross floor area of the
residential structure subject to the impact fee based upon plans and other documents submitted by
the developer.
2. The developer shall determine, subject to the CEO's approval, the amount of the recreational
facilities portion of the fee by subtracting five hundred (500) square feet from the gross floor area
determined in Section 1.11.1 of this ordinance and multiplying the difference by $0.87 per square
foot unless the Town Council has waived that portion of the fee in accordance with Section 1.10
of this ordinance.
3. The developer shall determine, subject to the CEO's approval, the amount of the open space
portion of the fee by subtracting five hundred (500) square feet from the gross floor area
determined in Section 1.11.1 of this ordinance and multiplying the difference by $0.49 per square
foot unless the Town Council has waived that portion of the fee in accordance with Section 1.10
of this ordinance.
4. The developer shall determine, subject to the CEO's approval, the total impact fee due by
combining the recreational facilities portion and the open space portion as calculated above.
Unless the Town Council waives the fee required in either section 1.11.2 or section 1.11.3 above,
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MEMORANDUM:

Date

28 June, 2001

To

Cumberland Town Council
Bob Benson, Town Manager

From

Andy Fillmore, Town Planner

Subject

Impact Fee Ordinance

IMPACT FEES

Thank you for your comments and feedback of Monday, June 25. The attached draft of
the ordinance and its auxiliary exhibits should cover all of suggested changes, additions
and deletions.
Specifically, the changes are:
1. The first 500 square feet of any new residential development have been made
exempt from the impact fee.
Note: This raises the question of whether to grant the 500 square foot exemption on
a residential addition made within five years of the initial building permit. It is my
proposal, and the current draft of the ordinance reflects this, that only one exemption
should ever be given to a particular home. Which is to say, a builder will have
received the exemption at the time of the original building permit, so should therefore
not get it again if he/she builds an addition within five years.
2. Builders already in possession of a Growth Permit at the time of the adoption of this
ordinance have been made exempt from the impact fee.
3. Toward reducing the administrative burden on Town staff, the definition of Gross
Floor Area has been amended so that its calculation will be substantially similar to
the calculation the CEO undertakes for building permit assessment. The amendment
further requires the developer to perform the calculation, subject to the approval of
the CEO.
4. With regard to affordable housing: Given the 500 s.f. discount, and in light of Ken
Cole's concerns over the legal integrity of exempting affordable housing from the
impact fee, this draft of the ordinance does not provide such an exemption.
Additionally, the administrative burden for such an exemption would be significant.
For the Council's information, the Maine State Planning Office's definition of
affordable housing is, " ... accommodations for persons or families whose incomes
are less than 80% of the state or area median income, whichever is less." That
definition corresponds to the federal HUD definition. The Maine State Housing
Authority takes a leaner view, defining it at 60% of the area's median income.
5. I have prepared and included for your review an "Impact Fee Instruction Sheet"
intended to aid developers in the calculation of the fee.

..

6. I have prepared and included for your review an "Impact Fee Information and
Calculation Sheet" intended to provide a formalized way for the CEO to approve the
developer's calculation of the fee, and to allow the CEO to track impact fees.
7. I have amended the matrix of "Sample Impact Fee Amounts" to reflect the 500 s.f.
discount.

This package contains the following:
•

Agenda for the Town Council's June 28, 2001 special meeting.

•

Revised ordinance, dated 28 July, 2001.

•

Impact Fee Instruction Sheet.

•

Impact Fee Information and Calculation Sheet.

•

Revised Sample Impact Fee Matrix.

•

Mark Eyerman's methodology, unchanged.

If your review of this material uncovers any missed changes, please do not hesitate to
contact me so that I can make any necessary changes and have a clean draft ready for
Thursday evening. I look forward to seeing you all then.

Respectfully submitted,

Andy Fillmore, Town Planner
E:\Dala Files\Planning\lmp•Fees\Memo_06·28-01.doc

Revised June 26, 2001

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND OPEN SPACE
IMPACT FEE METHODOLOGY

This methodology sets out the procedure for determining the impact fee that should be paid
by development for recreational facilities and open space. In developing the fee, we looked at the
potential need for new or expanded infrastructure to meet the need for recreation and open space to
identify possible areas for the creation of impact fees. For each area, we looked at whether there is a
need for expanded capacity to accommodate growth resulting from development, if so, the type of
new or expanded facilities that would be needed, the possible cost of the expanded capacity, the
share of the capacity available to accommodate growth, who should pay an impact fee, and how the
fee should be calculated. Here is a summary of that analysis:
_l. The Need for Expanded Facilities: The need for community recreation facilities
and open space is a function of the size of the community's population. As the
community grows, it needs more recreation land, fields, facilities, playgrounds,
natural areas, and open spaces. The Town's adopted Comprehensive Plan identifies
the need to expand the supply of recreational facilities and open space to serve a
growing population and proposes the use of impact fees to fund some of this cost.
This is repeated in the Town's Open Space Plan and in the Long Range Plan for
Chebeague Island.
The state's most recent State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
reports that the typical Maine community with a population of more than 2,500
residents had 14-15 acres of municipal recreational areas per 1,000 residents or
approximately 0.015 acres per capita. This ratio serves as a reasonable basis for
estimating future needs for recreational facilities created by population growth in
Cumberland. A population growth of 1,000 residents will create a need for 15 acres
of additional municipal recreation facilities.
There is no state or national standard for the amount of open space that is appropriate
for a community. In Cumberland, there are a number of sources of permanent open
space including Town owned conservation land and easements, the Town forest, state
conservation land/easements, and conservation land and easements owned by the
land trust. Cumberland currently has approximately 600 acres of permanent open
space or 0.084 acres per capita based upon a 2000 population of 7,159. This ratio
serves as a reasonable standard for additional open space as the Town's population
grows.
2. The Estimated Cost for Expanded Facilities: The development costs for
recreational facilities can range from $20,000 per acre to $ I00,000 per acre

depending on the type of facility and the site with an average cost of $50,000 per
acre. The estimated cost for acquiring open space land based upon recent
acquisitions in Cumberland is $4,000 - $6,000 per acre assuming that some portion of
the land acquired is developable.
3. The Share of Need Attributable to Growth: The existing housing stock
accommodates a relatively stable population although decreasing household size
appears to be reducing this population somewhat. Turnover in the existing housing
stock is unlikely to increase the Town's population. New residential development is,
however, adding to the population that must be served with recreational facilities and
open space. This growth is partially offset by the declining population in the existing
housing stock thereby reducing the effective need for additional recreational facilities
and open space. Therefore, residential development is responsible for only a portion
of the need for increased recreational facilities based upon the acreage per person
standard. Between 1990 and 2000, the population of Cumberland grew by 1,323
while the number of households increased by 527. The survey of new households
conducted in 1999 suggests that these new households have an average of 3.6 people.
This means that the new households added approximately 1,900 residents. This was
offset by a decline in the population living in the pre 1990 housing stock of 574
residents. Therefore only 70% of the new residents generate a need for additional
recreational and open space with the balance offset by decreases in the occupancy of
the pre-existing housing stock. To account for this, the impact fee should be
established at 70% of the fee that would apply using the per capita basis and
estimated costs.
4. Who Should Pay The Fee: Any residential development activity should pay this
impact fee based upon the expected population of the project considering typical
occupancy rates unless the Town determines that the unit is located in a project that
includes an equivalent amount of open space as part of the development. Based upon
national studies of occupancy levels of various types of housing in the northeast and
the Town's housing survey, the following occupancy factors should be used in
calculating the appropriate fee:
Single.family dwelling with:
a. three bedrooms
b. four bedrooms

3.4 people/unit
3.8 people/unit

There does not appear to be any justification for charging non-residential
development an impact fee for recreation and open space facilities. Typically, nonresidential uses do not generate a direct demand for these types of facilities and thus,
should not be charged a fee.
5. Calculation of the Fee: The recreational facilities and open space impact fee
should be the sum of the per capita cost of providing additional recreational facilities
and the per capita cost of providing additional open space adjusted by 70% to account
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for the share of the need created by new residential development multiplied by the
anticipated number of residents in the project allocated on a square foot of gross floor
area basis.
The recreational facilities portion of the fee should be calculated by multiplying the
average estimated development cost per acre of recreational facilities or $50,000/acre
by 0.015 acres per capita for a base per capita cost of $750. This base cost should be
adjusted by the 70% need factor resulting in an adjusted per capita recreational
facilities cost of $525. Any residential unit should be subject to an impact fee to
cover this cost.
The open space portion of the fee should be calculated by multiplying the estimated
average per acre cost of acquiring open space or $5,000/acre by 0.084 acres per capita
for a base per capita cost of $420. This base fee should be adjusted by the 70% need
factor resulting in an adjusted per capital open space facilities cost of $294. Any
residential unit should be subject to an impact fee to cover this cost unless the Town
determines that the development in which the unit is located has provided an
equivalent amount of open space.
The per capita recreational facilities cost of $525 and the per capita open acquisition
cost of $294 per capita should then be charged to new residential development on a
square footage basis. The Town's housing survey found that the average new three
bedroom home had approximately 3.4 occupants while new four bedroom homes had
approximately 3.8 occupants. The Town Assessor reports that the average three
bedroom home has approximately 1,827 square feet of gross living area while the
average four bedroom home has approximately 2,535 square feet. This translates into
approximately 537 square feet per occupant in three bedroom homes and
approximately 667 square feet in four bedroom homes or an average of
approximately 600 square feet per occupant. This factor should be used in
developing the impact fee on a square footage basis.
Allocating the $525 per capita recreational facilities cost to the 600 square foot per
occupant factor results in a recreational facilities impact fee of $0.87 per square foot.
Allocating the.$294 per capital open space acquisition cost to the 600 square foot per
occupant factor results in an acquisition impact fee of $0.49 per square foot. The
combined impact fee should therefore be $1.36 per square foot of gross area of new
residential construction to cover the cost of providing recreational facilities and
acquiring open space to meet the needs generated by new residents of Cumberland.
6. Handling and Use of the Fee: The two portions of the fee should be accounted
for separately and should be credited to the appropriate impact fee account and used
for the purposes set forth in the ordinance.
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Town of Cumberland

Meeting of the Town Council
June 25, 2001
Proposed Recreation Facilities and Open Space Impact Fee Ordinance

Sample Impact Fee Amounts
House Size

Proposed Fee Amount

1,000 sf

$1,360

($1.36 per sq. ft.)

1,548 sf
(average home in Small's Brook)

1,827 sf
(average 3 bedroom home in Cumberland)

2,000 sf
2,535 sf

$2,484
$2,720

(average 4 bedroom home in Cumberland)

$3,447

3,000 sf

$4,080

4,000 sf

$5,440

5,000 sf

$6,800
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
TOWN COUNCIL ASSIGNMENTS

The Town Council selected the following for Town Council Appointments:
Archangel Committee:
Chebeague Island Lib Bd of Trustees (Growth Man)
Cumberland/Yarmouth Joint Standing Committee:

---------

-----------------

-----------------

GPCOG
Nominating Committee

---------

_________
-----------------

Prince Memorial Library Advisory Board
Recreation/Community Education Advisory Board
Regional Waste Systems Board
Budget
Val Halla Board of Trustees
Liaison to Board of Appeals
Liaison to Conservation Committee
Liaison to Falmouth/Cumberland Cham of Commerce _________
Liaison to Planning Board
Liaison to Recycling Committee
Liaison to CHAT (SAD 51)
Liaison to Landing Committee
Liaison to Islands Committee
Liaison to the Cable TV Regulatory Board

2000 Selections
Robert Humphreys
Phipps
Lambert
Phipps
Moriarty - Advisory

Moriarty
Storey
Kuntz
Porter
Moriarty
Poiter
Susan McGinty
Bingham
Kuntz
Storey
Moriarty
Joe Taylor
Bingham
Porter
Lambert
Phipps
Phipps
Porter

Upda led 6/20/0I

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
290 TUTTLE ROAD
CUMBERLAND, MAINE 04021
TOWN MANAGER
ASSISTANT MANAGER
POLICE CHIEF
FIRE CHIEF
RESCUE CHIEF/FIRE ADMIN
ASSESSOR
BUILDING INSPECTOR
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
TOWN PLANNER
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
TOWN CLERK
WELFARE DIRECTOR
FINANCE DIRECTOR
RECREATION DIRECTOR
GENERAL MANAGER-VAL HALLA
SUPT. OF SEWERS
PLUMBING INSPECTOR
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
LIBRARIAN
HARBORMASTER
HEAL TH OFFICER
SAD 51 SUPERINTENDENT
SAD 51 BUSINESS MANAGER

Robert B. Benson
Carla Nixon
Joseph Charron
Daniel Small
Christopher Bolduc
Bill Healey
Barbara McPheters
Barbara McPheters
Andy Fillmore
Adam Ogden
Klara M. Norton
Klara M. Norton
Melody Main
Bill Landis
Eric Moynihan
Robert Benson
Richard Peterson
Stanford Brown
Stan Page
Thomas Bennett
Ted Curtis
Eileen Wyatt
Robert Hasson
Scott Poulin

X 301
X 302
X207
X421
X 221
X305
X 308
X 308
X307
X 309
X 310
X 310
X 303
X 333
X301

829-2205
829-2205
829-6391
829-4573
829-2213
829-2204
829-2207
829-2206
829-2206
829-2220
829-2201
829-2201
829-2205
829-2208
829-2226
829-2205
829-5448
829-5994
829-5239
829-2215
846-4613
829-5238
829-4800
829-4800

TOWN COUNCIL & SAD BOARD OF DIRECTORS ELECTIONS HELD IN JUNE AND POSITIONS
ARE THREE (3) YEAR TERMS.
COMMITTEE & BOARD APPOINTMENTS EXPIRE AS OF DECEMBER 31 OF THE
DESIGNATED YEAR AND TERMS ARE FOR THREE (3) YEARS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

TOWN COUNCIL
Stephen Moriarty (Chair)
Jeff Porter (Vice Chair)
Mark Kuntz
Peter Bingham
John Lambert, Jr.
Harland Storey
Donna Damon

829-5095
829-4129
829-6482
829-5713
781-5282
829-3939
846-5140

04
02
03
02
03
03
04

34 Blanchard Rd
Cumberland
37 Crossing Brook Rd Cumberland
66 Blackstrap Rd
Cumberland
19 Brook Road
Cumberland
7 Ocean Terrace
Cumb Fore
45 Middle Rd.
Cumberland
13 Fenderson Road Chebeague

04021
04021
04021
04021
04110
04021
04017

SAD #51 BOARD OF DIRECTOR
Mary Ellen Fitzpatrick
Robert Vail
Kim True
Henry Kennedy
John Aromando
Audrey Lones
Betts Gorsky
Polly Haight Frawley

829-4657
829-5393
829-3209
829-6979
829-6861
791-1302 W
829-4171
781-2234
657-2373

02
02
02
04
03

14 Partridge Dr
177 Main Street
36 Colonial Dr
151 Harris Rd
274 Main St

Cumberland
Cumberland
N Yarmouth
Cumberland
Cumberland

04021
04021
04097
04021
04021

03
04
04

107 Baston Rd
26 Wildwood Blvd
443 Gray Rd

N Yarmouth
Cumb Fore
N Yarmouth

04097
04110
04097

PLANNING BOARD
Philip Hunt (Chair)
Martha Porch
Terrance Turner
Thomas Powers
Elizabeth Howe
Stephen Sloan, Sr.
Joseph B. Taylor
Peter Bingham (Council)

829-6267
774-2635 W
829-3694
799-1677 W
781-3327
829-5320
878-2004 W
84°6-7829
829-5889

02

250 Main St.

Cumberland

04021

03

348 Main St

Cumberland

04021

01
01

42 Foreside Rd
306 Main St.

Cumb Fore
Cumberland

04110
04021

03
01
02

RR1 Box 634
367 Main Street
14 Lawn Ave
19 Brook Rd

Chebeague
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

04017
04021
04021
04021

829-5713

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS AND APPEALS
George Turner (Chair)
Ronald Copp
Michael Martin
Gordon Mason
Adrian Kendall
Matthew Manahan
Scott Wyman
Harland Storey (Council)

781-3063
823-7968 W
829-3966
829-3843 W
829-9115
775-0200 W
829-6649
829-2769
774-7000 W
829-5909
791-1189W
829-3939

02

4 Carriage Rd.

Cumb Fore

04110

02

33 Skillins Rd

Cumberland

04021

03

232 Foreside Rd

Cumb Fore

04110

01
01

6 Orchard Rd.
190 Main Street

Cumberland 04021
Cumberland 04021

01

17 Cottage Farms Rd Cumberland 04021

03

24 Crossing Brook Rd Cumberland 04021
45 Middle Road
Cumberland 04021

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
Kenneth Charest
Field Griffith
Mark Stevens (alternate)
Robert Crawford (alternate)
Vt,CAN~Y

829-3361
846-0056
770-4040 W
781-3494
774-1200 W

02
01

3 Broadmoor Dr
Cumberland
15 Fairwind Lane Ext Yarmouth

04021
04096

03
01

1 Longmeadow Rd
441 Range Rd

Cumb Fore
Cumberland

04011
04021

Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

04021
04021
04021
04021
04021

OQ

BOARD OF SEWER APPEALS
Ralph Oulton
Donald H. McKenna, Jr.
Gregory Geier
Michael Holmes
Mark Benton

829-5764
829-5154
829-5361
829-5127
829-6921

01
01
01
01
01

145 Middle Rd
5 Frye Dr_ive
34 Pinewood Drive
14 Oak Ridge Road
7 Sparhawk Lane

PRINCE MEMORIAL LIBRARY ADVISORY BOARD
Linda Putnam
Carl McPherson (Chair)
Leslie McKenney.
Carolyn Sloat
Elizabeth Ventre
Mary Porter
Priscilla Probst
VACANCY
Stephen Moriarty (Council)

829-3140
829-3769
829-8030
829-5772
781-5259
829-4129

03
02
01
01
02
03
01
03

829-5095

341 Main St
10 Lawn Ave
26 Sunnyfield Ln
18 Highland Ave
9 Deans Way
37 Crossing Brook
80 Walnut Hill Rd

Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumb Fore
Cumberland
N Yarmouth

04021
04021
04021
04021
04110
04021
04097

34 Blanchard Rd

Cumberland

04021

VAL HALLA GOLF & RECREATION CENTER BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Lloyd Doughty
William Hansen
Margaret Kuss
Kevin Hughes
Judith Greene
Brian Walsh
Frederick A. Bonville
Mark Kuntz (Council)

829-5738
829-4765
829-6400
829-6743
829-5890
829-5973
829-6169
829-6482

02
02
03
01
01
03
02

79 Schooner Rdg
37 Pinewood Dr
25 Winterberry Ct
250 Greely Rd.
9 Linden Court
11 Acorn Ln
11 Prince St
66 Blackstrap Rd.

04110
Cumb Fore
Cumberland 04021
Cumberland 04021
Cumberland 04021
Cumberland 04021
Cumberland 04021
Cumberland 04021
Cumberland 04021

RECREATION /COMMUNITY EDUCATION ADVISORY BOARD
Callie Chase
James Googins
Connie Sweetser
Robert Vail
Barbara Hauke
Matthew Gilbert
G_eorgeCoHins
Jeff Porter (Council)

829-3650
829-6939
829-3074
829-5393
829-4108
829-4536
829-5779
829-4129

03
02
00
02
01
01
01

37 Hillcrest Dr
245 Greely Rd
19 Blanchard Rd
177 Main St
14 Hemlock Ridge Rd
393 Main Street
11 Candlewick Ln.
37 Crossing Br. Rd.

Cumberland
N Yarmouth
Cumberland
Cumberland
N Yarmouth
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

04021
04097
04021
04021
04097
04021
04021
04021

CABLE TV REGULATORY BOARD (annual appointment 6/31)
Wayne Buhelt
Stanley Milton
Cecil Ryder
Susan Kneeland
Ted Chadbourne
Jeff Porter (Council)

829-6654
846-4780
846-4955
829-9983
829-6384
829-4129

01
97
97
01
01

30 Hill St.
RR2 Box 354
PO Box 71
59 Crossing Brook Rd
50 Stockholm Drive
37 Crossing Br. Rd.

Cumberland
Yarmouth
Yarmouth
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

04021
04096
04096
04021
04021
04021

GREELY SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE (no defined terms)
Thomas Joyce (Chair)
Elizabeth Surgi
Terry Snow
Sandra Carlson-Wood
David DeBree

829-3672
829-5983
829-6363
846-1156 W
892-6486

42 Hawthorne Ct
PO Box 333
294 Main St
RR2 Box 3004

Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Bowdoinham

04021
04021
04021
04008

15 Hillcrest Rd

Windham

04062

RECYCLING COMMITTEE
Tom Calder
Eleanor Hunter
Hope Foster
Janice Tooker
Susan McGinty
Helen C. Gianas
Susan Kneeland
':
VACANCY.
Jeff Porter(Council)

846-8758
829-5664
829-5595
829-5122
829-4039
829-9983

.

829-4129

02
03
01
01
01
01
01
03

402 North Rd
Chebeague
PO Box 151
Cumberland
PO Box4A
Cumberland
50 Hillside Ave
Cumberland
44 Newell Ridge
Cumberland
9 Friar Ln
Cumberland
59 Crossing Brook Rd Cumberland

04017
04021
04021
04021
04021
04021
04021

37 Crossing Brook Rd Cumberland

04021

LANDS and CONSERVATION COMMISSION
F. Robert Heyner
Betty Surgi
John Eldredge (Chair)
Robert S. Craig, Jr.
Anne Maher
Roger Monthey
Ellen Hoffman
Sally Stockwell
Jennifer West
Paul Gianas
Stephen Moriarty (Council)

829-6757
829-5983
829-4540
772-3648W
829-6534
829-4683
781-3045
829-3201
829-3994

03
03
02

30 Forest Lake Rd
PO Box 333
620 Pleasant Valley

Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

04021
04021
04021

02
02
03
03
03
03
02

447 Greely Rd. Ext.
236 Main St
3 Sylvan Ln
21 Maple Street
441 Range Rd
463 Range Rd
9 Friar Ln
34 Blanchard Rd

Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumb Fore
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

04021
04021
04110
04021
04021
04021
04021
04021

829-5095

SHELLFISH CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Tom Peterson
Richard Peterson
Thomas Calder
Cecil A Doughty
Charles Adams

829-5406
829-5448
846-4176
846-3128
781-2167

03
01
02
02
01

115 Tuttle Rd
146 Middle Rd
402 North Rd
Deer Point Rd
17 Dean's Way

Cumberland
Cumberland
Chebeague
Chebeague
Cumberland

04021
04021
04017
04017
04021

Cumberland
Chebeague
Chebeauge
Cumberland
Cumb Fore

04021
04017
04017
04021
04110

COASTAL WATERS COMMISSION
Richard Bosch~rini (Chair)
Kenneth Hamilton
Hartley Brewer
John Williams
Lewis lncze

829-3249
846-4161
846-9944
781-4980

01
02
02
03
01

PO Box 53
7 South Rd
John Small Rd
21 Pinewood Dr
99 Foreside Rd

CUMBERLANDNARMOUTH JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE
Guy Vigue
Cecil Ryder
Jim Phipps (6/98)
John Lambert (6/98)
Stephen Moriarty (Advisory)

846-4941
846-4955
846-6274
781-5282
846-5095

RR. Box 328
North Rd
Box 190
7 Ocean Terrace
6 Acorn Ln

Yarmouth
Yarmouth
Chebeague
Cumb Fore
Cumberland

04096
04096
04017
04110
04021

CUMBERLAND ISLANDS COMMITTEE
Michael Porter (Chair)
Marjorie Munroe
Jim Higgins
Milton Calder
Donna Damon
Linden Smith
J. Samuel Hunter,II
VACANCY:
VACANCY
VACANCY'
VACANCY
i,_
'◄
_______
(Council)
.,;. •

846-3145
846-4183
829-3513
829-6185
846-5140
846-4081
846-6065
.
,,.

03
03
02
02
03
03
02

0·3

Box 578
Box 16
6 Brookside Dr
10 Willow Ln
Box 13
Box 414
Division Point

Chebeague
Chebeague
Cumberland
Cumberland
Chebeague
Chebeague
Chebeague

04017
04017
04021
04021
04017
04017
04017

Cumberland
Cumberland

04021
04021

03
02
02

·•

CUMBERLAND HOUSING AUTHORITY
Sandra Storey Carlson
Joyce Frost
Sandra Doughty
Richard Foote
W. Scott Fox
Wm Stiles
VACANCY -

846-1156
829-6175
773-1990
829-5738
781-2216
829-6241
624-6250
829-6178
623-5532
829-6679
774-9811
•·v

02
02
x186
02
W
03
W
01
W
03
W
03

45 Middle Road
33 Old Gray Rd

79 Schooner Ridge Rd CFore

04110

84 Longwoods Rd

Cumberland

04021

6 Friar Lane

Cumberland

04021

494 Range Rd

Cumberland

04021

PERSONNEL APPEALS BOARD
Chuck Piacentini
Matthew Ward
Terry N. Snow
Virgil E. Bean
Bill Shane
David White(alternate)
Kenneth Snitger( alternate)
VACANCY
. ;,

781-2069
829-5242
829-6689
829-5342
829-3664
829-6405
829-3466

02
02
01
03
03
03
01
03

5 Sturdivant Rd
Gumb Fore
390 Main St
Cumberland
19 Turkey Ln
Cumberland
20 Harris Rd
Cumberland
39 Crossing Brook Rd Cumberland
21 Friar Ln
Cumberland
105 Tuttle Rd
Cumberland

0411 O
04021
04021
04021
04021
04021
04021

LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE
Phil Allen - Council
829-6521
34R Skillins Rd
Phil Hunt /Plan. Board Chair 829-6267
250 Main St
Robert Hasson - SAD 51 - Superintendent 829-4800

Cumberland
Cumberland

04021
04021

GROWTH MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (6/9/97)
Beth Howe, Philip Hunt, Jeffrey Daigle, George Turner, Robert Arsenault, Peter Maher, Field Griffith,
Elizabeth DellaValle, Charles Googins, Philip Gleason

REGIONAL WASTE SYSTEMS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Susan McGinty
(6/98)
Robert B. Benson, Town Manager

Cumberland's Representative
Cumberland's Alternate Rep.

PORTLAND WATER DISTRICT LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE-5
William Lunt, 111(6/06)
781-3514
Represents Cumberland, Falmouth & Windham
Eileen Wyatt (6/02)
829-5238
Represents Cumberland, Falmouth & Windham

16 Lunl Rd

YEAR TERMS

Falmouth

363 Tuttle Rd Cumberland

04105
04021

INTEROFFICE

MEMO

DATE:

5/21/2001

TO:

ROBERT BENSON, TOWN MANAGER

Af

FROM:

BARBARA MCPHETERS, CODE OFFICER

t:?V'.

RE:

CHEBEAGUE INN LICENSES (MAP 14 LOT 69)

A0

An inspection was conducted today by Cumberland Fire Department
Captain Clayton Copp and myself to review the conditions at the Chebeague
Inn. Kevin Bowden and Carrie Schiebler-Bowden were present during the
inspection.
We reviewed the facility, inside and out, to determine if all deficiencies
had been corrected.
A number of additional items were found by Captain
Copp and will require a reinspection in one month.
A copy of the inspection report from Anita Anderson, State Public Health
Sanitarian, was provided indicating approval to issue a permanent license.
At this time, I would recommend approval of the Victualer's and Liquor
licenses for the Chebeague Inn, reserving the right to reinspect during
normal working hours.

STATE OF MAINE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

BUREAU OF HEAL TH
INSPECTION REPOR'r
ESTABUSHM(NT NJ,,l,.,\E

ONNERN.AJ,,\f

I

'

AClORESS
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I

I
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:
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0 _1
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1 DEMERIT.

'>. Canned good~found: I
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I
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"nd.'or I 1~wollcn. Rule 2.1.A.1. 5 DEMERITS.

1.

Meat omd/ormc,)l products nol USDAapproved. Ruic 2.1 A2.

1PT

•17. \
I

I To:'ticmateri.tl\ I I pcr;onal 1rx.-d1Cations
and/or I I rirst aid s11ppl1cs
-..:ere
I improperly storc-d, I I l;ibclcd, I I used 1nfood Rule 7 1 2 5 DEMERITS.

48. I
I

WATERSUPPLY ·, ·
I A copy of the current water analysiswas not availableat the facility.
I further testingmaybe required. Rule 6.1.E.3. 2 DEMERITS.

-19.I I Water tested and found to be unsatisfactory. Ruic 6.1.A.1. 5 DEMERITS.
,;o_ The free chlor,ncwaslessthan 0.2S ppm. rhe measured chlOnnerciklu.-il
was
I IJ?P'll·Rule6.1 .A.2. S DEMERITS.
51-.-I -I Hot and I I cold water (under pressure) "'-asnot providedto the:
I I sinks, I I dishwM!ers.or I I lav;ilories.Rule 6.1.D. l. 5 DEMERITS.

I in rusty condition,

searoodproducu--m~l.ed.-
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___

2PT-!--

,\.

ancVorserved.

◄:--~~fa'i-Jled~ ioer.~R~TC>perty
iaoefeaoontain&rorrooctTrebeingLiseo~ancVU-served:-'
Rule2.1.A.2.

PT

TOXIC MATERIALS

I <ttlultcrated foods arc being 11s.c<l and/or scrvC<.l.
Ruic 2.1.A.1.

0

◄

9Jr

FOOD SUPPLYAND SOURCE
1. ~ 1eW£:~s~nd/or I

SPT __

Reinspcction to ~ condue1ed
within __
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__
d~y letter of follow-up
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each day's use.

5 DEMERITS.

\w~
~-~~'Jb~~htaned
and

after

-- ·

FOOD PREPARATION
ANO PROTECTION
8. Cooked
andior preparedkxxh are sub;ectcd to cross contam1nabon,from I
9

10.

J raw foods
or I I other sources of contamination. Rules 2.2.A.1. and 2.3.B.S. 2 DEMERITS.
(rnploycc.,s h.:indlf. raw and cooked or 1>rc.-p.;rcdfood rcx.lud.5 \\llhout thorough h.1nd
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~~~~Mt~~~f!~T~ingused"anci'or"seried-Rule 2 4 B 1 2 DEMERITS.

SJ

"
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~~=~~r;,,.,

11. Foodcontactsurfaces not: I I washed, I I nnsed, and/or I I sanitizedalter each use
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~~E~l¥~tion
when contamination may have oca.,n-ed.
0
12
1
·
~-2~~!.31~3~1~EM
E~~~~·
13. food not P.'"otected
d~
storage/display:
I I foodleltuncovered,I I lood improperly

r°1

PLUMBING

r~~~

i~~~- ~
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or nested,

14.lnstitutJOns;~hositrcryisll
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Jnotdated,Rule10.2(
l1t2pmtm1lknot
retained I Jschools:milknotk
at40"F orbelow.Rule2.1.B.l.2DEMERITS.
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oodand/e<I
I
,t,;led,Rulcs2.4.l.2.

Ib. I

Rule 8. 1 .C.2. 4 DEMERITS.

I Unwrapped .md/or I

I potentiallyhazardous food prcx.luctspreviouslyserved lo ll1e
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FOOD TEMPERATURES

•~~~~dt~/~;~ ~~~~~~~-~:_d_3 _ 1;~i~~R~rs!
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to be
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hcuardous foods requiringmtrigP,l"alionarc 1l(){ t.-.~ngr.1pi<lly
cooled
10 45° or below. lhe rr1e.asurcdiC'1npcr..iturc w,u I
I ~r. Ruic 2.3.C.J. 5 DEMERITS.
!O. 1---rfrozen foodnot being kept at O"f~
1 improper illav..ing.The mcasurecr
1crnpcraturc was I
I ef_ Ruic 2.3.C.4. 5 DEMERITS•
.?1:-Potcf1l1ally
hazardO\ls hot lood(s) nol being siorc<l ;it 140"Fof-:ttXNc. l he measured
tempcr;ii'ure wa~/
I F. Rules 2A.C.1., 2.'I.H.1.,,. 5 DEMERITS.. ~--~-12.Potentk'l iyTw.ardous coITTocxl{s)
not ~~45°F
or below. lhc measured

TOILETAND HANDWASH FACILITIES ,
, S8, Toiletrooms: I I Completelyenclosed, 1X1_Equ;ppedw;t1, self-dosing,light-fitting
'.. / dooo, I I properly Yenled,I I ti,sue pro,;c,e.:,,
I I~
waste receptaclellai:foes),
Rules 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7. 2 DEMERITS.
59. Inadequate number of I I male, and/or I I femaletoilets. The number of totietiare:
I I male and I I female. Rule 6.5. 1 DEMERIT,
60. 1--tandwashlava1ories: I I ck?an, I I adequate number, I I ac::c~sil.il~. I I f1Xturcs
maint.1ined, I I h.:indclc,msi~ soop, I I s.ani!Ary
towels/h;uKI drying devices not
provided I I common 10-,,.-el.
Rule!. 6.J. and 6.0. 4 DEMERITS.

62. Stora
63. Stora

I

0

I reruse bin of questionablesafety. Rules 6.9 and 6.10. 2 DEMERITS.

2J~~~wn~LriJi~,l#u~iSol;?ic~J;~~p&mea1:-·-Rulc 10.1. 2 DEMERITS.

24.

~E~;;Lused transportmg foodare inadequate. Rules 2.◄ .L.1., and 9.1.A.

6S.F

25. ,\crurate thermometers not avculat:kor used to evaluatehot holding,cooking, reheating.

and refrigerated storagetemperatures. Rules2.3.C.1, and 2.3,D.2. 1 DEMERIT.

26. No certJhed

I communicable disease(s), I

L~;~~~t~DfJERl~o-int~tinal

.!U.

Pcnonnd: I

I boils. I

67. I

I infected wound(s),

29. ~~A-;J-~~

l1·-

Il

68.

I I

I.
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._,
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, I I ,rty veoo ,I lexhaustfans.Rules7.6,7.9,7.10.1DEMERIT.
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infection, are preparing and servingfood.

I "",thdirty hands 'ancVorT7sinol.:il1i; .....henprc.,,.-umgand servinglood. -practice, I I eating. drinkirt in food preparation and/or dish-

1 I ~ith poor h~nic
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! . .. .I
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CONSTRUCTION OR MAINTENANCEOF PHYSICALFACILITIES
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iood handler/manager. Rules3.S.
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~.I
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----t---
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2
6¢~~~~~~~~1FR1:r_,--------
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34. Dishes/utensils are not being washed in a detergent soluoon havinga temperature of
at least 120°F. The measured temperature wasl/, . I 0 f. Rule 5.1.C.S. 2 DEMERITS.
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37.
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_
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INTEROFFICE

MEMO

DATE:

6/20/2001

TO:

ROBERT BENSON, TOWN MANAGER

FROM:

BARBARA MCPHETERS, CODE OFFICER~

RE:

GROWTH MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE

After working with the ordinance for close to a year, I offer the following
suggestions for consideration:

t-J111.
<l•1"~~
+-"

Change the dates for issuing permits to the calendar year instead of A.J-.,--.
the fiscal year. This should allow applicants to develop plans, secure a
~• v
building permit and hire a contractor before the building season stgrts.
, r.,.'-"

f~

Delete the limitation of 50% of permits allocated for subdivision
permits and keep the current limitation of three permits allowed in any
one subdivision per year.
Remove the requirement that an applicant accept the growth permit. I
believe it is implied that an applicant wants the permit if they have
requested one, especially considering the expense of the septic design
or sewer user unit and the cost of the growth permit.
I look forward to addressing the Town Council on Monday, June 25, 2001
regarding these suggestions.

v

C111nbei-la11d Fi1·e Depa1·tn1e11t
366 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
Emergency 829-5211 • Business 829-5421 • Fax 829-4214

•

E-mail dsmall@cumberlandmaine.com

Daniel

U. Small

CHIEF

Ms. Klara Norton
Town Clerk
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Dear Klara:
This memo is to inform you that as of June 21,2001 all of the victualer's
inspections on the supplied list from the town office have been completed, all businesses
are in compliance for both fire and building standards as adopted by the town of
Cumberland at the time of the inspections.
If you have any questions regarding any of the inspections feel free to contact me
on my pager at 264-3458 or call 829-5421.

Yours for a safer community,

Clayton H.Copp, Fire Prevention Officer
Cc

Robert Littlefield
Barbara McPheters
Daniel Small

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Bob Benson
Klara Norton
June 22, 2001
2001-2002
VICTUALER'S

Please see attached
Officer,
Fire Chief,
these establishments.
Also, Chebeague
grant them their
Amusement
and

inspection
and Code

LICENSE

LISTING

reports
from the Health
Enforcement
regarding

Inn has now met all the requirements
annual Liquor license,
Special
Victualer's
license.

-----------------------------------------The following
establishments
can be granted their
annual Victualers
lice_nse for the year 2001 to 2002:
• ALLEN FARM COUNTRY STORE
•C.N. Brown Company, d/b/a The BIG APPLE FOOD STORE
• HMS HOST/BURGER KING
• CHEBEAGUE ISLAND INN
• CHEBEAGUE ISLAND BAKERY
• CHEBEAGUE ORCHARD INN
• CUMBERLAND CAFE
•CUMBERLAND/NO YARMOUTH LIONS CLUB
• DOUGHTY'S ISLAND MARKET
•FOODSTOP

•J

BROTHERS VARIETY STORE

•SPRING BROOK FARM DAIRY STORE
•SUNSET HOUSE BED & BREAKFAST INN
• GAIL'S LOG CABIN STORE
•TRACK SIDE SNACK BAR
• VIKING GRILL/VAL HALLA GOLF & REC -BANQUET CENTER
• WEST CUMBERLAND METHODIST CHURCH (Fairgrounds bldng.)

to

INTEROFFICE

TO:

KLARA NORTON, TOWN CLERK

FROM:

BARBARA MCPHETERS, CODE OFFICER

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: VICTUALER'S LICENSES
DATE:

06/22/01

I have reviewed the files for the following businesses and have no issues but would
reserve the right to inspect at a later date:
Allen Farm Country Store

Suburban Little League of Cumberland
& North Yarmouth

Chebeague Island Bakery

Sunset House Bed & Breakfast Inn

Cumberland/No Yarmouth Lions Club

Gail's Log Cabin Store

Doughty's Island Market

Track Side Snack Bar

J Brothers Variety Store

West Cumberland Methodist Church

The following businesses were inspected and had minor deficiencies to be corrected
within 30 days:
HMS Host/Burger King

Foodstop

Cumberland Cafe

Viking Grill/Val Halla Golf & Rec - Banquet Center

No deficiencies were found during the inspections of the following businesses:
The Big Apple Food Store

Chebeague Orchard Inn

Chebeague Island Inn

Spring Brook Farm Dairy Store

None of the deficiencies found at the above listed businesses should warrant
withholding of the licenses.
I hope this information is useful during the Town Council's review of these requests.

Cumberland

Fire Depa1·tment

366 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
Emergency 829-5211 • Business 829-5421 • Fax 829-4214

•

E-mail dsmall@cumberlandmaine.com

Daniel

U. Small

CHIEF

Ms. Klara Norton
Town Clerk
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Dear Klara:
This memo is to inform you that as of June 21,2001 all of the victualer's
inspections on the supplied list from the town office have been completed, all businesses
are in compliance for both fire and building standards as adopted by the town of
Cumberland at the time of the inspections.
If you have any questions regarding any of the inspections feel free to contact me
on my pager at 264-3458 or call 829-5421.

Yours for a safer community,

Clayton H.Copp, Fire Prevention Officer
Cc

Robert Littlefield
Barbara McPheters
Daniel Small

ToWNOF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214
April

25,

2001

Kevin R. Bowden
Innco,
Inc.
300 Woodbury Avenue
Portsmouth,
NH 03801
Dear

Kevin:
At the April
23,
following
motion:--------

"To grant
June 30,
reviewed"

2001

Town Council

a temporary
liquor
license
2001,
at w ch time
all

meet

ng,

t e Counci

the Chebeague Inn to expirf
code-related
concerns
will
be

to

This motion
was ba·sed on the various
concerns
expressed
to you from
Cumberland's
Code
Enforcement
Officer
Barbara
McPheters,
Health
Officer
Eileen
Wyatt
and Fire
Chief
Dan Small.
The following
items
are of primary
concern
and need correction:
1. Well water
testing
and any required
corrections
must meet the Federal
and State
drinking
water guidelines.
2. The dishwasher
water
temperature
and operation
must comply with
the
requirements
of the
State
of Maine
Bureau
of Health
and the
Local
Health
Officer.
3. Automatic
holdbacks
connected
to
the
fire
alarm
system
must
be
installed
on fire
exit
doors
according
to
the
requirements
of the
Cumberland
Fire Chief.
4. Extension
cords
must
be eliminated
throughout
the
facility
and
a
licensed
electrician
must correct
any exposed
open wiring.
A joint
Fire
Department
and Code Enforcement
Office
re-inspection
will
be
conducted
on May 21, 2001 to determine
that
the above items are corrected.
As you are aware,
there
are a number of outstand_ing
deficiencies
that must
be corrected
before
the town will
recommend approval
of the permanent
liquor
license
and victualer's
license
that
will
be heard
at the June 25, 2001 Town
Council
meeting.
If additional
deficiencies
are found during
any inspection,
they
must
be corrected
as agreed
upon with
the
agency
in charge.
An
additional
inspection
will
be scheduled
for June 18, 2001 to determine
that
all other
inspection
requirements
have been met.
If you should have any questions,
please
feel free to call me at 829-5559.
Sincerely,

,?\(~~

Vu.~

Kl~a
M. Norton
Town Clerk

·
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TOW:N OF

APPLICATION FOR A SPECIAL AtfUSF.MENT
PERMIT
FOR NUS!C~DArrqnIG

!NNC0
1 I!iS•

Name q! Applicant:

AN'D/OR ENTF.RTAINMENT

D[B/A

CHEBEAGUE ISLANrPho:r.e:(/4'tt7.261/&-67--5:)INN

'

Resid~noe of Applicant:
CHEBEAGUE ISLAND, ME
Busln~ss Name:{lck~«-;-..2;:5-~-~-c;-~~-~-a:.,-_"""-L=_=-!1=""'"/J,c.-=,=,.......,,,8,_u_S_o=Ph=.o-n"""e-:A-~-0
::..5'3P.ddz-ess:JM:1'.

Business
Name of

Manager:~W

Resideno$
Type

of Manager:

of Enter>tainm~nt

]2oc..r;-I dr{.t:~~~ktzcl..
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TOWN MANAGER'S OFFICE:

FROM:

Klara Norton, Town Clerk

DATE:

May 25, 2001

-----------------------------------------------------------------June 25, 2001 Town Council Meeting
COUNCIL AGENDA

ITEMS

00 - To consider and act on annual applications for Victualer's licenses.
00 - To consider and act on application for Innco, Inc. d/b/a Chebeague
Island Inn for Liquor License renewal.
00-

To consider and act on a Special Amusement Permit application for
Innco, Inc. d/b/a Chebeague Island Inn.
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